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ABSTRACT 

Fugitive Nation: Contagious Democracies in American Literature of the Early National 

Period, 1793-1838 takes aim at the legislative gag-order on racial issues during the early 

national period. The gag-order suppressed national discussions of slavery and racial 

injustice until abolitionism rose in the 1830s, and its legacy continues today to impair our 

historical understanding of this deeply conflicted period of the American past. In order to 

restore this "fugitive" history. Fugitive Nation reconstructs a historical memory by 

uncovering the erstwhile silent record of race relations during the early national period, 

while demonstrating how this history of racial injustice is at the root of a liberal 

democratic tradition in American Letters. Thus, my study traces the ideological 

connections among disparate national narratives, from the more literary works of Charles 

Brockden Brown and James Fenimore Cooper, to the more popular and partisan 

documents circulating in the early national period. Magazines, congressional and society 

records, personal narratives, and documentary histories, such as cross-cultural accounts 

of the 1793 yellow fever epidemic and the annual reports of the American Colonization 

Society, provide a fuller understanding of the different roles race played in the nation's 

transformation from colony to state, even as they provide richly nuanced readings of 

early American literary works. Ultimately, Fugitive Nation corrects the fallacy of the 

"Great Contradiction"—that racial hierarchies were somehow inconsistent with a liberal 

Democracy—by demonstrating that America grew out of, and actually required, an 

increasingly punitive and divisive system of race relations. 
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INTRODUCTION: RACE AND THE "MISUSE" OF NATIONAL NARRATIVES 

Fugitive Nation rests on an assumption that race mattered in the formation of 

American nationhood in the early national period. As I began to build this seemingly 

simple foundation for my analysis of American culture and politics, I confronted a wall of 

historical opinion that minimized the pressures of race. Historians repeatedly avoid 

questioning the impact of race on nation formation; they point to the compromises made 

on slavery at the Constitutional Convention, as well as argue that a grave concern for a 

precariously balanced union necessarily overrode the issue of universal freedom. Gary 

Nash is an exception; in Race and Revolution he takes issue with the prevailing tendency 

among historians to become apologists for the proslavery politics of the Founding 

Fathers. Nash undercuts the American myth that the South used the issue of slavery to 

hold the North hostage at the Constitutional Convention, which produced a supposedly 

forced compromise between slave and free states. Objecting to what he calls the "political 

fragility thesis," Nash argues that "historians have never really considered that a national 

plan for abolishing slavery might have been an integrating rather than a divisive 

mechanism, helping to create a genuinely national society out of regional societies by 

eliminating a rankling sore in the body politic" (26). Anti-slavery sentiment, however, 

was short-lived, and my study begins after the new nation's failure to embrace it. During 

the early national period, the United States strengthened its union by establishing a 

consensus on slavery that was based in a lucrative commercial partnership between North 

and South. 
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This partnership required a series of political maneuvers, beginning with the issue 

of taxing exports at the Constitutional Convention. In what Paul Finkleman calls the 

"dirty compromise," delegates from New England and the Deep South reached an 

agreement that prohibited export taxes, which would unfairly hurt the South's major 

crops, and that protected the slave trade (22). In exchange. New England recognized its 

own financial interests as the main carriers of the slave-produced commodities. To put it 

simply, slavery was big business; in postrevolutionary America, the "alliance for profit," 

as Finkleman aptly puts it, grew stronger as the nation reinforced its conamitment to 

protect the institution of slavery. Congress reaffirmed the national commitment to slavery 

and racial segregation by passing the first Fugitive Slave Law of 1793; essentially, it 

enforced the boundaries of slavery by enabling southern slaver-holders to chase down 

their human property in the North. In addition to being a major political coup for the 

South, the 1793 decision accelerated the astonishing decline of anti-slavery activism. 

By the end of the decade, the question of emancipation and racial justice—which 

had inspired numerous dirges on universal freedom, converted Benjamin Franklin, and 

produced a vision of a racially integrated republic—disappeared from public view. The 

roots and causes of the disappearance are the germ of my dissertation. Before 1793 a 

coalition of white and black anti-slavery advocates relied upon a favorite rhetorical 

strategy: to reawaken a sense of national peril if the slaves were not freed. But during that 

tumultuous year—with the uprisings in Paris and San Domingo and the persistent 

defiance of the Democratic-Republican societies in the United States—political leaders 

became convinced that a contagious freedom could potentially spread to slaves and free 
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African-Americans. Their anxiety soon turned anti-slavery rhetoric into a hazardous act. 

As whites abandoned the movement for racial justice, debate on the civil status of 

fugitive slaves began to disrupt political harmony in the United States. The Fugitive Slave 

Law became the symbolic epicenter of the federal assault against African-Americans; at 

the same time, however, it served as a catalyst for African-American demands for civil 

liberties. 

The prevailing tendency among American historians to ignore a politics of race 

simply proves Benedict Anderson's thesis that the most effective way for a people to 

imagine itself as a national community is through "collective amnesia." In my study of 

race and nationhood in American literature of the early national period, I aim to restore 

the fragmentary, fugitive histories of race relations to our historical memory, which 

doesn't imagine race to be a "problem" until the rise of Garrison and the abolitionists 

during the 1830s. The first step toward accomplishing this aim was to develop a critical 

approach that could uncover the political content of race as it circulated in nationalist 

discourse. To this end, I drew fi-om Mikhail Bakhtin's theory that languages are socio-

ideological, with no fixed meaning of the American, of freedom, of whiteness. In 

addition, I incorporated Kenneth Burke's notion that language is the primacy of social 

order, that a nation is, in part, a "symbolic order." 

More specifically, my work follows Ralph Ellison's subsequent adaptation of 

Burke's theory that American society formed itself "dramatisically." For Ellison this 

dramatic conflict at the core of social order in the United States was rooted in racial 

prejudice, and as such, was innate to the language of American prinicples: 
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Regardless of the white American's feelings about the economic, psychological 

and social conditions summed up in the term and symbol 'Negro,' that term and 

symbol was now firmly embedded in the operation of the American language. 

Despite their social powerlessness...Negroes would now be intricately involved in 

the use and misuse of a specific American form of symbolic action, the 

terminology of democracy. (778) 

Here Ellison specifically comments on the early national period, when the nation 

attempted to establish its revolutionary principles through "the dramatic conflict of 

democratic society" (774). The passage identifies the ideological construction of race, its 

roots in nationalist discourse, and its "misuse" in forcing the terminology of democracy 

disavow African-Americans. The racial hierarchy at the basis of this symbolic order, 

Ellison suggests, can only be imposed through a perversion of democratic principles. 

In order to demonstrate my critical practice, and the useftilness of Ellison's insight 

into American language, I want to briefly analyze a crisis of the early national period that 

testifies to the hidden presence of racial ideology in nationalist discourse. The Fugitive 

Slave Law posed a considerable threat to free African-Americans living in the North, 

particularly since illegal seizures could lead to their own enslavement. When four slaves 

escaped to freedom in Pennsylvania in 1797, only to face expulsion, Absalom Jones and 

other African-American activists, taking the quintessential American path to reform, 

submitted a petition to Congress to revoke the Fugitive Slave Law. The fate of this 

important petition is a remarkable demonstration of the way American national identity is 

constructed through racial otherness. 



The presence of race was hidden in nationalist ideology, Ellison implies, and its 

unspeakable presence made the nation pause and then fall silent when faced with 

questions about the scope of freedom. As Federalist propaganda spewed tales of angry 

slaves ready to incite a massive insurrection, and while factionalism threatened the union. 

Speaker of the House James Madison took one look at the petition and refused to table it 

for debate. BCnown for his adroit procedural skill, Madison based his refusal on a 1790 

agreement that required Congress to suppress all petitions and legislation that posed a 

threat to slavery. Looking across a nation growing more anxious about the potential of 

new, infectious liberties to spark a slave insurrection, Madison claimed that the issue was 

too "inflammatory." Madison perfectiy illustrates Ellison's point about the "operation" of 

racial ideology in national institutions. Here we see that the environment of racial hysteria 

that Madison exploits to suppress the petition is in fact a hostile symbolic order created 

by an American imagination distorted by racial prejudice. Madison's refusal effectively 

labels the burgeoning civil liberties movement as an extremist faction falling outside the 

scope of legitimate American dissent. As a result, even such renowned "Friends of the 

Negro" as Benjamin Rush distanced themselves from a model of racial reform tied to 

democratic principles. As an alternative to petitions for racial reform, for example, the 

Pennsylvania Abolition Society issued a pamphlet that taught free African-Americans 

how they could help maintain social order through "nine steps to moral conduct." It 

would be another thirty years, until the rise of abolitionism, that white Americans would 

rejoin African-Americans in advocating the repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law. 

Judging by historical studies of the early national period, the defeat of the Fugitive 



Slave Law petition is a non-event. For example, Thomas Slaughter calls James Roger 

Sharp's American Politics in the Early Republic the "best and most insightful treatment 

of the 1790s ever published." I think Sharp's study is an indispensable aid to 

understanding particular political pressures of the Federalist era, but it considers race to 

be a negligible influence on American political life and fails to mention the suppression 

of Jones's petition. Even by the late twentieth-century—when the future has supposedly 

opened the archives of the past to the historian—Sharp still enters into what Haitain 

ethnographer Michel Rolph Trouillot calls a "cycle of silences" initiated by Madison's 

systematic silencing of African-American resistance. Racial ideology gets "embedded" in 

American language, as Ellison reminds us, and much like a radioactive half-life, will taint 

a future memory of the past and "distort [the American's] national image and blind him 

to the true nature of his cultural complexity." 

My rather elaborate incorporation of Ellison highlights the suppressed presence of 

race in the production history; in establishing this critical perspective, my work also 

draws from the work of Joan Dayan, Paul Gilroy, Alexander Saxton, Barbara Fields, Gary 

Nash, David Roediger, and Michel-Rolph Trouillot. This interdisciplinary group charts 

the ways in which racial attitudes shape the production of historical narratives, and has 

helped me to trace the concomitant development of racial and national ideologies in 

American culture. Their influence informed my construction of the dissertation's 

historical trajectory, which in an important sense, is also its theoretical foundation. 

In the early national period, "the literary" encompassed various kinds of writing, 

such as histories, novels, poetry, journals, orations, and drama. These "national 



narratives," as Jonathan Arac describes the dominant narrative type of the period, were 

instrumental contributors to the ideological formation of nationhood. Ellison emphasized 

the importance of literature to this process of nation-formation; in the drama of America, 

literature collaborated with the Law, an alliance which he identified as "two symbolic 

systems work[ing] in the interests of social order." My interest in national narratives is 

tied to their participation in the process of nation-building, a process constitutionally 

unable and unwilling to incorporate the fugitive histories of racial struggle. National 

narratives often reflected upon America's origin or told stories about tiazards to 

Constitutional authority; these stories often featured race, as Americam writers worried 

that slavery would finally fracture the nation. In particular, writers expressed fears that the 

nation's own rhetoric of equality and independence would infect slaves and free African-

Americans with an uncontrollable desire for freedom. 

Fugitive Nation: Contagious Democracies in American Litera:ture of the Early 

National Period, 1793-1838 examines the impact of racial anxiety on the development of 

American nationalism and a national literary tradition. Fugitive Natiovi analyzes a variety 

of national narratives, including Charles Brockden Brown's journal. The Monthly 

Magazine and his novel, Arthur Mervyn, cross-cultural histories of the 1793 yellow fever 

epidemic, James Fenimore Cooper's novel. The Pioneers and his travel narrative. Notions 

of the Americans, William Apess's autobiography, A Son of the Forest and his history of 

the Mashpee Revolt, Indian Nullification, and William Lloyd Garrison's polemic against 

racial injustice. Thoughts on African Colonization. Focusing each chapter of Fugitive 

Nation on a particular stage of democratic conflict over race and nationhood, I have 
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employed the insights of Ellison in order to position various national narratives within the 

racially divisive "symbolic action" of American nationalism. Each chapter interweaves 

these texts with federal and defacto policies that reinforced the racial boundaries of the 

United States in order to express the ways in which national narratives function within the 

crucible of nation-building. Instead of employing an analytical form that outlines a 

historical context and then proceeds with literary analysis, I've integrated wide range of 

literary, political, and historical narratives in order to demonstrate their collaboration in 

producing a racially homogenous nationalist ideology. 

Fugitive Nation begins with a two-chapter cycle that subverts the prevailing 

tendency among critics to the first half of Charles Brockden Brown's writing career as his 

more his more liberal and creative period. Chapter One demonstrates how Brown's often 

overlooked literary and cultural journal. The Monthly Magazine, of which he was editor 

and virtually sole contributor, disseminated a Federalist ideology that led to war hysteria 

and racial paranoia in the late 1790s. My chapter examines the journal's constitutive 

texts—political essays, reviews of Fourth of July orations and George Washington 

eulogies, fiction, and historical essays—that represent a national culture beset by a vexed 

freedom, Irish radicals who invade the national home, and a restless slave population. My 

chapter interweaves a close-reading of these texts with specific contexts of law, 

nationalist rhetoric, public ritual, and racial discord. 

I respond to a dominant critical view that mistake Brown's philosophical 

radicalism for political radicalism. In a period typified by the Alien and Sedition Laws, 

the print medium as a powerful nationalist mechanism, and as one of the few cultural 
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journals of the era. The Monthly Magazine was an important site of struggle over 

"American" identity. The prevailing tendency among Brown's biographers is to ignore 

the ideological nature of the journal. Assessing Brown's editorial decisions, Clark 

praised him for taking a "prudent approach" to avoid politics, and this opinion represents 

a consensus on Brown's tenure at the journal. In a more recent analysis of The Monthly 

Magazine, Frye argues that the journal articulates the new nation's cultural ambivalence. 

He focuses on mental strife occurring in an "intellectual environment" of Hume, Gibbon, 

and Locke, a rather conventional intellectual history that extracts The Monthly Magazine 

from real pressures of suppression and disorder. By outlining the journal's ideological 

and political profile, and by accounting for the many alliances between cultural items and 

institutional power, my study makes it impossible to ignore the journal's importance to 

Federalist hegemony. 

Positioned squarely within a context of American nationalism, my profile of The 

Monthly Magazine concludes with an investigation of a regularly overlooked racial 

component of the period's nationalist ideology. The conventional understanding of the 

period stresses the Republican defeat of the Federalists—moving historians to hail 

Jefferson's presidential victory as the Second Revolution—^but an unspoken agreement to 

exclude Afirican-Americans unified warring political factions under the banner of white 

supremacy. Analyzing a sequence of Brown's reviews and original contributions, 

excerpted scientific tracts, and essays on slavery, I restore a discourse of racial paranoia to 

the evolution of nationalist ideology in the late eighteenth-century. 

The remainder of Fugitive Nation builds upon this comparative analysis of 



national identity formation. Each chapter excavates the hidden histories of race in order to 

demonstrate the heterogeneity of nationalist discourse during the early national period. To 

this end. Chapter Two locates the emergence of the American novel in the business 

corridor that connected the financial centers of the eastern seaboard with what Wall Street 

players today would call the "emerging markets" of the Caribbean islands. I argue that the 

yellow fever depicted in Arthur Mervyn symbolizes a threat derived from histories of 

commercial exchange with and racial unrest in the Caribbean colonies. My analysis 

departs from dominant interpretations that locate the pestilential source either in 

theoretical market capitalism, in Brown's tortured psychology, or in his bourgeois anxiety 

over financial speculation. Instead, as I argue, the yellow fever is a metaphor that marks a 

prevalent fear in the United States that intercourse with a region unsettled by racial 

violence would infect the nation with the same disease. 

My chapter overturns the standard reading of the yellow fever as Brown's attempt 

at realistic documentation in the tradition of Defoe's A Journal of the Plague Year. 

Focusing on the key metaphor of contagion, I identify two entwined strands of meaning 

and demonstrate how the pursuit of fortunes in the Caribbean slave economies gets 

figured in Arthur Mervyn as racial unrest in Philadelphia. Drawing from a national 

discourse of racial hysteria, I locate racial contagion in the "portable wealth" of slave 

plantations, and then demonstrate how the transfer of this currency to America fuels a 

reckless speculative economy. Through this analysis, I reassess the novel's conclusion, 

which critics often read as Utopian. As I argue, the presence of infectious slave-money, 

now buried in the basement of the villain Welbeck's house, breeds devastation in 
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Philadelphia, and the city can't regain its health until Arthur removes the tainted capital 

from its precincts. As this capital is embodied during the plague as Afiican-Americans 

who prey on sick and d5'ing whites, I conclude by examining the historical production of 

the yellow fever epidemic. The accounts of the fever, particularly those written by 

Matthew Carey and two African-American leaders, Paul Allen and Absalom Jones, depict 

the racial tensions caused by the crisis. Thus I conclude that the final vision of a racially 

homogeneous nation in Arthur Mervyn is more accurately seen as a nationalist fantasy 

rather than a historical fact. 

Unable to make a living as a novelist. Brown began a short but infamous career as 

a Federalist pamphleteer in the early 1800s. This new form more explicitly made use of 

the nation's racial anxiety, which he previously filtered through novelistic conventions. 

An Address to the Government on the Cession of Louisiana to the French (1803) is pure 

Federalist propaganda, as Brown invents a wild tale of an impending slave insurrection 

on the western frontier in order to cast suspicion on Jefferson and the Republican party. 

The pamphlet was part of a larger nationalist discourse at the commencement of the 

nineteenth-century that increasingly came to view the racial divide in the United States as 

an impassable barrier. After the abolishment of the slave trade in 1807, political leaders 

sought a plan for colonizing a growing free African-American population. Far from 

initiating the gradual death of African bondage, the moratorium on the slave trade simply 

gave rise to a domestic slave market. Li addition, southern planters and northern investors 

took advantage of new technology, particularly the cotton gin and a hardy upland cotton 

hybrid, to create an interstate slave commerce far more productive and lucrative than the 
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triangulation between Africa, the West Indies, and the United States. 

When James Fenimore Cooper began writing novels in 1819 the resurgence of 

slavery had already begun to define the limits, logic, and rhetoric of a democratic politics. 

He wrote The Pioneers, the first novel of the Leatherstocking epic, in the midst of this 

critical evolution of American identity. While legislators were negotiating the Missouri 

Compromise—the latest strategy for expanding the nation-state while maintaining a 

system of racial domination in the North and South—the American Colonization Society 

began relocating free African-Americans to the African colony of Liberia. The public 

airing of a slavery crisis, as well as a plan for African-American removal, demonstrated a 

range of racial anxieties, from insurrection and miscegenation to African-American 

suffrage and an increasing free African-American population. It is precisely these 

marginalized histories that Chapter Three exposes in order to make sense of the 

connections between race and national identity in Cooper's early work. 

I investigate how the evolution of nationalist ideology, which had become even 

more deeply divided over race by the early 1820s, shapes the political allegory of 

Cooper's The Pioneers, a novel about the founding of a republican town called 

Templeton. Through examinations of law, property, and citizenship, critics use The 

Pioneers to discuss the evolution of a theoretical liberalism, but they can only do this by 

extracting the novel from its historical play in the period's momentous debates on race 

and nationhood. I argue that Cooper, an asmte and active public commentator, neither 

sidesteps nor ignores the contradictions of a putative American liberty. The representation 

of white hegemony in The Pioneers does not come easily; Cooper repeatedly 



demonstrates in The Pioneers an underljdng current of African-American resistance that 

unsettles the formation of an ideal republic. 

Chapter Four of Fugitive Nation examines an emerging democratic identity from 

the perspective of the American Indian writer, William Apess. The Methodist preacher, 

autobiographer, political activist, and veteran of the War of 1812 published five texts 

between 1829 and 1838, and taken collectively, his work constitutes an argument for 

racial justice in America. I demonstrate how Apess adopted the defiant rhetoric of 

abolitionism to expose an ideology of white patemalism that deprived American Lidians 

of their civil liberties. A clearer understanding of the way in which Apess draws from 

abolitionist discourse to create a cross-cultural call for racial equality challenges the 

conventional understanding of Jacksonian democracy during the 1830s. While much 

criticism of Apess focuses on his role as Methodist preacher and/or autobiographer, this 

chapter argues that his work insists that we consider the system of racial apartheid that 

kept American Indians outside the boundaries of legal protection. 

The first move toward seeing the complexity of Apess's narrative and political 

practice is to rescue him from the genre of Native American autobiography, his small 

comer in undergraduate and graduate curricula. Taking my cue from Robert Allen 

Warrior, who claims that critics must restore "Native realities to the crucible of 

modemity," I demonstrate how Apess's autobiography contests the racial constitution of a 

new democratic self. Critics have categorized Apess as a monologic voice of Methodism 

that drowns out an indigenous ethos he supposedly never absorbed, but I challenge these 

stifling categories by arguing for his fusion of religious and political radicalism. 



Ultimately, he wrought a new scriptural typology that urged America to attain its true 

republican ideals. Upon this basis, I position the emergence of his historical 

consciousness within an abolitionist discourse that was in the process of subverting the 

moral authority of the colonization movement. In particular, I argue for the influence of 

William Lloyd Garrison, and his groundbreaking Thoughts on African Colonization 

(1832), on Apess's ambitious history of the Mashpee Indians's revolt against the State, 

Indian Nullification of the Unconstitutional Laws of Massachusetts (1835). 

The pairing of Garrison and Apess is appropriate if for no other reason than both 

men went to jail for speaking out against racial injustice. After the Mashpee delivered 

resolutions for self-govemance to the Govemor of Massachusetts, authorities charged 

Apess for sedition and riot and arrested him as a way to undercut Mashpee resistance. 

Garrison was also singled out for agitating against white racism. Working for Benjamin 

Lundy's Genius of Universal Emancipation in the late 1820s, Garrison wrote a column 

entitled "Black List" that told horror stories of fugitive slaves on the run in the North, 

printed statistics of the international slave trade, and illustrated the inhumanity of the 

slavetraders's "pens" in Virginia. The column also revealed the involvement of 

businessmen in interstate slave transport, a venture that moved more than one million 

slaves into the southwest between 1790 and 1860 (Mayer 74). When Garrison discovered 

that a partnership between a local Baltimore broker and a New England merchant had 

shipped seventy-five slaves to New Orleans—the "alliance for profit" that strengthened 

the union from its inception—he exposed the "mystery" of the northerner's wealth and 

was promptly sued for libel. Found guilty, he spent forty-nine days in the Baltimore jail. 



an experience that steeled his resolve to attack the institution of slavery. 

The incarceration of Garrison and Apess is an apt metaphor for the silence 

intrinsic to an American ideology of freedom and equality. I conclude Fugitive Nation 

with their partnership because it perfectly demonstrates the social fiinction of national 

narratives before the emergence of American Renaissance. Yet I also complete my 

chronology in the mid-1830s because the war against racial justice had changed; it was 

now out in the open, no longer obscured by the "philanthropy" of the colonization 

movement. Jackson's forced removal of American Indians led to the expansion of 

slavery into the southwest, two movements reinforced by the nefarious rise of raciology 

that would work tirelessly to exclude African-Americans from the promises of American 

independence. 



2. "UNREASONABLE DISCONTENT": THE RHETORIC OF NATION-BUILDING 

IN CHARLES BROCKDEN BROWN'S THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE 

Up, sanctify the people, and say, sanctify yourselves against tomorrow: 

fear this saith the Lord God of Israel, There is an accursed thing in the 

midst of thee, O Israel: thou canst not stand before thine enemies, until ye 

take away the accursed thing among you. (Joshua vii. 13) 

This chapter examines the role Brown and his journal The Monthly Magazine 

played in the political and social clashes of the late 1790s. The Monthly Magazine 

presented an array of texts—including Brown's reviews of Fourth of July orations. 

National Fast Day addresses, and George Washington eulogies and poems, short fiction, 

and essays—that served as vehicles for an increasingly hostile Federalist nationalism. The 

eclecticism of Brown's journal, together with his brief but remarkable career as a novelist 

and Federalist pamphleteer, makes The Monthly Magazine a fitting place to begin a 

dissertation that pursues the connections between American literature and national 

identity. 

During the 1790s, Federalist authority had to contend with the growth of a 

democratic radicalism that transformed nationalist discourse. A volatile cross-section of 

the American populace, urban workers, artisans, and farmers, dissatisfied with a federal 

government perceived as hostile to their interests, voiced demands for a more expansive 

democratic freedom. Already stunned by the Reign of Terror following the overthrow of 



the French monarchy, the United States government implemented policies to obstruct a 

similar unleashing of individual liberties in America. The 1794 Jay Treaty aligned the 

United States once again with England and pounded a wedge between France and 

American opposition, now organized under the auspices of the Democratic-Republican 

societies.' Relations between France and the United States rapidly deteriorated; in 1797 

the two republics initiated an undeclared war, and when it concluded four years later, 

Jefferson and the Republicans had defeated the Federalists in a conflict that historians 

have called the second American Revolution.^ 

Brown's famous creative outpouring from 1797 to 1801—accounting for the 

publication of his major fiction and The Monthly Magazine—coincides with the 

Federalist's two-front war against France and domestic opposition. The paranoia and 

violent imagery of Brown's gothic novels reflected the conditions of national hysteria: the 

"contagion" of freedom; the threatening alien who invades the home; the excessive 

plotting forecasting the collapse of civil order. It is no coincidence that during these years 

Brown shelves the philosophical-dialogue style of his first successful publication, Alcuin, 

for gothic novels that feed off hysteria. As he wrote his allegorical fictions of a union in 

crisis, the Federalist government, exploiting the public fear of subversion, initiated a 

spate of legislative measures designed to reinforce their authority, as well as to undercut 

the rival Republicans. By 1799, Federalist legislation included the Alien and Sedition 

Acts to silence political opposition, the standing army and the naval office, the 

implementation of a direct tax to pay for the military, and the passing of the 

Naturalization Act, which tripled the residency requirement for citizenship and attempted 
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to weaken the influence of Irish and German immigrants, many of whom supported the 

Republicans. 

In a period typified by the Sedition Acts, the print medium was a powerful 

nationalist mechanism, and Brown's The Monthly Magazine, one of the few high culture 

journals of the period, was an important site of struggle over "American" identity and 

politics. As a way to generate support for their legislative aims and nationalist thinking. 

Federalists deployed a rhetoric of paranoia that predicted the nation's impending collapse 

to the forces of radicalism. The Federalist press was a potent weapon. It manufactured 

war hysteria, trumpeted the importance of an aggressive preparedness, and defined what 

Stuart calls a "morality of coercion" (89). This Federalist morality articulated a particular 

brand of nationalism—one limited by, not expanded by, civil liberties. 

Thus, this chapter investigates how the collection of texts that constitute The 

Monthly Magazine contributed to a nationalist ideology that served the interests of 

Federalists. A first step is to reevaluate David Clark's representative claim in Charles 

Brockden Brown: Pioneer Voice of America that Brown takes a "prudent approach" to 

avoid politics in The Monthly Magazine. At a time when subversive language was a 

criminal offense, running a periodical was a highly politicized affair, a fact Brown 

addresses in The Monthly Magazine's first volume. Writing under the pseudonym 

Candidus, Brown addresses the difficulty of selling a high-brow periodical to a large 

audience: "If, perchance, you should, on any one subject, be profound or eloquent, yet 

your efforts to please will be frustrated by some unlucky difference of opinion between 

you and your reader" (2). Candidus articulated the need to avoid politics because of the 
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"futility of pleasing a consumer public." Brown offers an editor's time-honored cliche 

that delivers his unbiased professionalism, free from ideological conflict, as an appeal to 

a diverse group of consumers whom Candidus invites to the "banquet." 

Certainly, Brown did not leam to avoid politics from his association during the 

early 1790s with the Columbian, a prominent periodical led by the nation's leading 

intellectuals who attacked the British while proclaiming the "Rising Glory of America" 

(qtd. Friedman 7). As a contributor to the Columbian, Brown joined in the collective 

endeavor of writing American nationalism.^ So are we to believe that Brown, in his first 

entrepreneurial venture, manages to keep his own cultural magazine free of politics? 

What remains constant in the span between the Columbian and the Monthly Magazine is 

the advocacy for a nation supported by the protective strength of Federalist law and order. 

The first three sections of this chapter explain how the ritualistic texts included by 

Brown in The Monthly Magazine, particularly the National Fast Day oration, the George 

Washington eulogy, and the Fourth of July address, disseminated a narrow Federalist 

agenda. The final section draws the reader's attention to a conspiculously overlooked 

racial component of nationalist discourse in the early national period. In an astonishing 

decline that took a little less than ten years, the question of emancipation—which had 

inspired innumerable dirges on themes of universal freedom, converted Benjamin 

Franklin, and produced visions of a bi-racial republic—disappeared from public view. 

How was the xenophobia of the late 1790s connected to massive white flight firom the 

anti-slavery movement? How does The Monthly Magazine, through a sequence of 



Brown's reviews and original contributions, excerpted scientific tracts, and essays on 

slavery, chart this devolution in civic ideals? By accounting for the racial paranoia that 

afflicted the United States in the late eighteenth-century, the conclusion stresses the way 

in which a threatening heterogeneity contributes to the formation of American 

nationalism. 

Fasting for Unity 

In colonial and revolutionary America, when crisis or dissension threatened to 

divide the nation, a public ritual of giving thanks fostered solidarity. Federalists 

reintroduced a national fasting day to serve as a counterpart to this formidable war 

program already under construction in the legislature and to prepare the nation for 

hostilities with France. President Adams presented in the official proclamation of 1799 an 

image of a nation on the brink of disunion and urged citizens to obey their national duty 

in these "circumstances of great urgency and seasons of imminent danger" (116). "Public 

religious solemnities," Adams reasoned, "are happily calculated to avert the evils which 

we ought to deprecate" (116). 

Speeches on National Fast Day were delivered across the nation, and orators 

exploited the fear of "imminent danger" to engineer support for the governing agenda of 

the Federalists. A day of prayer sponsored and defined by the United States government 

associated the threat of French invasion with the political "evils" posed by opponents of 

Federalism, a diverse group that included Msh revolutionaries, the editors of the 

Philadelphia Aurora, and Thomas Jefferson. President Adams spelled out the duty of 

each citizen in this time of crisis: 
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Earnest and particular supplications should be made to Him who is able to defend 

or to destroy; as, moreover, the most precious interests of the people of the United 

States are still in jeopardy, by the hostile designs and insidious arts of a foreign 

nation, as well as by the dissemination among them of those principles subversive 

of the foundations of all religious, moral, and social obligations, that have 

produced incalculable mischief and misery in other countries. (116) 

Adams juxtaposes two types of rhetoric. The suggestive nouns, "designs" and "arts," 

freighted by their adjectives, "hostile" and "insidious," encode a rhetoric of paranoia. 

Such rhetoric was shorthand for covert operations undertaken by France within the United 

States, and Adams represents the domestic geography as already made insecure by 

subversion. The President prays that God will "withhold us from unreasonable 

discontent—from disunion, faction, sedition and insurrection." In the process, Adams 

gives the people a solution to the crisis of a splitting union: submit to the authority of 

God. This complimentary rhetoric of security depends upon a foreign geography 

engulfed in "misery." With this image, Americans can thank God who has given 

"countless favors" to them and made them "eminently happy, when compared with the lot 

of others." Americans can show their gratitude by resisting radicalism and remaining 

loyal to the Federalist government, the leaders of God's chosen republic. Thus even the 

permanent army acquired positive connotations. It symbolized a strong union free of 

dissent, an America unified under Federalist power, what orators prayed for on National 

Fast Day. 

Brown never offered his opinion about National Fast Day in private 
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correspondence or political tracts, but he reviewed fasting day orations for The Monthly 

Magazine, and like the oratory composed for the occasion. Brown's conclusions affirmed 

the journal's unwavering support of Federalist politics. His reaction to the public ritual is 

one paradigmatic example of the collaboration between The Monthly Magazine and 

Federalist ideology. One typical review applauds the "impressive" ability of the orator to 

exhibit "the accursed things" that threaten the nation. This sentiment, writes Brown, will 

increase "support of public measures...which indicates that he is a very firm friend to the 

government and administration of his country" (129). None of Brown's reviews of the 

Fast Day orations reveal traces of political ambivalence or his lauded radicalism; in fact, 

he supports a Federalist agenda.'^ 

It was not only the orator who did political work by fabricating union out of "great 

urgency." Brown's reviews of the Fast day orations confirmed its unifying impulse. For 

example, in a review of Reverend Linn's "Day of General Fast" oration. Brown's 

emphasizes a section entitled "want of union among our citizens," which suggests his 

anxiety about an imported radicalism threatening the U.S. The passage from Joshua that 

serves as the epigraph of this chapter was the subject of Linn's discourse on an unstable 

nation. Brown was impressed by Linn's "impressive" ability to exhibit "the accursed 

things, or the national sins, which have been the procuring cause of national 

punishments" (129). To expunge these "sins" from the nation, the "accursed" political 

radical in the nation, one must firmly support the "health" of civil society, which means 

supporting the government's actions against opposition. For Brown this solution is 

"calculated to do good" and earns the orator Brown's enthusiastic support: "with a 
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laudable zeal, [Linn] calls for approbation and support of public measures, with a fervor 

of discussion, which indicates that he is a very firm friend to the government and 

administration of his country" (129). 

Following the Linn review in the same issue is a response to a speech delivered by 

Reverend John BCirkland, the future president of Harvard and an outspoken critic of 

French radicalism. After Brown gives the reader a sense of Linn's ability to blend 

religious and secular devotion, he only needs brief commentary to praise similar 

sentiments in BCirkland's address: "[the speech] maintains with equal zeal, the importance 

of Christianity, to the welfare of civil society; and is not less decided and warm in 

inculcating the duty of supporting the government of the U.S." (130-131). In his position 

as reviewer and arbitrator of political opinion. Brown urges his reader to support "public 

measures." For the Irishman faced with the Alien acts, free blacks who witnessed 

"fugitive slaves" being resold into slavery, or a journalist with a firm belief in free speech 

confronted by the Sedition laws, such a "duty" was unthinkable. 

Brown's reviews of the National Fast orations and the texts themselves were two 

of many examples in The Monthly Magazine of his loyalty to Federalist nationalism. 

Definitions of nationalism are notoriously slippery; it is, if nothing else, the product of 

heteroglossia, the numerous combinations and junctions of law, public media, private 

correspondence, literature, and ritual. The work of Wilbur Zfelinsky, Merle Curti, Eric 

Hobsbawm, and Benedict Anderson continually emphasize how these cultural materials 

are instrumental in nation-building. Cultural critics reminds us that a symbolic world that, 

in Zelinsky's words, is "only one of that complex tangle of items embracing economics. 



technology, politics, and the habitat that interact one with another to shape human 

destinies; but culture is no less potent than any of the others" (13). The need to convince 

others that culture is more than "mere froth on the might torrent of history," however, 

results in a reading detached from the pressures and fears that attend political conflict and 

social transformation. 

Cultural products such as the National Fast Day speech were instrumental to 

nation-building in the 1790s. Nationalism is a notoriously slippery concept; it is, if 

nothing else, the product of heteroglossia, the numerous combinations and junctions of 

law, public ritual, warfare, media, private correspondence, geography, and literature. No 

critical consensus on the formation of national identity during the Federalist period has 

emerged from this contested terrain. While cultural, intellectual, and literary historians 

reveal many intricacies of cultural production during the Federalist period, they are 

reluctant to consider how national narratives and iconography reinforced the antagonism 

of the federalist government toward popular and republican opposition.^ 

Promoting George Washington 

For an American to be, as Brown said, a "very firm friend" to the federal 

government, he must participate in the president's national circle of prayer and imagine 

the union in serious jeopardy, with "agents of disunion, faction, sedition, and 

insurrection" at the gates. Employing the rhetoric of an unstable union, the National Fast 

Day proclamation was an ideological vehicle designed to be an adjunct to the Federalist's 

war program. Thus, the death of Washington in 1799 during a national panic was a 

serendipitous event for the Federalist government. More effective than the Fast Day 
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oration, the eulogy of George Washington quickly became an instrumental public ritual 

that helped to persuade Americans to accept the centralization of federal authority.^ 

The 440 addresses and eulogies delivered in over 200 towns in only three months 

provided Federalists with a powerful icon of national security, a symbolic bulwark 

against "agents of disunion."^ 

Before Federalists could take advantage of Washington's legacy and deploy it to 

endorse hostile domestic policies, they had to reinforce his myth. The image of 

Washington, disseminated during the Revolution to unify the colonies, had been tainted 

by partisan wrangling and threats of impeachment during his two presidential terms. 

Federalists deployed the icon, in part, to circumscribe the limits of opposition in 1799-

1800 and to restore the aura of Washington to their contested authority. They dressed 

Washington in his military splendor, a just and brave general who could crush domestic 

insurgents of the late 1790s as easily as he defeated British forces at Valley Forge. 

Americans remembered more than Washington's leadership during the Revolution. They 

had the recent memory of the military movement carried out by the Washington 

administration against civil resistance on the Pennsylvania frontier. His administration 

pioneered the joint action of rhetorical and military action in their attempts to defeat 

frontiersmen known as the Whisky rebels who resisted a federal whiskey tax in 1794. 

Political leaders crafted a rhetorical atmosphere of impending crisis as the primary way to 

activate and justify the use of military force stowed in the war clauses of the Constimtion. 

Federalists believed the Democratic-Republican societies were the source of discontent, 

and President Washington hit the societies with the full weight of his office and stature; 
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he described them as subversive and "self-created," a damaging characterization that 

placed them outside the Constitutional "family." Many Federalists followed 

Washington's example and fingered the Democratic societies as radical instigators-

William Cobbet, a Federalist scribe appropriately named "Porcupine," thought the 

societies poor disguises for Jacobin clubs, which had already started an American 

rebellion "fomented by democratic fuel, paid for with French gold."® 'The game," wrote 

the Republican James Madison, in a sardonic tone befitting his disagreement with such 

tactics, "was to connect the Democratic societies with the odium of insurrection" (Foner 

Societies, 32). 

The version of "the game" played in the hostile political arena of the late 

eighteenth-century included the Washington eulogy. With a larger war against France 

looming. Brown composed a lamentation in The Monthly Magazine on Washington's 

death.' The lament concludes with a call for a gifted orator who can transform 

Washington into a stabilizing force for the nation: 

Pagentry and dirges, though suitable, are transitory and imperfect testimonies of 

our homage, and to genius must be committed the office of imparting to the world 

at large, and to posterity, faithful pictures of the sentiments which the memory of 

WASHINGTON excited in the hearts of his contemporaries, and of those who 

have wimessed his achievements and partaken of his benefits. (477) 

Unfortunately, Brown could not predict the future; during the next year, it was not the 

yellow fever that would almost kill him, but fifty George Washington eulogies he 

reviewed for the journal. Despite his approval for their political sympathies, the lack of 
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rhetorical "genius" annoyed Brown, the solitary and overwhelmed reviewer. In "Hints for 

a Funeral Oration," signed under the pseudonym Monendus, Brown undertakes, one 

imagines, a cathartic response to being besieged by hackneyed rhetoric. Like a music 

teacher wearied by the indifferent ear of his student. Brown presents rhetorical guidelines 

for an orator who wishes to deliver an awe-inspiring portrait of Washington, a eulogy that 

collects the people beneath the great leader's legacy. 

The first lesson Brown gives for the aspiring orator is to abandon reason and 

analysis and to "embellish" so the legend of Washington stimulates "passion" in the 

reader. With this rhetorical flourish, an orator will promote national security by defining 

a "universal system [that] regards all things as one plan...so you must recognize in our 

subordinate world, but one creating, modeling, and governing principle; one angel must 

rule in your storm, and that angel must be Washington" (104). Brown blends the secular 

and the sacred, substituting General Washington for God, and urges the orator to put the 

audience under a spell so they "almost believe that he was immortal." Once the audience 

believes Washington to be the "goveming" deity of the republic. Brown suggests that 

persons opposing Federalist authority will realize the true nature of this "subordinate 

world" only if the orator can accomplish one last aim: "You must hang not only the 

success of the war, but the safety of our present political system, upon his single life. 

Without him, nothing could have happened that has happened; and, with his departure, 

the energies that kept us together as one nation, have taken their flight" (104). 

Brown's final directive resembles Adams's effort in the National Fast Day 

proclamation to create an atmosphere of "great urgency" and "imminent danger," a 
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collective anxiety designed to compel civil obedience and to bring Americans within the 

protection of a unified "political system." This rhetoric of security rose in response to 

growing resistance to Federalist authority. Widespread opposition to govenmient 

restraints on liberty increased after the Revolution as laborers, farmers, immigrants and 

anti-slavery agitators, many hindered by voting restrictions, formed across the country to 

voice their anger with a new government unwilling to grant democratic liberties. The 

broad dissemination of the Washington myth, via elegies, eulogies, engravings, or other 

ideological vehicles such as Brown's Monendus, reinforced Federalist hegemony through 

the representation of a strong national father. If the familial metaphor for the republic had 

undergone a major shift after the "loss" of King George, then Washington's death and the 

outpourings of eulogies marked a significant transformation. The political function of the 

Washington myth, which helped to unify colonists against the monarchy during the 

Revolution, was being adapted by Federalists in 1800 to defeat opposition to their rule. 

The roots of this significant achievement were in a collective act of myth-

making that took place during the revolution. Looking back at the canonization of 

Washington, Adams demystifies the role that rhetoric played in governing the newly 

independent colonies: 

The great character [George Washington] was a character of 

convention...[N]orthem, middle, and southern statesman and northern, middle, 

and southern officers of the army expressly agreed...to cover and dissemble all 

faults and errors, to represent every defeat as a victory and every retreat as an 

advancement, to make that Character popular and fashionable with all parties...as 
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the central stone in the geometrical arch. There you have the revelation of the 

whole mystery, (qtd. Rosenfeld 239). 

This heroic "central stone" assured the solidity of "union," the ur-principle of American 

nationalism that brought together warring political factions. Supporting the same 

Federalist ideology. Brown's mythical Washington—the "one creating, modeling, and 

governing principle"—performs the same conservative function as Adam's foundation 

stone. Adapted to protect what Brown calls the "universal system," the Washington 

eulogy was a key vehicle for strengthening the stone's place in the union which social 

discontent seemed ready to dislodge. 

A national hero facilitates allegiance to a faceless state, since as Michael 

Walzer observes, "the state is invisible; it must be personified before it can be seen, 

symbolized before it can be loved, imagined before it can be conceived...thus the image 

provides a starting point for political thinking" (194-195). To illustrate the danger 

assailing the American state after Washington's death. Brown's Monendus urges the 

orator to "paint the universal affliction" caused by his death: "you must describe men and 

maids, whites and blacks, grey-beards and striplings, as joining in one universal out-cry 

of sorrow, for the death of their friend, parent, guide, champion, protecting angel, and 

tutelary divinity" (103). A social hierarchy, with a common father at its apex, 

homogenizes a heterogeneous population, and from his place of supreme authority, the 

"protecting angel," Washington, embodies Federalists law and order. 

Brown advises the eulogist to temper the presentation of union with a subtle 

sense of anxiety to convey the nation's predicament at the loss of the protector. The 



layout of the March 1800 issue of The Monthly Magazine incorporates this element of 

insecurity. The introductory "original communication" is not a scientific or literary essay 

but an excerpt from a French Jacobin entitled "Statements of Destruction Produced by the 

French Revolution." What follows is a numerical table, contrived with the actuary's 

morbid precision, accounting for the age and sex of those murdered, the citizens driven 

into exile, towns and farms decimated, and the overall "destruction of life and property." 

A journalism textbook is not necessary to convince us that an editor skillfully deploys the 

front page in order to emphasize particular events or to influence the reader's reception of 

material that follows. After leading with the bloody facts of revolution, the March issue, 

published three months after Washington's death, ends with numerous reviews of George 

Washington eulogies. 

Adams's revelation that Washington was a "character of convention" created to 

inspire confidence in an independent nation is an apt reminder of the political substance 

of nationalist rhetoric and symbols. The Monthly Magazine responded to the threat of 

radicalism in the United States with a steady flow of texts supporting a conservative 

appeal for governmental control. Besides juxtaposing the evil of unbridled liberty with 

the good of Washington's legacy, which served to increase a citizen's allegiance to the 

federalist government. Brown wrote laudatory reviews of eulogies that adhered to his one 

"governing principle." The orthodox Calvinist Jedediah Morse, alarmed by what he saw 

as the spread of democratic principles, composed a eulogy that aimed to protect civil and 

religious order in the United States. Brown pauses over the tomb in his review to 

paraphrase reverend Morse's hopeful diagnosis: "over his tomb the spell of party is 
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dissolved; the conflicts of opposing politicians are suspended, and the American people, 

with one heart, and with all ardour of filial affection and gratitude, crowd around, to do 

honour to his ashes" (125). 

It is not the image of Washington's tomb, a generic place of mourning and 

unification, which distinguishes Morse's text. The ideology disseminated here is the 

combined sum of Morse's eulogy. Brown's judgement, and an odd 1753 letter written by 

Morse and attached as an appendix. During the war hysteria, Americans knew Morse as 

more than the author of Geography Made Easy. The "father of American Geography" 

was also well known for his claim that he had discovered the cause of panic and disorder 

in the nation: the spread of niuminism.'° The 1753 letter and appendix documents a 

French conspiracy to conquer the colonies, and informs a reader how to enact "honour" to 

Washington. Instead of calling attention to Morse's Federalist propaganda, or 

questioning the way he employs fear to reinforce his eulogy's call for obedience. Brown 

gives a dignified portrait of Morse as "lately embarked in the business of detecting 

conspiracies, publishing intercepted dispatches, and exposing French villainy." Morse did 

not want to miss an opportunity. Brown assures the reader, to add "another exertion to the 

very zealous and laudable service which he has already...rendered his countrymen" (127). 

Brown's editorial judgment, his advocacy of Morse's cause, stitches the eulogy 

seamlessly to an appendix that instructs the reader on how to embrace the circle of "filial 

affection." Guard the domestic space against French influence and "villainy." By 1800 

no reader needed a translation for this appeal to Federalist law and order. 
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Celebrating the Threat to Union on Independence Day 

Washington's death altered the third most popular genre of the late 1790s, the 

Fourth of July address. Working to forge cohesion. Fourth of July addresses, the Fast Day 

orations, and George Washington eulogies all complemented each other: the first two 

forms emphasized union, the eulogy, anxiety about disunion. Each one offered a strong 

national father (the ruling angel according to Brown's guidelines) who protected the 

nation from subversive forces already beyond the gates and living among us. The Fourth 

of July address and the George Washington eulogy, however, had a unique relation to 

each other. In a strictly formal sense, the evocation of Washington was often interwoven 

with the July Fourth address. 

The Fourth of July address began in 1778 by celebrating "the Revolution as the 

beginning of a new age in human history," a theme, Sacvan Bercovitch writes, that 

"continues unabated in the long procession of orations that followed through the 

Federalists period" (141).' ̂  The "long procession" allowed Federalists to enforce their 

claim—like they did with the Washington eulogies and the National Fast orations— as 

rightful heirs to revolutionary authority. Under their control, the public ritual of 

independence was a "vehicle of socialization" through which Federalists could engineer 

consensus (145). Faced with a postrevolutionary America unsettled by social and 

political transformation, and determined to prevent disorder, these Federalist Jeremiahs, 

as Bercovitch calls the Fourth of July orators, "saw their duty at once: they had to keep 

the Revolution on course by exorcising the demons of rebellion" (135). 

If we consider that the attempt to manufacture consensus in the George 
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Washington eulogy required a threatening alien that the Fourth of July ^address provided, 

then a nagging if unanswered question remains: Did the symbol of Washington unify the 

nation more effectively than the symbol of the subversive foe? How do* we measure the 

balance between adoration and fear? 

Speaking as Monendus, Brown believed the eulogy should promote a renewed 

commitment to Washington's Federalist hierarchy as the path to order and unity. 

Nevertheless, Brown instructs the aspiring orator to locate a subversive foe just outside 

the family's precincts. The ritual of the Fourth of July address transfonmed Brown's 

"hint" of national insecurity into its most persuasive appeal. In one typical review. 

Brown affirms the orator's decision to castigate "the Gallic faction" in the United States, 

particularly their "community of opinions" that threaten to "subvert ouir virtuous and 

venerable institutions, and overwhelm all religion, law, and liberty" (3574). Brown then 

plays the role of cultural critic by criticizing a rhetorical genre that had. been dulled by 

familiar repetition. But the fear inspired by political radicalism has givien the 

fridependence Day orator fresh inspirational material. An orator could aevoke the "horror 

of the scene," by which Brown means the imminent threat of French imvasion, "without 

fear of satiety" (373). Packed into this phrase is an aggressive nationaalist impulse 

endlessly repeated in Federalist orations, which discovers the meaning of America in a 

collective act of feeding off the presence of an enemy. 

Brown participates in the Independence Day ritual, appropriateDy enough, with the 

July 1799 edition of The Monthly Magazine. It is essentially a primer im early American 

nationalism. The introductory "Original Communication" describes "TThe Festival of 



Lfidependence," where the author, an anonymous "L" (most likely Brown), is impressed 

by the calm orderliness of the patriotic citizens and the all-important patriotic toasts 

delivered by men known for their "sagacity and soundness of politics." Of course, at this 

particular festival, political "soundness" meant contempt for Napoleonic France. To 

further strengthen the parameters of opinion the author notes the speakers's equally clear

sighted vision: "[The speeches] all turn upon the present condition of the country in 

relation to France, and breathe the utmost animosity towards the speculative creeds, as 

well as the practical deductions of the Parisan philosophes and politicians" (243). 

Independence day celebrations and addresses, depending on whether a town orator, a 

republican gentleman, or a democratic radical was exhorting, enabled speakers to affiliate 

a group's political solidarity with a particular image of America. Thus at a time when 

Republican dissension obstructed the government's war aims against France and internal 

"enemies," the introduction to the July issue of The Monthly Magazine illustrated a 

celebration of Americans firmly in line with Federalist law and order. As if there could be 

any doubt about the homogenous political mood dominating the celebration. Brown takes 

final note of the popular songs sung that afternoon. All expressed "sentiments of hatred to 

the French" (244). 

More than a random article, 'The Festival of Independence" serves as an 

interpretive frame for Brown's reviews of the Fourth of July orations by drawing 

boundaries between Americans loyal to Federalist authority and those excluded ft-om the 

mainstream celebration. An orator did not have to stray far from orthodox federalism for 

Brown to censure him for inculcating an irresponsible patriotism that could only lead to 



disobedience to the government. Matthew Davis, the Aaron Burr loyalist who 

collaborated with poet and Republican journalist Philip Freneau on the Time Piece and 

Literary Companion, delivered a Fourth of July oration in New York City that inverted 

the Federalist narrative of independence. Addressing mechanics, tradesmen, and 

merchants with republican s3mipathies, Davis asks the men to remember their fathers, not 

the demi-God Washington and to recollect how "the little band of heroes, unprovided 

with the conveniences, and scarcely supplied with the necessaries of war, braved the 

summer's scorching heat, and winter's freezing cold, and vanquished armies numerous, 

organized, and disciplined" (10). The common soldier had won the war despite 

government officials and merchants who profited from the conflict, leaving them 

"unprovided" with food, proper clothing, and arms. By telling the story of the "band of 

heroes" who achieved freedom by casting off a double-yoke—the tyrannical authority of 

England and the greed of speculative businessmen—^Davis's populism appeals to the 

masses in the audience who are the true heirs to the revolutionary legacy. In 1800, two 

years after the passing of the Alien and Sedition Acts, such a tale undermined state 

authority, and served the interests of opposing groups who now found themselves in a 

similar relationship with the federal government. 

Davis's address is the single exception to the block of Fourth of July orations, all 

of which advocate a strict Federalist agenda, reviewed by Brown in The Monthly 

Magazine. One should not mistake Brown's decision to include an oration diverting from 

Federalism as a sign of his motive to publish a politically impartial journal. Brown is 

Bercovitch's Federalist jeremiah exorcising dissent. Through juxtaposition Brown simply 
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reinforces the political atmosphere represented in the Festival. He treats Davis rudely, the 

fate of a democratic straw-man, castigating him for teaching children the "bitter spirit of 

national enmity," and doubting the "justness and propriety [of] recounting to our children 

the cruelties and barbarity of that nation [Britain] during our revolutionary war" (144). 

Confronted with the consistent "enmity" directed against France in The Monthly 

Magazine, Brown's judgment only makes sense in the context of a nationalism defined by 

the 1794 Anglo-American alliance which buttressed the federal government against 

France and its imagined internal agents. "Enmity" toward Britain lacked, in Brown's 

words, "justness and propriety." Yet a "zealous" diatribe against France, as his reviews 

demonstrate, meant the orator was a "friend" of the Federalist government. Just as the 

description of the Festival celebrates a solid union by marginalizing "speculative creeds," 

Brown's review forges consensus by censuring Davis's language of popular democracy as 

expressing decidedly un-American principles (144). 

Brown's decision to introduce the July 1799 issue with the festival description 

stresses the conservative position of The Monthly Magazine. Upon closer examination, 

the unquestioned allegiance displayed in the toasts, orations, and songs also informs the 

representation of social space in the festival. As a mechanism of consensus, the Festival 

text in the July issue makes the Independence Day feast—the antithesis to the fasting day 

emphasis on depravation and mourning—the focus of the celebration. The author works 

hard to make the preparations for the celebration appear like any "political function" 

(242). One prominent individual is chosen to invite the guests from a list given to him by 

a committee of "select men." The list guarantees a uniform environment where Federalist 



politics are represented as the norm: "Some distinctions are of course made in the framing 

of this list, as to the education, property, and especially the political opinions of the 

guests" (242). A class of "select men" stand opposed to subversive politics, and by 

turning their list into a symbolic tool that confirms national allegiance. Brown judges and 

literally marginalizes opposition. 

Near the conclusion he reintroduces feast imagery to illustrate social division at 

the celebration: "the minor party assembled and feasted by themselves. No menaces, or 

other proofs of opposition, were given" (242). While the ritualistic feast allegorizes a 

nation celebrating its sovereignty, it also helps to define mainstream opinion. Lacking the 

appropriate "political opinions," the "minor party" is thrust to the edge and excluded from 

the main table, the classical figure of civic fraternity. The reappearance of the feast 

imagery attests to a wish for national unity deriving from and managed by members of a 

privileged political class. For those citizens invited to the "banquet," the "disciples of all 

the professions, the students of all the sciences, the lovers of literature and poetry," 

Brown bestows civic agency denied those absent from the main table (242). He associates 

agency emanating from below, from the interests of mechanics and tradesmen, whom 

Davis addresses as America's "little band of heroes," with disorder and subversion. 

Brown represents a segregated social space in which dissent is excluded and 

Federalist values prevail. Social historians have long observed the symbolic importance 

of July 4 celebrations to a laboring class who invoked a revolutionary legacy defined by 

an egalitarian rather than hierarchical world view. How might situating the Fourth of July 

address in its historical context help us understand the political choices Brown was 
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making as editor and writer for The Monthly Magazinel The Fourth of July address 

changed its shape according to shifts in national opinion, but the form derived from 

orations that celebrated the Boston Massacre as the moment of liberation from colonial 

bondage. The ritualized conflict between unarmed individuals and an tyrannical 

monarchy did not strengthen Federalist ideology in the late eighteenth-century, 

particularly because republicans pointed to aggressive laws and the growth of the military 

as sure signs of the Federalist desire for autocratic power. A string of civil disturbances, 

particularly the Shays and Whiskey Rebellions, the Fries uprising, the agitation of the 

Democratic-Republican societies, and popular disdain for the Alien and Sedition laws, as 

well as apprehension caused by the French and San Domingan Revolutions, transformed 

the ritual enactment of independence. 

The Federalists simply designed a symbolic substitute for the Boston Massacre. 

They subtracted armed resistance to an unjust government and substituted a new enemy, 

France, for England. The new Fourth of July address celebrated the secure guiding hand 

of government, collapsing it into the Constitution and the Declaration. Glorifying the 

logic and law of the latter rather than the memory of armed resistance became a central 

convention of every patriot's fourth of July address. Just as Federalist legislators and 

officials designed the Sedition Acts to restrict the opposition of republican newspapers 

and silence dissent, municipal authorities carefully managed the selection of 

Independence day orators. Holding to the same pattern as the selection of the George 

Washington eulogists, an ideology of independence was institutionalized. Orators were 

elected from the local elite and, at the very least, possessed an ambition to rise to that 
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Station. After the oral presentation, publishing houses, needless to say sharing the same 

class and political affiliation as the municipal sponsors and orators, printed the addresses 

and distributed them to die public.'" While marginalized groups continued to evoke the 

Boston Massacre as a strategy for protesting the actions of a hostile government, the 

control of mainstream festivals by Federalists restricted alternative visions of the 

revolution. 

The Monthly Magazine, as one media outlet for federalism, documents how 

cultural production takes part in the process of hegemony. Brown's Festival description 

illustrates the labor involved with selecting a speaker who possessed enough social status 

and who could deliver with a little pep. "The choice [of an orator] usually falls upon an 

advocate, whose occupation gains him respect," one, the author writes, "who has 

occupied some post in the government or a seat in legislature; who is endowed with 

talents of haranguing" (243). An orator who possessed the talent to "harangue" could 

more effectively demonize the opposition as subversives and stake a conservative 

Federalist claim to the revolutionary impulse. After the festival, the author promises the 

editor he will "furnish you with copies of all the speeches that I can procure" (243). The 

actual copies Brown reviews for the magazine follow 'The Festival of Independence," 

and from within that frame, each review written by Brown represents a nation unified 

under Federalist authority. 

The Federalist Scapegoat Principle 

How did the Federalists, with no French troops in sight, persuade Americans that 

France had already invaded and was spreading anarchy throughout the union? If 



subversive elements lurk at tiie nation's borders in both the George Washington eulogies 

and the Fast Day orations, and if in the Fourth of July address the same subversives have 

infiltrated the borders, then a state-of-war appears as a "logical" response. Federalists 

joined a trope of contagion, the yellow fever which ravaged American cities throughout 

the decade, to the already persuasive image of Cobbett's 'Trench gold" violating national 

sovereignty. Whether embodied by Irishmen, discontented slaves. Republicans, French 

refugees from San Domingo, or the niuminati, the French invasion was imagined to take 

many shapes. 

Federalist officials and legislators persistently exploited a "logic" of contagion to 

justify multiplying "war measures," particularly military institutions that could safeguard 

America from the foreign threat supposedly operating on national soil. Hawkish 

legislators found an equal match for their ardor in many Fourth of July orators. Even in 

speeches by Reverend Elijah Parish and Amos Stoddard, where no inflammatory, 

demonizing rhetoric works to mobilize support for war, the orator stresses the importance 

of a citizen's duty to support their hawkish government. Elijah Parish had much in 

common with Jedediah Morse: they collaborated on two geographical texts, shared the 

same religious background, and, like most New England clergymen, promoted 

themselves as staunch Federalists. In addition to geographical elements. Parish also 

learned from Morse about the dangerous spread of niuminism into the nation. "Their 

secret papers have been discovered," Parish warned his audience on July 4, 1799, which 

proves that "seventeen are in the U.S." (9). Since subversives are difficult to detect. 

Parish creates a logic of contagion that effectively defines domestic disobedience as a 



foreign malady: 

Approach not the raging, dying monster. His contagion is the sting of 

death...watch those ungrateful fouls, who murmur about taxation and oppression, 

the burdens of government and religion. They have fellowship with our enemies— 

they are traitors to God and Christianity. (14-15) 

Taxation and an oppressive federal government, of course, fueled numerous acts of 

resistance in postrevolutionary America. By translating that dissent into a disloyal act. 

Parish effectively exorcises protest against state authority and assimilates its 

representatives into an alien "fellowship." 

In order to vanquish the threat, Amos Stoddard offers a classic statement on 

benefits of war, yoking America's future to military action: "Let us leam wisdom from 

the calamities of war, and read the projected fate of America in those permanent lessons, 

written in the blood of nations" (29). This vision of America is no aberration, somehow 

falling outside the intentions of the Founding Fathers. As an officer during the 

suppression of Shays' Rebellion, Stoddard possessed first-hand experience of the role 

military force, made possible by the Constitution's war clauses, might play in keeping 

order. 

Perhaps more interesting than the soldier's speech for the student of American 

nationalism, however, is the Fourth of July address delivered by eighteen year-old Daniel 

Webster to his Junior class at Dartmouth. The standard historicization of Webster begins 

with his famous anti-war speech, "the Rockingham Memorial," delivered to Federalists in 

1812, but the origin of his nationalist ideology begins during the panic of 1800. On 



Independence Day, Webster ignores a Federalist tradition that emphasizes the "principles 

of civil liberty" contained in the Constitution and Declaration of Independence. Instead, 

he turns to the necessity of war for enforcing Federalist nationalism.'^ Webster reflects on 

the military battles that have led "to its present grandeur the empire of Columbia" (4). 

Celebrating the rising political and commercial empire, with its "commerce...extended 

from pole to pole" and a new navy to "bear the thunder of freedom around the ball," 

Webster asks his classmates on July Fourth to remember the names of every American 

"warrior" (10). 

The lost warrior Webster laments is Washington, which typifies the way in which 

orators wove the two rituals together. The Christian doctrine of salvation, as Jay 

Fliegleman reminds us in Prodigals and Pilgrims, asserted that all children seek their 

divine father and find their salvation as members of a new family. Establishing an elastic 

notion of the family, the doctrine "provided the kernel of a revolutionary insight: the title 

of father was transferable" (197). Webster uses Washington's tomb to mark the transfer 

to a new adoptive father. President John Adams. In the tomb, Washington "sleeps in dull, 

cold marble," but Adams exemplifies the General's steadfast authority: "the inflexible 

Adams still survives...and with a steady hand, draws the disguising veil from the intrigues 

of foreign enemies and the plots of domestic foes" (12). A citizen who refuses to support 

Federalist measures against what Webster presents as a double threat—from foreign and 

domestic enemies—betrays the new America family. To turn away ft-om Adams is to 

"disgrace our lineage" and to fail in "the duties incumbent upon us" (14). Webster's 

conclusion is littered with exclamation points and bold letters as he attempts to rally his 
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fellow students behind the administration's war aims. As children of the new Federalist 

administration, they must form a united front against French invasion. This meant 

repossessing the energy of American independence: "Where the courage, where the 

heroism which animated the patriots of 1776?" (24).^'^ 

If war removed the British monarchy, then war could cure the nation of a foreign 

radicalism. In the Fourth of July oration's of the late 1790s, a spreading crisis represented 

by a metaphor of contagion was juxtaposed with the heroic symbol of Washington. 

Webster's Fourth of July address epitomizes this adaptation. Similarly, John Lowell 

evokes Washington to convert national allegiance to the Adams's administration. Lowell 

simply ends his speech with "ADAMS, LAW, AND LIBERTY" (25). Orators who 

rejected Adams as a surrogate national father incorporated Washington in a radically 

different manner. Eschewing the Federalist agenda, M.L. Davis, who had earned 

Brown's approbation for drumming up "enmity" against Britain, creates a symbolic 

republic in which war is not the driving force. Davis chooses to locate American security 

not in Adams and Federalist authority, but in "unit[ing] a love of liberty, with a love of 

social order and representative government" (20). Instead of emphasizing the outward 

display of force, Davis moves inward to celebrate a people who have internalized the 

revolutionary impulse. After referring to the war for independence and the "little band of 

heroes," Davis defends Thomas Jefferson and Thomas Paine, two figures "who armed the 

people with invincible courage." This strength, Davis implies, is necessary to stop a 

coercive govemment. While he admires the bellicose energies of Washington~"he hurled 

war's thunder at our foes"—Davis does not call for that "thunder" to be directed at France. 
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Instead, urging the audience to imitate a more republican Washington, Davis refers to a 

Washington known for his "liberty and justice" and his well-known adage to steer clear of 

foreign entanglements. 

A rhetoric of paranoia and xenophobia directed attention to the nation's 

vulnerable borders by conjuring up legions of insurgents unseen by the naked eye. Any 

argument to reduce the military after 1796, sent Federalist scribes and legislators 

scrambling for their pens, and looking up from the page, they saw subversion everywhere. 

Orators like Webster designed the key symbols and imagery and constructed the plot for 

this nationalist drama. The primary aim of the Federalist government was to forge unity 

through what Reginald Stuart characterizes as a "special tendency" to emphasize 

"coercion as a fundamental instrument of state policy" (93). Orators helped to instill a 

fear of federal authority and contributed the key symbols to what Kohn refers to as the 

decade's "deterrent atmosphere" (139). As a result of this campaign for military 

protection and national security, the army, by 1798, had "quite clearly emerged as the 

symbol of a powerful, ordered, stable, nationalist, patriotic institution unfettered by 

dissent or uncertainty" (Kohn 252). Military force made the desire of a union free from 

dissent seem like a reachable goal. 

To force consensus required an offensive against civil rights that would 

complement the implementation of a navy, a standing army. Federalist militias, and the 

rise of other military institutions. The lynchpin of the Federalist campaign against 

political opposition were the Alien and Sedition Acts.^*^ These measures were the 

legislative equivalent to rituals like the George Washington eulogy, the Fourth of July 



address, and the National Fast Day. Presupposing domestic and foreign aggression, the 

laws attempted to circumscribe a homogenous nation and to subordinate the individual to 

the Federalist government. Working in a "wave of hysteria" following the publication of 

the XYZ affair. Federalist officials declared an offensive against all the "Seditions, 

conspiracies, seductions, and all the Arts which the French use to fraternize and overturn 

nations" (Kohn 212). Keen to the rimalistic significance of Independence Day, the Senate 

chose July 4—^"with a deafening military parade in the streets drowning out debate"—to 

pass the Sedition Bill.'^ 

Supporters of the Alien and Sedition Acts claimed the new legislation would 

protect true Americans from a foreign, subversive infection. Silas Lee, putting the matter 

simply in a Fourth of July address in 1799, believed that mere opposition to the measures 

tainted an American as an enemy to the government: 'The opposers of this law must be 

foreign agents, and agents for our country's ruin, or the tools of such" (18). There was a 

logical conclusion to such paranoid reasoning. Joseph Hall proclaimed that that the 

operation of "wholesome Sedition acts" was a legal remedy that would not bother the 

average American, since the acts were directed at "foreign renegades" who talked with 

"the tounge of slander" ( ). 

During the Whiskey Rebellion, the Washington administration pioneered the 

discursive link between domestic opposition and foreign radicalism by excluding them 

from a national family protected by the Constitution. Similarly, the Alien and Sedition 

acts converted the speech of ordinary Americans into dangerous threats. Armed with 

allegedly radical politics, opponents of the Federalists, such as republicans, immigrants 
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facing expulsion, or unsympathetic journalists and ediitors, waged war with information. 

Captain Amos Stoddard, who was a veteran of the mairch against the Shaysites and 

returned to the United States Army in 1798, was exasjperated by the tactics of the 

opposition. In a Fourth of July address. Captain Stoddlard declared: "they resorted not to 

rebellion and arms, the usual weapons of political chaoiges, but confided wholly in the 

physical force of public opinion" (II). And opinion, for a representative government, 

was a force to reckon with since it could usurp power by unseating a political majority. 

Federalists perceived rhetorical attacks as salvos aimimg to defeat them and turned the 

print medium into a theater of war. "Governments, arre POWER, and that the only 

foundation of our own is PUBLIC OPINION," Stoddard reasons, thus baldly stating the 

reasons for the suppression of civil liberties (26). Inv«oking an invisible foreign attack, 

Stoddard claims the Federalists justifiably devised "in«temal security" measures: "Every 

day witnessed their [the French] deleterious effects, bait nobody could penetrate the cause. 

The contagion was universal—it spread like the plaguie of old—it operated on the mind 

like a subtle poison on the body, and no remedy appeared to baffle the malady" (12). His 

contagion metaphor supported the internal security maeasures by providing the 

conspiratorial "logic" for the multitude of theories whiich placed subversive groups in a 

complex web of intrigue with France. 

Literary scholars have long noted the late eigh.teenth century's preoccupation with 

the Bavarian Dluminati, a mythical international body- of conspirators supposedly under 

French direction. Brown discussed the danger with thic young intellectuals of the Friendly 

Club and considered the plot in The Monthly Magazirae. Brown presents a Fourth of July 
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address diat considers the conspiracy as product of the French Revolution as a touchstone 

to discuss Abbe Baruel's investigation of the llluminati. Baruel "uncovers...[the French] 

plan to change the face of the world," and according to Brown's editorial digression, this 

plan "has been received, by many, as incontestably authentic in its facts, and just in its 

conclusions" (288). Brown's paraphrase of the orator's description of Frances modes 

operandi follows: 

As their acquisition of these countries has chiefly arisen from gaining over the 

opinion of the people to their causes, before they assailed their frontier, he 

predicts that similar expedients will be employed to overthrow the Independence 

of America; and infers the necessity of warding off not only their open attacks, but 

their secret machinations, and of shutting out from our borders not only their 

dragoons and hussars, but their ambassadors and spies. (290) 

Contained within this passage is a defense of the Alien and Sedition Acts passed the 

sunmier before.^^ In agreement with Baruel, just as he had applauded Morse's 

investigations. Brown implies how effective laws can prevent the spread of subversive 

opinion in the United States. The permeability of national borders creates anxiety about 

the security of American sovereignty. While new military institutions can "ward off' 

French dragoons threatening "open attacks," an additional mechanism is needed to detect 

their "secret machinations." Designed to expel disruptive Irish, German, and French 

aliens, the Alien Bill took aim at the invisible and shape-shifting "ambassadors and 

spies." 

More than the llluminati were at work here. By reducing Brown's 
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preoccupation with conspiracy to a transnational subversive society, scholars elide the 

way in which domestic political crisis informed his thinking. In combination, the Alien 

and Sedition Acts directed scrutiny to U.S. borders, manifesting the xenophobic impulse 

of Federalist ideology. French and Irish immigrants who were fleeing revolution and 

reaction in San Domingo and Ireland were imagined to be proxy armies for France. After 

England crushed the 1798 Irish Rebellion, many Irish fled to the United States. As sworn 

enemies to the English and as activists in trade unions and the Republican party, the Irish 

were viewed by Federalists like "so many serpents within your bosom" (qtd. in Miller 

229). The Alien Bill aimed Executive Privilege against all immigrants; a Presidential 

order could, and did, deport them without a trial. One must remember that the xenophobic 

environment—not simply the law—was terrifying. For instance, the debates over the 

Alien laws compelled hundreds of French planters, many having just saved their lives by 

fleeing San Domingo, to board vessels bound for an even more perilous voyage to France. 

Fugitive Bodies 

Like a majority of his peers in 1799-1800, Brown saw the bloody spectacles in 

Paris and San Domingo and worried about the spread of destructive freedoms to America. 

In a review for The Monthly Magazine during this period. Brown speculated on the 

responsible handling of liberty: "What is called the Amor Patrie, the national spirit, 

operates with wonderful force and in many ways. As to rectitude and usefulness of this 

passion, it can only be approved, like those of other passions, when strictly disciplined 

and limited." Brown's wish for a "strictly disciplined" patriotism, however, was 

subsumed by a spectacle of racial unrest. The transatlantic principle that the Federalists 
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used to define the incoming Irish as rebellion incarnate also applied to slaves and free 

African-Americans: the spread of insurrection followed the path of their pan-African 

genealogy, which linked slaves and free African-Americans living in the United States 

with others of African descent living in the Diaspora. Aided by tales of impending racial 

violence. Federalism reached its most powerful apex in 1797-98 by converting southern 

Republicans who feared that their slaves might catch an infectious liberty. In fact, a key 

subject of President Adams's Congressional address in 1799 was to increase military 

forces in the South to prevent French inspired slave insurrections in the United States 

(Foner Black Americans, 448). 

This is a familiar political dynamic in early national period, even if critics often 

ignore its significance to formations of nationhood: in a period of national crisis, when 

warring factions and social discontent threaten stability, the United States government 

restricts the civil rights of African-Americans in order to protect a union precariously 

balanced on the institutions of slavery. How does this historical dynamic alter our 

understanding of The Monthly Magazine as a vehicle of American nationalism? The 

diversity of texts in The Monthly Magazine that contemplate race, slavery, and property 

demonstrate a crisis of American nationalism lodged deeper in the Constitutional 

structure than factional strife between Federalists and Republicans. Before 1793, a 

coalition of white and black anti-slavery activists, including a recently converted 

Benjamin Franklin, vigorously put forth a vision of abolition and a bi-racial nation. The 

panic following the uprisings in Paris and San Domingo,, however, decimated white 

support of the anti-slavery movement and scuttled any chance for ending slavery or 
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extending political rights to free blacks. Prior to 1793 the favorite rhetorical strategy of 

abolitionists was to reawaken a sense of collective peril if the slaves were not freed, but 

five years later war hysteria turned such language into a hazardous act. Emancipation 

20 disappeared from public view in less than a decade. 

So why does Brown, whose editorial desire was to steer clear of divisive 

issues, present a series of texts in The Monthly Magazine investigating racial issues, the 

most combustible issue of all? On the surface. Brown's inclusion of an excerpt from 

Blumenbach's "Observations on the Conformation and Capacity of Negroes" affirms the 

putative belief of white "men of feeling," despite their retreat from the anti-slavery 

movement, in the biological equivalency of the human species. Blumenbach's first claim 

notes "that, between one Negro and another, there is as much (if not more) difference in 

the color and lineaments of the face, as between real Negroes, and other varieties of the 

human species" (454). His second claim links biology with aptitude: "That the Negroes, 

in the mental faculties, are not inferior to the rest of the human race" (454). This claim 

relates a strict belief in monogenesis. But such a stance was not a radical act before the 

emergence of raciology and the pseudo-sciences, unless one used such a belief to call for 

inmiediate emancipation. Neither the selection from Blumenbach that Brown chooses for 

the journal nor his larger body of work goes to this extreme. Nevertheless, where was The 

Monthly Magazine leading, a reader might have wondered, with these speculations on 

race? 

In the next issue. Brown uses the "Original Communication"—^placed below 

the masthead on the front page and guaranteed to attract interest—to extend the debate. 
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The headline reads, 'Thoughts on the Probable Termination of Negro Slavery in the 

U.S.A." Going further than Blumenbach's scientific "observations," the headline 

seemingly alludes to abolition, if not for the important qualifier. "Probable" reassures 

readers that slavery will disappear without altering the Constitution or violating the rights 

of white property-owners. The text is signed by H.L. whose conjectures recycle the 

conservative response to arguments against slavery: first, non-importation (i.e. the 

approaching end of the slave trade) and harsh labor conditions will "decrease stock"; 

second, the slavery population will decrease by manumission; finally, the population of 

slaves will also decline because the southwest is a desert and westward expansion will 

bring migrants with opinions "incompatible with slavery" (82-83). 

Issuing the period's classic liberal response to the slavery crisis, H.L. believes 

that religion and reason are responsible for creating a national "current of opinion [that] 

sits strongly against Negro servimde" (83). But to ground his argument H.L. positions 

the Constitution as the superior, if intentionally ambiguous, force: "above all, the 

fundamental rules of our govemment have a real or apparent hostility with every species 

of slavery" (emphasis added; 83). The Constitution's ambiguity affirms the crux of the 

problem. Instead of undermining the system by calling for emancipation, one should trust 

the representative govemment to interpret the Constitution. If this is done and 

govemment is allowed to roll unobstructed, H.L. assures the reader with an unmistakable 

irony to the historian, "slavery will nearly disappear from the U.S. in a less period than 

Sixty years" (84). 

Brown positions the "Original Communication," as he did in the Independence 
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Day issue of July 1799, to frame and influence the reception of the reader. Brown follows 

the commentary of Hi. with a review of an oration, which attacks the "gradual 

encroachment on the rights of persons" caused by two "species" of slavery, imprisonment 

for debt and African bondage (129-130). In response to the orator's plea to change our 

conduct toward "imprisoned debtors and slaves," Brown applauds legislators who are 

finding "remedies for these evils" which will preserve equally the "just claims for all" 

(131). Brown's reference to financial restitution targets the three white parties in the 

debate—creditor, debtor, and slave-owner—while ignoring the slave's interest. The 

transition from Blumenbach's argument for monogenesis to H.L.'s and Brown's plea to 

trust in government triangulates the boundaries for a liberal, benevolent response to 

slavery in 1799. Taken together, the three opinions establish the periodical's basic stance 

on race in America, representing an early version of what Martin Luther King called the 

"tranquilizing drug of gradualism." In this context, any argument for human equality is 

not an apolitical stance. It allows the reader of The Monthly Magazine to profess 

fraternity with the suffering slave while simultaneously, and without obvious hypocrisy, 

pledging allegiance to the Constitutional government. 

An attempt by white Americans—amidst hysteria about French invasion that 

included the slave forces supposedly enlisted to fight for them—to place the "race 

problem" on the back-burner is not surprising. As an outlet for Federalist ideology. The 

Monthly Magazine adapts Blumenbach's conclusions, once voiced by white protestors 

against slavery. Serving as a new context for these liberal views. Brown's periodical 

emits a clear signal about the necessity of subordinating the demands of African-
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Americans during a political crisis largely between white Americans. This signal also 

marks a new direction for the anti-slavery movement. The language needed to express 

this transition at the tum-of-the-century is tainted by a disregard for the humanity of 

African-Americans that the writer cannot conceal. After Blumenbach argues for the 

biological and mental equality of blacks, H.L. calmly relates to the reader that thousands 

of slaves will gradually disappear over the course of sixty years. Does he offer an 

impossible colonization project or propose a lukewarm manumission law? H.L. does 

neither, and assures the reader that either a severe, debilitating climate will kill them off 

or they will work themselves to death. The juxtaposition of a statement of black humanity 

and a calculated genocide is alarming, and Brown contributes to this chilling calm by 

reassuring the reader that the legislature, the same group of men who devised the hostile 

measures of 1798, will provide "just claims for all." For The Monthly Magazine to lobby 

for trust in the government's abiUty to convert the "fundamental rules" into freedom and 

civil rights for slaves and free blacks is, to put it mildly, disingenuous when one considers 

the legal attacks leveled against black America during the 1790s. 

The fact that the "great compromise" sanctioned slavery in the United States is 

well known, but the trail of evidence linking the domination of slaves and free African-

Americans with an aggressive Constitutional government during the next decade is not 

often followed. After the "great compromise," the boundaries between black and white, 

slave and free African-American, white and free African-American, required constant 

policing. The 1790 Naturalization Act, an early example of racial segregation, expanded 

citizenship rights to whites only. And in the same year, abolitionists petitioned Congress 
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to eliminate the slave trade. Alarmed by the "overzealous" maneuver, legislators agreed, 

for the sake of political order, not to debate issues of slavery. This agreement was 

reinforced by the 1793 Fugitive Slave Law, which protected the rights of slave-owners 

over their former slaves escaped and living in the "free" states. The law also convinced 

southerners that the Federal government would defer to the slave states and keep from 

meddling with the institutions of slavery. After 1793, Federalists and Republicans, whom 

political scientists tells us fought like Cain and Abel, reached a consensus on the future of 

slavery and black subjectivity. Until the Missouri Compromise debates in 1821-23, 

Congress built a legislative wall of silence around the slavery dilemma. 

Since these measures effectively prevented free African-Americans from securing 

any degree of personal safety, the anti-slavery movement pursued the elimination of the 

Fugitive Slave Law. For Afncan-American activists the Fugitive Slave Law manifested 

the nation's troubled political unconscious and became the symbolic epicenter of 

American assault against slaves and free African-Americans. The law was more than a 

treaty between free and slave states—while protecting the property interests of white 

slave-holders, the law eliminated the north as a potential refuge for the slave and 

subjected free African-Americans to the terror of white kidnappers. When four slaves 

escaped to freedom in Pennsylvania, only to meet the federal government's plan to expel 

them, African-American activists, led by Absalom Jones, submitted a petition to 

Congress to recognize the free status of the four fugitives and revoke the 1793 Law. 

The fate of their petition is a remarkable illustration of how racist rhetoric, much 

of it authored by the government, serves as an adjunct to Constitutional authority. By 
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gesturing to a hostile national atmosphere, the Republican Speaker of the House, James 

Madison, refused to table the petition for debate because the issue was too 

"inflammatory" (qtd. Nash Forging Freedom 187). On one hand, Madison adheres to the 

1790 decision to suppress petitions or discussions that threatened slavery, and on the 

other, the Speaker bows to the fear, as Davis recalls, that to discuss the constitutionality 

of racial subjugation was sure to "spread alarm throughout the southern states" (450). 

The legislators religiously pursuing, as Brown says, "remedies for these evils," in reality, 

used republican protocol and Madison's famous procedural skill to undermine black 

resistance. After Gabriele's uprising in 1800, African-American activists returned with 

another petition, perhaps calculated to exploit the public's heightened fear of insurrection. 

They found a legislature, essentially divided on ail major social, political, and economic 

aims, unified in their effort to maintain the fugitive status of black Americans. The House 

of Representatives voted 85 to 1 to suppress the petition. Harrison Gray Otis referred 

back to the 1790 congressional decision to suppress racial issues. Congress should not, 

Otis explained, "legislate upon subjects from which the General Government is precluded 

by the Constitution, and have a tendency to create disquiet" (Jordan 330). 

The gradualist urging to trust congressional "remedies" is even more 

compromised when one considers the act of manumission. After the whites abandoned 

the abolitionist movement, and before the appearance of the American Colonization 

Society in 1817, the solution for slavery was the holy grail of manumission. Manumission 

provided for a well-regulated, staggered liberation of slaves without leaving the slave

owner with a complete loss of his investment. The plea by The Monthly Magazine to trust 
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the ameliorating "rules of our government" is unsettling, particularly when one considers 

that Brown's brief law career, which coincided with a rash of dubious manumissions in 

Philadelphia during the 1790s, certainly demonstrated to him the obduracy of slavery. 

Pennsylvania's gradual abolition acts of 1780 and 1788 prohibited their owners from 

taking slaves out of the state and granted emancipation within six months. During the 

1790s, the wave of French planters landing in Philadelphia after fleeing the Caribbean 

with their slaves discovered the state of Pennsylvania to be an unfriendly refuge. 

Yet slave-owners created a loophole. After legally manumitting their slaves, their 

masters immediately signed them to indentures, and as a result, reclaimed their labor until 

they were 28 years old. Because a majority of slave refugees were young children, slave

owners effectively retained many of them until the early 1820s. As Gary Nash writes, 

"Among 659 slaves released between 1787 and 1810, only 45 received their freedom 

outright. Many French manumitters, particularly those in need of cash, recouped their 

investment in chattel property by quickly selling the indentures of manumitted bondsmen 

and bondswomen" (Nash "Saint Dominguans," 55). The practice of lengthy indentures, 

Nash continues, "assured French slave owners of commanding the labor of ex-slaves for 

much of their physically productive years, while obviating the need to support such 

servants after their physical resources dwindled" (55). 

As these legislative histories demonstrate, race was repeatedly linked to a 

nationalist ideology supported by the Constitution. The attempts to strengthen the 

political and social subjugation of blacks established an important precedent. The 

calculus of nationalism by century's end posited terror as the stabilizing line running 
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between Federalists and their opponents: plotting any point on this political grid owed its 

point of origin to a political system that had constructed a homogenous vision of America 

by attacking its very people. The political consciousness of this "system of legalized 

terror," whether increasing the military's potency or decreasing civil liberties, had at its 

core the suppression of slaves and free African-Americans in the United States. 

Federalists in 1798 employed extraordinary legal and militaristic coercion to undermine 

white dissension in the hope that such force might secure a stable union. As long as the 

institutions of slavery remained and fugitives fled to the northern cities, however, the 

threat of insurrection and retribution undermined national harmony. 

As Federalists and Republicans fought over foreign and domestic policies, and 

blamed each other for betraying the Revolution, they were unified in their suppression of 

African-Americans. At the 1798 meeting of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, white 

members declined to join with African-American leaders in petitioning the United States 

Congress to repeal the Fugitive Slave Act. Instead, the Society was more interested in 

social order and invented "nine steps to moral conduct" for free African-Americans living 

in Philadelphia. That same year the American Convention—^faced with what they viewed 

was growing resistance to authority—preached a gospel of docility to slaves and 

disgruntled free blacks (Davis 317). Abolitionists reassured free African-Americans and 

slaves that submission promised better treatment and would eventually convince white 

masters of the injustice of slavery. In the early republic, the "race problem" accomplished 

what patriotic rituals, orations, and military formations failed to do: Federalists and 

Republicans reached an agreement on an important component of national policy. Neither 
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group could risk raising the contradiction of slavery to the surface and expanding the 

scope of freedom; their reluctance limited any vision of democracy. 

The bipartisan suppression of racial unrest was a hegemonic operation that 

included the April 1800 issue of The Monthly Magazine, which excerpted the opinions of 

Dr. Benjamin Rush, the respected "Friend of the Negro," on the race question. In an 

address to the American Philosophical Society entitled "Reasons for Ascribing the Color 

of Negroes to Leprosy," Rush adopted a racial theory favored by Thomas Jefferson. Rush 

argues that black skin is a disease that creates social and personal strife and that science 

can cure (298). Rush offers specific reasons to support his pseudo-science that suggests 

the potency of racist constructs and paranoia. The leper's "disagreeable smell" reminds 

Rush, known as a famous friend of Philadelphia's black community, of a "mortified 

limb" and this odor "continues with a slight modification in the African to this day" 

(298). Leprosy occasionally manifests itself as black and white spots; Rush refers his 

listeners to a picture in Peale's museum of black man with a similar condition. Recalling 

his surgical experience. Rush claims a "morbid insensibility in the Negroes" that prevents 

blacks from feeling the same kind of sensations as whites. "I have amputated the legs of 

many Negroes," Rush declares, "who have held the upper part of the limb themselves." 

Rush finishes his discourse by describing common symptoms that link blacks with lepers: 

venereal diseases, "a big lip and a flat nose," and a "wooly head."^^ 

Color acts like the yellow fever; a particular symptom might not be infectious, but 

the disease is always there. Rush's diagnosis of color as infection initiates what Foucault 

describes as the diffusion of disciplinary mechanisms throughout a society to help prevent 
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a deadly mixing of bodies.^^ The taxonomy of the black leper is a "political dream" ±at 

allows for the strict regulation of social space. In the United States, where miscegenation 

laws served to maintain white supremacy. Rush offers an example to illustrate the need to 

prevent white-black interaction. It happens that a white woman acquired "not only a dark 

color, but several features of a Negro, by manying and living with a black man" (300). 

As a result of these "reasons" and "facts," Rush circumvents what Davis refers to as the 

enlightened individual's confrontation with slavery. Hope rests with the man of science 

who might defeat a "state of leprosy" harming both black and white America. When the 

cure for the disease of color is discovered, all white claims of superiority, "founded in 

ignorance," since blacks are supposedly sick, will be replaced by a belief in the common 

descent of the human race. Consequently, Rush claims that a cure for blackness will erase 

an equation of color with inferiority and remove one of the central arguments for 

slavery.^ 

Rush is instrumental in neutralizing the latent political threat posed by African-

Americans. By internalizing the contagion metaphors current in Federalist discourse. 

Rush creates a clinical color line that prevents advocates of racial justice from achieving a 

legal remedy. The Monthly Magazine completes its perspective on the slavery dilemma by 

introducing a reader to the first stage of raciology in the United States. Racial difference 

obstructed the functioning of what Rush once envisioned as a smooth Republican 

Machine; it failed to eliminate the instimtions of slavery. His clinical fantasy is meant to 

restore theoretical harmony by fortifying systems of segregation and white supremacy. 

Thus any depiction of the period's nationalism remains incomplete, and presents a 
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partial depiction of Brown's involvement, until this reactionary Utopian plan is more 

closely aligned with the domination of slaves and free Aftican-Americans. The opinion 

of The Monthly Magazine on slavery leaves the reader with no alternative than a firm and 

silent commitment to the custodians of governmental authority, rather than to the ideals 

of freedom and justice. Instead of voicing opposition, one was persuaded to acquiesce to 

a society stabilized by a Constitution with a short but explicit tradition of suppressing the 

human rights of African-Americans in the interests of white America. 
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Notes 
' The Democratic-Republican societies grew out of the experience of many Americans 

who fought for independence but did not share in the rewards. "The immediate source of 

the popular societies go back to the day when the revolutionary soldier returned to their 

homes to find them mortgaged, their families in debt, and the government in the hands of 

wealthy merchants and landed gentry who were piling up their wealth by speculating in 

land, in soldiers certificates, in treasury warrants, and in continental paper" (Philip Foner, 

The Democratic-Republican Societies, 5). See also Philip Foner, History of the Labor 
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Movement, Vol. 1, (New York: International Publishers, 1971). For the standard history of 

the societies during the Federalist period, see Eugene Link. 

^ Historians have attached many labels to the armed conflict between France and the 

United States—a quasi-war, an undeclared war, a defensive war, a limited war. Whatever 

its name, Americans understood it to be a war. Deconde is correct to claim that the 

"limited war was the first armed conflict that Americans, as citizens of an independent 

nation, fought" (vii). The anti-federalist Philadelphia Aurora, in response to President 

Adams's hostile actions toward France, also claimed that the president's "harpies say it is 

not a declaration of war, although they know it amounts to the same thing." See Richard 

Rosenfeld, 47. 

^Bertha Steams actually speculates that Brown belonged to the "Society of Gentlemen" 

which published the journal between 1790-92. See Steams, 101. 

^ Clark made an early claim that Brown took a "prudent approach" to avoid politics in 

The Monthly Magazine, and, unfortunately, the praise stuck. Most recently, Frye uses 

postcolonial theory to account for the construction of "indigeneity" in the journal, but he 

limits his discussion of national identity to in the federalist period to what takes place in 

an "intellectual environment" defined by Hume, Gibbon, and Locke. Beneath Frye's 

postcolonial theoretical apparatus is a standard intellectual history that abstracts his 

reading fi-om actual postcolonial political tensions that shaped cultural production in the 

period. For a unique reading of how Brown's fiction is influenced by racial anxieties, a 
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discourse I discuss in connection to the journal in the last section, see Gardner's 

insightful analysis of Edgar Huntley's "Savage Awakening." 

^ The important work of Bercovitch, Fliegleman, Davidson, and Watts is crucial if one is 

to come to grips with the development of American rhetorical, intellectual, and literary 

traditions in the late eighteenth century. I aim to add to this body of work by accounting 

for ways in which the potency of cultural items increases while in collaboration with 

institutional power. 

^ Jay Fliegleman takes issue with mythic, psychohistorical, or rhetorical studies of George 

Washington eulogies that are flawed "by an overreliance on the apparatus of 

psychohistory at the expense of sufficiently coming to terms with relevant eighteenth-

century intellectual history." He argues that the mythologization of Washington as the 

national father "enthroned the antipatriarchal values" of the ideology of the Revolution. 

According to Fliegleman, the glorification of Washington is derived from Locke's theory 

of virtuous exemplars. The power of Washington's example, however, was instrumental 

in the creation of Federalist instimtions and laws that made the national father an 

exemplar of governmental coercion. 

^ For interesting data on George Washington eulogies and public rituals, see Stillwell. 

® For Cobbett's "History of the American Jacobins" and his equally anti-democratic "The 

Bloody Buoy," see Wilson. Contrary to Federalist leaders and scribes, Democratic-

Republican societies were hardly bastions of radicals inspired by the French Revolution. 

Wilenz argues that the Democratic Society of New York was a "way-station" between 
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conservative and liberal politics (68-77). For a comprehensive study of what became 

known as the Whiskey Rebellion, see Slaughter. 

^ Friedman and Fliegleman mischaracterize Brown's contribution to the Washington 

myth because they do not consider the entire text of The Monthly Magazine. Fliegleman 

believes Brown, under the mask of Monendus, is satirizing the national obsession with 

Washington. The last text in the preceding issue of the journal, however, which neither 

scholar mentions in their otherwise excellent studies, is Brown's heartfelt lament that 

follows here. His desire for "faithful pictures" of the greatness of Washington does not 

suggest Brown's unwillingness to glorify him. As I demonstrate. Brown is simply 

frustrated with inept orators who devalue the memory of Washington. 

Morse was certainly not alone in his crusade against subversives. John Robison's book 

on the niuminati was reprinted in New York City in 1798-99 and its thesis fortified the 

"paranoid style" of sermons preached by the New England clergy. 

'' For accounts of Fourth of July addresses as instrumental rhetorical components of 

nationalism in Postrevolutionary America, see: Curti, Goetsch and Hurm, Nagel, 

Travers, Van Alystne, Waldstreicher, and Zelinsky. 

See Paul Goetsch and Gerd Hurm, 58. For a recent and more precise study of the way 

July 4 is transformed into public ritual see Len Travers. 

On the effects of warfare on nationalist thinking, see Bruce Porter. 

Paul Nagel's reading of Webster's speech illustrates patriotic symbolism, but he 

completes his analysis without considering the link Webster's call for war (49). Instead of 
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considering the way in which the federal institutions and propaganda used the prospect of 

war to unify the nation, Nagel ignores the Federalist war measures and paints Republican 

and popular opposition as a dark threat: "Li desperation the nation's leadership sought to 

control dissenting individuals and their evil abstractions by the Alien and Sedition Acts of 

1798" (5). 

Kohn, Porter, Stuart, and Weeks provide a useful corrective to studies of American 

culture that disconnect its rhetoric and symbols from historical experience. By focusing 

on the role of state—its legislative and militaristic institutions—they provide a usefiil 

corrective to studies of nationalism that promote a notion of American ideas and language 

seemingly detached from actual experience and particular conflicts. 

For the definitive history of the Alien and Sedition Acts see Smith and Miller. One 

could be guilty of sedition if he printed "false, scandalous, and malicious writing against 

the U.S., with intent to defame them or bring them into disrepute or contempt. Two other 

stipulations of the Sedition law also subordinated the rights of the individual to the power 

of government. First, "all writing is illegal if made with the intent to excite any resistance 

to Law or to resist, oppose, or defeat any such law." Second, "all writings made with 

intent to aid, encourage, or abet any hostile designs of any foreign nation." Government 

based the constitutionality of these measures on the threat dissident groups posed to 

national security. The administration made it possible for war powers to be exercised 

without a declaration of war. 
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Benjamin Franklin Bache, editor of the leading Republican newspaper, Philadelphia 

Aurora, died from yellow fever while remaining in the infected city to counter the 

Federalist assault. His successor, William Duane, also alarmed by another Federalist 

attempt to restrict civil liberties and increase its authority, protested against a Federalist 

"system of terror.-.countenanced by our administration and its under-strappers." For his 

efforts the editor was nearly beaten to death by a Federalist mob. See Rosenfeld, 221. 

As editor and reviewer. Brown claims his "duty...extends no further than to state the 

topics," and that the final "validity" is the reader's, he praises an orator who "has given 

proofs of a laudable zeal in the cause of what he deems the truth...his rhetoric flows in a 

clear and rapid stream" (290). Clearly, Brown does not merely "state the topics" here. 

Because this essay focuses on the political content of Brown's journal in his supposed 

pre-Federalist phase, I do not take into account the author's famous 1803 pamphlet. An 

Address to the Government on the Cession of Louisiana to the French, in which Brown 

invents a letter from a French minister that describes in one particular section the 

vulnerability of the United States to a massive slave insurrection. Gardner gives a 

particularly useful reading of the pamphlet. Looking at it within the context of the 

period's racial turbulence, Gardner challenges the literary historian to rethink how we 

weigh the putative historical transition from Federalism to Republicanism by 

investigating the racial component of American politics in the late eighteenth century that 

bridges the divide (431). 

See Davis, Jordan, and Nash for an accounting of race relations during the 1790s. 
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Rush's theory that black skin was a product of leprosy contradicts Fredrickson, who 

argues that American thinkers immediately before and after 1800 were unwilling or 

unable to "defend anti-Negro predisposition by presenting anything that resembled a 

'scientific' or philosophical case for the moral and intellectual inferiority of the black 

race." 

^ Foucault's theory of diffusion is particularly useful for a study of how the United States 

attempted to control the free black population living in northern cities before the Civil 

War. 

^Davis confirms Rush's conclusion. See p. 302 for his discussion of race as the central 

excuse for slavery. 
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2. SLAVE LABOR, PHE^ADELPHIA GOLD: THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHY OF 

CHARLES BROCKDEN BROWN'S ARTHUR MERVYN 

Charles Brockden Brown responded to the political paranoia circulating in the late 

eighteenth-century by re-positioning it within the aesthetic frame of his taut allegorical 

novels. The duplicity and violence of mysterious outsiders devastate the American 

communities presented in Brown's novels. In Edgar Huntly (1799) the protagonist's 

vigilant pursuit of a "savage" Irishman suggests the climate of suspicion that produced 

the Alien and Sedition Laws, which turned Irish immigrants into the enemies of national 

security. The subversive speech and manipulative vocal power of the foreigner Carwin in 

Wieland (1798) reproduces national fears of contagious rhetoric that results in Wieland's 

murdering his family, an allegory of the familial nation. Another outside enemy, a French 

mercenary, drives the plot (and the plotting) of Ormond (1799). Having infiltrated the 

United States, Ormond attempts to seduce and ruin Constantia Dudley, an exemplary 

republican maid whose father's death has orphaned her in the world. When Constantia 

escapes from Ormond by fleeing to her "natal soil" in New Jersey, the Frenchman tracks 

her there and breaks into the family home in an attempted assault upon her virtue. Virtue 

triumphs, however, when she narrowly defeats him by stabbing the foreign intruder 

through the heart. 

Brown's novels deploy familiar images to tell the story of a vulnerable America 

torn apart by internal distrust and foreign conspiracy. In Arthur Mervyn, it is the yellow 

fever that articulates a national crisis. This reading overturns the standard one of the 
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yellow fever as Brown's attempt at realistic documentation in the tradition of Defoe's A 

Journal of the Plague Year. My reading departs from dominant interpretations that locate 

the pestilential source either in theoretical market capitalism, in Brown's tortured 

psychology, or in his bourgeois anxiety over financial speculation. Instead, as I argue, the 

yellow fever is a metaphor that marks a prevalent fear in the United States that disorder in 

the Caribbean colonies would spread into the nation and contaminate social stability/ If 

Edgar Huntley articulates, in one sense, the perils of expansion as the bloody conflict 

between Native Americans and encroaching whites in the West, then the geography of 

Arthur Mervyn shifts our attention to the Caribbean frontier. Brown's double-vision in 

both novels, narrating a nation caught between the vice of East and West, is not 

surprising: he composed Edgar Huntley and Arthur Mervyn simultaneously. An 

emphasis on transnational contact between the United States and the Caribbean, which 

locates that region in nationalist discourse at the end of the eighteenth century, highlights 

the way the Caribbean colonies shape the representation of American identity in Arthur 

Mervyn. The putative threat posed by the Caribbean to the United States derived from a 

long history of conmiercial exchange between the two areas, as well as from racial unrest 

associated with the unstable islands. 

As the American Revolution drew to a close, John Adams reflected on the future 

of a national economy forced to thrive without the benefit of English capital, consumers, 

or beneficial mercantile policies. Political independence would be bittersweet unless the 

United States could develop a trade policy that could rebuild an economy destroyed by 

the war. Lacking an infrastructure that could make profitable connections between the 
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developing a long-standing relationship with the Caribbean slave economies. "The 

commerce of the West Indian islands is a part of the American system of commerce," 

Adams wrote. 'They can neither do without us, nor we without them" (Knight 242). 

A dependence on both the slave labor and raw materials of the Caribbean 

distinguished this economy, and after England and France went to war in 1793, this 

dependence intensified, as the western hemisphere's most lucrative markets fell into the 

lap of American merchants and investors. England and France designed a trade policy 

that enabled them to wage war without sacrificing profits from their rich plantations in 

the East and West Indies. The re-export trade, as the policy was called, redirected all 

exports to the United States where her neutral ships would then safely carry English and 

French goods to the continent. The profits gained through what North calls the "neutral 

trade" created unparalleled prosperity in America at the end the eighteenth century and 

pulled the nation out of a deep economic depression. 

Brown's use of the multidimensional metaphor of contagion in Arthur Mervyn 

calls the achievements of this "American system of commerce" into question. The novel 

enacts a crisis of national identity in which engagement with and dependence on the 

Caribbean frontier inflicts a deadly pestilence on the citizens living in Philadelphia, the 

nation's capital in 1793. The yellow fever was not simply a public health crisis; the 

pestilence decimated commerce, heightened class and racial conflict, and toppled city 

govemment. No matter what the particular discourse, talk of the yellow fever gravitated 

toward the Caribbean frontier, where a legion of "contagionists" located origin of the 
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pestilence. Even while the Caribbean trade fueled an economic resurgence, the United 

States could not avoid being infected by massive upheaval in San Domingo as England, 

France, and Touissant's slave forces fought for control. The unstable region—subject to 

slave insurrections, imperial mercantilism, piracy, and European politics—meant that a 

nation bent on profiting from Caribbean resources would inevitably suffer from the same 

tremors.'* 

This fear was realized in 1798 as the United States entered into an international 

war with France and England for control of the Caribbean. Exploiting a public fear of 

imminent invasion, the Federalist administration enacted a series of war measures that 

increased their military and governmental authority, as well passing internal security 

measures, such as the Alien and Sedition Acts, to suppress domestic opposition to their 

administration. President Adams and his Federalist supporters used a specious logic of 

contagion to justify these war measures.^ Their logic depicted not only Irish rebels in 

America infected with French radicalism but also the rebellious slaves of San Domingo 

who would infiltrate the United States and aid American slaves in a war for freedom. This 

manufacture of war hysteria transformed the commercial relationship, in particular, 

between the island of San Domingo and the United States. American nationalists had long 

held that the profits to be gained firom economic expansion into the Caribbean would 

create collective security. Yet developing these San Domingan markets now fostered 

racial anxiety in the United States. A commercial attachment to San Domingo no longer 

promised wealth but the terrifying possibility that permeable borders might allow social 

upheaval to pass through into the United States as secretly as the yellow fever. 
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Could there be a more fitting time than our dot-com era to read Arthur Meryvn, a 

novel that attempts to reconcile American political ideals with a reckless economy that 

places profit over community and social justice? Brown's feverish meditation on the 

connections between racial volatility and commerce is often paranoid, and shapes the 

depiction of a heterogeneous Philadelphia, a location from which the literary historian can 

examine the connection between race and national identity in American culture of the 

1790s. This chapter begins by investigating the role speculation played in creating new 

forms of wealth. This will serve as useful context for the next section, which traces the 

movement of this miasmic currency, as it flows between the Caribbean and the United 

States. Focusing on the key metaphor of contagion, this analysis will identify two 

entwined strands of meaning and demonstrate how the pursuit of fortunes in the 

Caribbean slave economies gets figured in the novel as racial unrest in Philadelphia. The 

third section locates this racial contagion in a hidden economy based in the fluid wealth 

of the slave plantations, and demonstrates how this currency underwrites the money-

making practices of the novel's most important speculators. As this section argues, 

Philadelphia can't be reborn as healthy national capital until Arthur returns this tainted 

Trans-national capital to its rightful owner, now transplanted in the South. Consequently, 

the final section reevaluates the conclusion to Arthur Mervyn often read as Utopian. 

Putting Brown's depiction of a pestilential Philadelphia in dialogue with other 

contemporary accounts of the fever, the chapter concludes by following the novel's vision 

of white nation down to a dystopian ground where African-Americans resisted the 

imposition of this vision. 
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Houses of Speculation 

The cornerstone of nationalist ideology in the late eighteenth-century was that 

commercial expansion into the Caribbean slave markets would strengthen the 

independence of the United States. For the American merchant the Caribbean slave and 

commodity markets had long been a place of sober investment, and more often, reckless 

speculation. Conventional histories of the United States during the Federalist period 

stress the transcendent significance of republicanism or the guiding light of political 

ideals, even as the nation was experiencing a profound business revolution that 

undermined what Dr. Benjamin Rush's famously called an efficient "republican 

machine." Yet this perspective doesn't notice a different sort of education that Rush fears 

might attract citizens. Shocked by a seemingly collective desire to turn a profit, not as 

diligent shop-keepers but as greedy speculators. Rush diagnosed a national case of 

money-madness. 'The love of money," exclaimed Rush, "sets the whole animal machine 

in motion" (169). There was rampant speculation in government loans, real estate, and 

bank stock throughout the 1790s. After Hamilton issued scrip for the U.S. bank in 

Philadelphia in 1791, a five-day frenzy provided Rush with "extraordinary proofs of the 

stimulus of the love of money on the human body." This dangerous energy was 

contagious, diffusing through the public like the yellow fever. Rush marked the "scene of 

speculation" as infectious and often deadly: "[speculation] excited febrile diseases in 

three persons...in one of them, the acquisition of $12,000 in a few minutes by a lucky 

sale, brought on madness which terminated in death in a few days" (169). Thomas 
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Jefferson concurred with Rush's diagnosis of a financial pestilence in the U.S.: "The 

spirit of gaming.-.once it has seized a subject is incurable" (McDonald, Forest, p.223). 

The grand theme of dispossession in Arthur Mervyn is a result of a suddenly 

unstable economy that violates the pastoral security of Arthur. His coming of age begins, 

ironically, when the family farm collapses due to corruption from foreign vices. After his 

mother dies, Arthur's father, Sawney Mervyn, marries Betty Lawrence, the former 

servant, who establishes a new familial order that has no place for Arthur. His father casts 

him out of the house: 

I had no independent provision; but I was the only child of my father, and had 

reasonably hoped to succeed to his patrimony. On this hope I had built a thousand 

agreeable visions. I had meditated innumerable projects which the possession of 

this estate would enable me to execute. I had no wish beyond the trade of 

agriculture, and beyond the opulence which an hundred acres would give. (18) 

Arthur has literally lost an American dream contaminated by greed. The pastoral setting, 

juxtaposed with an incongruous profit impulse, allows him to carefully recreate it for the 

reader, as one sentence lays the foundation of his patrimonial inheritance, the next traces 

future plans, and the last adds up the "opulence" rooted in the farm's one hundred acres. 

Voicing a Jeffersonian ideal of the yeoman as the quintessential American, as well as a 

legal fact that possession of property constituted personhood in the United States, Arthur 

speaks a clever language of excess. He measures his "opulence" not in a currency of bank 

notes but in relation to the "thousand agreeable visions" once made possible by his 

republican inheritance. 
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From the novel's first pages Brown defines the central preoccupation, that the 

ideal American home cannot withstand new economic pressures. It is the first of many 

such houses destroyed in Arthur Mervyn. Losing possession of the one-hundred acres, the 

geography of Arthur's dreams, equals a loss of his national birthrite, his "independent 

provision." Betty Lawrence, the milkmaid who hails from the city, radically restructures 

the conservative farmstead. Arthur discovers after the nuptials that "the house in which I 

lived was no longer my own, nor even my father's. Hitherto I had thought and acted in it 

with the fireedom of a master, but now I was become, in my own conceptions, an alien 

and an enemy to the roof under which I was bom" (19). Scorning Betty for disrupting 

the stable patriarchal exchange between father and eldest son, he blames her for scheming 

to provide for her "numerous kindred, indigent and hungry." The erasure of the pastoral 

by these socio-economic forces, which causes Arthur's eviction, marks the first critical 

juncture in the novel. No obvious sin is responsible for casting this first-generation 

American Adam out of the garden; the illegitimate economy extended onto the farm by 

Betty victimizes him. What looked like a secure future is replaced by a tenuous rite-of-

passage with no refuge in sight. The national subject, no longer a landowner or assured 

of a political inheritance, is dispossessed. 

The expulsion of the son, however, tells only half the story of the farmstead's 

transformation; the father dies, penniless and drunk, in a prison cell somewhere farther 

out on the western frontier. Betty not only brings her "numerous kindred" to the farm but 

also introduces Sawney Mervyn to a potentially lucrative investment. His wife, the "artful 

profligate," embodies the practices of speculation: 
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His wife had persuaded him to try his fortune in the Western Country. The price 

of his hundred acres here would purchase a thousand there, and the man being 

very gross and ignorant, and withal, quite a simpleton, found no difficulty in 

perceiving that a thousand are ten times more than a hundred- He was not aware 

that a rood of ground upon Schuykill is ten fold better than an acre in Tennessee. 

(220) 

The seduction of Sawney into this illicit deal contaminates what was once an honest one-

hundred acres. On the material level, the passage depicts the dangerous practice of 

financial speculation, which as an instrument of national expansion, was as influential as 

military or legislative activity. In an era when many Americans thought speculation 

would jeopardize national stability. Brown's punning on the relation between "ten fold" 

and "ten times" would resonate with readers. Real estate speculation caused many a 

"simpleton" to enter the Tennessee sweepstakes, and instead of gaining more property 

and wealth, many speculators lost the stability and citizenship based in their "rood of 

ground upon the Schuykill." 

The passage also works on a symbolic level, denouncing business practices, which 

like a deal with the devil, holds the possibility of riches above the gains of the 

Revolution. Speculating "in the Western Country," Sawney Mervyn willfully gambles 

with his rights as a free-holding citizen for the promise of a profitable return. In the 

process, the father exchanges a secure home, one-hundred acres of agricultural 

abundance, for a debtor's cell, a space that represents unbounded greed, as well the 

complete loss of political agency. Rejecting the profit impulse, Arthur doesn't translate 
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the land into monetary terms; his father cannot see anything but dollar signs. The farm's 

symbolic value, reflected in a rhetoric of excess specifically rooted in a fertile soil, far 

outweighs Sawney's airy calculations. What's more, his calculations, even before meeting 

his fate in the cell, really amount to nothing: after receiving cash for the farm, Sawney 

places it with Betty, who promptly "ran away to the city." 

Ruined, Sawney travels west, "moneyless and alone," while his son takes that 

familiar road to the city where he hopes to make a new name for himself. Broke, 

homeless, and looking to make his fortune, Arthur wanders into Rush's "scene of 

speculation" in an American capital lit by wealth. He enters Philadelphia, walking down 

Market Street and into the commercial hub, and encounters a city made by "miracle or 

magic." This fantastical urban cosmos is vastly different from his rural geography. 

Dislocated from his "homely and quiet retreat," Arthur "indulges in new delight and new 

wonder" which makes him feel "lost in the tumulmous sensations with which I was so 

engrossed" (25). A city made by "magic" can delude an innocent onlooker, who might 

make the mistake of reaching out to touch it. Describing the ephemeral imagery of 

speculation, Edward Chancellor notes that financial manias were most often represented 

as dreams or bubbles. Gibbon called the famous South Sea Bubble "a golden dream" and 

Alexander Pope, after taking his profit just in time, judged the unfortunate who "have 

dreamed out their dream, and awaking have found nothing in their hands" (qtd. 

Chancellor 85). The metaphor of the bubble or the dream articulates the evanescent 

nature of money made by speculation. Detached from its anchor of intrinsic value, a 

bubble might grow rapidly and enchant onlookers, but ultimately the bubble "was 



sustained only by air or wind." 'The dreaming speculator," writes Chancellor, "is seen as 

surrendering both his reason and his wealth in the pursuit of phantom fortune" (85). 

A colorful history connects the essence of speculation with a reckless pursuit of 

profit that upsets social order and devastates naive and experienced players who dream of 

riches in the South Sea, California gold-mines, or in technology stocks. The lost natural 

world that had rooted his earlier visions is supplanted by the commercial center whiere 

rows of street lamps, burning like "blazing crescents," signify the city's unrestrained 

pursuit of profit. Jefferson and Rush warned Americans about the delusive quality of 

speculative wealth, but Arthur simply can't read this landscape; he can only stare dumbly 

at the spectacle. He is blind to a thief who steals his traveling bag—unlike Ellison's 

invisible man who is attached to a briefcase filled with the firagments of slavery—and 

Arthur loses the last remnants of his life on the farm. When he is reborn, it will be as a 

child dislocated firom the solidness of his rural past. 

This loss, and the future it forecasts for Arthur, is confirmed by the immediate 

appearance of Wallace, a rural transplant to the city who also came to Philadelphia, to 

make his fortune. He offers to guide the lost and destitute Arthur to a safe lodging, and 

leads him to the house of his employer, the Thetford's, whose fortune is gained through 

usury and speculation. Entering the central room, Arthur gazes at "decorations of 

opulence," the types of which he has only read about in books, and a poor reference point 

for this new house of illusions. The profit impulse has corrupted the Thetford home in the 

same way it had ruined the Mervyn farm. In the city, however, the speculative economy is 

connected to Caribbean markets rather than to real estate on the western frontier. Once 
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Arthur leaves his home in the west to journey into the city, routes of exchange between 

Philadelphia and the Caribbean define the geography of the novel. Houses in 

Philadelphia stand as allegorical structures for a national economy lured to the Caribbean 

markets by the promise of wealth. 

From inside the Thetford house Arthur learns the nature of the wealthy 

commodities that make him feel "beguiled by some spell." Arriving on the third floor, he 

suddenly finds that his supposedly charitable guide has trapped him in a dark closet, 

making Arthur a "victim of malicious artifice." It is Arthur's figurative blindness, 

however, that allows him to perceive the criminality beneath the glare of the family 

fortune. Arthur sunnises from snippets of conversation that he is in the bedroom closet, 

and firom this symbolic space, he can hear "the most secret transactions of their lives." 

The marriage is described with a fiscal imagery that contrasts their outward appearance 

with a private life visible to only themselves—and, now, Arthur. From the bedroom 

closet, he listens to Thetford tell his wife about a scheme to defraud a wealthy "nabob," 

and leams about the family's fraudulent practices. 

The speculative plot is based in the lucrative Caribbean markets, which attracts 

the nabob, who is really the novel's villain, Welbeck, nearly broke at the time and living 

on credit. A Caribbean venture, backed by the apparently respectable Thetford's, seems 

like the perfect way for Welbeck to make a profitable killing. It is the Thetford "spell," 

their representation as wealth, that persuades Welbeck that the venture is a sound and 

legitimate: 
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[I] had experience of [Thetford's] knowledge and integrity, and the scheme he 

proposed seemed liable to no possibility to miscarriage. A ship was to be 

purchased, supplied with a suitable cargo, and dispatched to a port in the West-

Indies. Loss from storms and enemies was to be precluded by insurance. Every 

hazard was to be enumerated, and the ship and cargo valued at the highest rate. 

Should the voyage be safely performed, the profits would be double the original 

expense. (92) 

The key selling point of Thetford's scheme is that a potential investor, such as the nabob, 

can "double the original expense," or gross approximately four times the average rate of 

return on ventures with the Caribbean economies. The irresistibility of a sure-thing is 

articulated in what one might call a rhetoric of security. Thetford's bond is his 

"knowledge and integrity"; there was "no possibility of miscarriage"; a "suitable" rather 

than a risky "cargo" was selected; and all possibility of loss was "precluded by 

insurance." Offered a similar investment today, one would immediately cut a check to 

Dean Witter. For an American living in the 1790s, who enjoyed some disposable income, 

no investment was more commonplace than one linked to trade with the Caribbean. 

Unlike the lure of vast land tracts on the frontier that ruins Sawny Meryvn, effectively 

orphaning Arthur, the speculative economy that will contaminate Philadelphia depends 

upon unstable Caribbean markets. 

There is not a more appropriate place for Arthur to leam the true nature of the 

Thetford's business practices—not Market street, the pub, or the office—than the 

bedroom. Mr. and Mrs. Thetford have recently lost their child, a fact that makes a reader 
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pause, because as we listen with Arthur to the husband disclose the scheme to his wife, 

she holds a newborn baby. Unknown to her, the child is a product of her husband's 

extramarital affair. The sexual triangle, and the illegitimate offspring, articulates a theme 

of illicit exchange that collapses any distinction between public and private spaces. The 

husband makes a futile attempt to repair the broken family: before his wife entered the 

room, he replaced their dead baby with a false copy. The baby conveys the cohabitation of 

financial and marital fraud, which undercuts Thetford's effort to restore an impression of 

virtue to their domestic space. Whenever virtue becomes a subject of scrutiny in Arthur 

Mervyn, Eliza Hinds suggests commerce is always at the root of the problem: "[the] 

emphasis on the economic locates virtue in the realm of money—especially where the 

money comes from" (91). 

In the Thetford bedroom, the "animal machine" feared by Dr. Rush produces a 

love of money rather than domestic virtoe, and the husband's infidelity bequeaths an 

illegitimate child representative of a sick economy. In The Politics Aristotle retums to 

Tokos, the Greek root of "interest," to articulate the social disorder brought on by the 

child of an illicit sexual union. Speaking specifically about the practice of usury, which 

the Thetford's specialize in, Aristotle calls it the most "unnatural" mode of acquisition 

and invokes Tokos to repudiate an incestuous "breed" or "offspring" resulting from such 

economic exchanges. While Artistotle's distaste for usury and related practices like 

speculation shaped intellectual attitudes toward capital accumulation for thinkers like 

Brown, Rush, and Jefferson, a major scandal of the federalist period would resonate with 

the larger public. 
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As a result of Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton's leadership, and 

under his orders, the United States Treasury released new scrip and established new credit 

structures that produced the "febrile diseases" that frightened Rush and Jefferson. 

Hamilton was soon accused of fraud, of passing inside information about securities and 

other financial instruments on to his partners in the public sphere. The allegation called 

the nation's new economy into question. He vehementiy denied the charges and 

attempted to rescue his honor, and the fiscal policy he supported, by writing a pamphlet 

defending a payment of hush money to D. Reynolds.® In its pages Hamilton claimed the 

payment was given to Reynolds to keep the investor quiet about a more traditional 

scheme: the Secretary of the Treasury was having an affair with Mrs. Reynolds. His own 

defense provides the link between sexual and financial misalliance; and whether the 

charges of passing financial secrets were true or false, the widely circulated charges, once 

combined with his extramarital transgression, expressed in lurid symbolism how 

speculative capital would circulate adulterously through America. Such a political drama 

contextualizes the bedroom setting in Arthur Mervyn. Like the American audience made 

aware of Hamilton's actions, Arthur, hidden in the closet, sneaks a peek into the 

economic and sexual "machine" producing the Thetford house. What Arthur discovers is 

an economy fueled by corruption and infected capital. The same sickness undercuts the 

Federalist principle that a national bank, controlled by Hamilton, would fund expansion 

and safeguard home security. 

When Arthur can't hear any more voices, he flees Thetford's "perilous precincts 

of private property," and he decides to return to the country. Experiencing the "night's 
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perils and deceptions" moves Arthur to reevaluate the "ancient occupations" available in 

the country, which now appear to the lost rustic as a "thousand imaginary charms." 

Leaving at dawn, he quickly puts the city's corrupt houses behind and reaches the 

Schuykill river, but since he has no money to pay the toll, Arthur can't cross the bridge to 

exit the city. The Schuykill—running alongside the old Mervyn farm—^now separates 

Arthur from a past that can only exist in his imagination. Lacking the currency of his new 

world, which prevents him from traveling west, Arthur searches for a way out; he 

wanders north along "uninhabited and unpaved" routes, details that suggest his increasing 

distance from Market Street. Coming around a bend, however, a magnificent estate comes 

into view and stops Arthur in his tracks. Alongside newly planted poplars there is a 

freshly painted fence, which "bounded a garden," and Arthur glances through "knot-hole" 

to gaze at the scene: "The inclosure was a charming green, which I saw appended to an 

house of the loftiest and most stately order. It seemed like a recent erection, had all the 

gloss of novelty, and exhibited to my unpracticed eyes, the magnificence of palaces" (43-

44). After the Schuykill river sends him spiraling backwards, the artificiality of the 

"charming green" shatters the nostalgic vision of a "thousand imaginary charms" that he 

expects to encounter across the river. Unlike the old Mervyn farm once located there, 

bounded by its one-hundred acres, rooted in America, Welbeck's mansion is a foreign 

castle that has no connection to the nation: the mansion is new, a "recent erection" with 

an impermanent "gloss of novelty," and Welbeck doesn't own it but leases the mansion 

with stolen Caribbean money. All these details suggest a structure that can't serve as a 

stable home in the American capital. 



Gazing through the knot-hole, measuring the disparity between the rural dwelling 

he seeks and this foreign house, why doesn't Arthur avoid this property and keep 

walking? He relates the journey to Stevens, the benevolent doctor who discovered the 

feverish Arthur on his front step. Accused of being Welbeck's apprentice, Arthur wants to 

tell a story that will clear his tainted reputation, but because of his association with 

Welbeck, Arthur's story must relate his encounter with, and final triumph over, money 

and the prosperity seemingly promised by the city. Thus, the young man robbed of his 

inheritance, penniless and homeless, is frozen by an intense desire to possess its wealth 

and opportunity: 

My heart dictated the comparison between my own condition and that of the 

proprietors of this domain. How wide and how impassible was the gulf by which 

we were separated! This fair inheritance had fallen to one who, perhaps, would 

only abuse it to the purposes of luxury, while I, with intentions worthy of the 

friend of mankind, was doomed to wield the flail and the mattock. (44) 

Bearing witness to his dispossession in the house's reflection, Arthur realizes he has a 

bigger problem than crossing the Schyukill. At first conceived as challenge to move 

spatially from the city to the country, the journey now means something different; the 

river becomes a temporal symbol that represents the wide "gulf between Arthur's past 

and the hopeless, "doomed" future that he walks toward. This anxious temporality—^the 

feeling that he is stuck in the here and now without any options—leads him to reconsider 

a life relegated to the mattock, laboring against the soil. He desires wealth so he can 

fulfill his destiny, not as suspected criminal, but as a "friend of mankind." 
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Arthur stops the story of his journey for a moment to recall old lessons learned 

about the falsity of "gloss," and one suspects he might resist the lure of Welbeck's 

domain. But his books preach a conservative social ethic that cannot help Arthur pull 

himself up by his bootstraps: 

My books had taught me the dignity and safety of the middle path, and my darlin_g 

writer abounded with encomiums on rural life. At a distance from luxury and 

pomp I viewed them, perhaps, in a just light. A nearer scrutiny confirmed my 

early prepossessions, but at the distance at which I now stood, the lofty edifices, 

the splendid furniture, and copious accommodations of the rich, excited my 

admiration and my envy. (44) 

His "darling writer" teaches Arthur about the proper attitude toward property. The 

"middle path" invokes a rural geography defined by labor and moderate income located 

within the well-marked boundaries of the one-hundred acres which Sawney Mervyn hass 

since gambled away. Returning to the "middle-path," however, is impossible. No long«er 

able to contemplate the city's "luxury and pomp" from a "distance"—meaning 

simultaneously across the Schuykill and from the past—^Arthur leaves his "station and 

proceeded, in an heartless mood, along the fence," until he stands in fi'ont of the mansioon 

and takes a seat on the "lower step and [begins] to meditate." His dream of returning to 

his "ancient occupations" is replaced by a stark choice: "I must either steal or beg" (453-

Arthur's story demonstrates his initial contact with speculative wealth, and 

cleverly positions him as a country bumpkin victimized by social forces that he cannot, at 

first, understand. His confinement in the closet, which forces him to look upon that homse 
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with "a nearer scrutiny," helps him to distinguish his more experienced, enlightened 

perspective. No longer blinded by "blazing" commodities, Arthur recognizes that neither 

Thetford's nor Welbeck's sort of wealth is sowed and harvested on the "middle path": 

Riches, therefore, were his; but in what did his opulence consist, and whence did 

it arise? What were the limits by which it was confined, and what was the degree 

of permanence? I was unhabituated to ideas of floating or transferable wealth. The 

rent of houses and lands were the only specie of property which was, as yet, 

perfectly intelligible. (52) 

The qualifier "as yet" establishes Arthur's important temporal relationship to the story he 

is reconstructing for Doctor Stevens. Reflecting on that first view of Welbeck's house, 

Arthur criticizes its impermanence and questions the source of Welbeck's wealth by 

questioning its nature, origin, and limits. For Arthur "intelligible" wealth isn't "floating"; 

on the contrary, it is concrete in nature, rooted in origin, and bounded by limits, such as 

the "houses and lands" apparently recommended by his "writer." The phrase 

"unhabituated" articulates the abstractoess of this "species of property," which unlike 

houses or land, is not firmly attached to the nation. Unlike those forms of wealth with 

concrete sources and stable referents, Welbeck's unintelligible property is "floating or 

transferable," a descriptive phrase remarkably similar to the one Arthur overhears 

Thetford use to describe the nabob's "flow[ing] " wealth. Its fluidity, a financial product 

of international exchange, reifies its connection to a "rural life," a metaphor for a stable 

American geography. 
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The loss of the Mervyn farm and the illicit order of the Thetford house manifest 

an anxiety about an economy driven by speculation and greed, and once Arthur's journey 

halts before Welbeck's house, one encounters the novel's key allegory for the nation's 

turbulent relationship with the Caribbean. Analogous to the "boom" that transformed the 

United States during the 1790s, Welbeck's house is literally produced through the 

Caribbean exchange. His unstable hold on the structure—he is a renter—resembles how 

he came into money. A Caribbean planter named Vincentio Lxjdi decides to sell his slave 

plantation and move his family to the United States, but before he can do so a slave kills 

him. The stability of the patrimonial line persists, if only for a moment, as young Lodi 

takes possession of the capital, changes its form by laundering it, and then suddenly falls 

ill and dies once arriving in the United States. Transforming the estate from property and 

slaves into Portuguese gold, then banknotes, then into the Welbeck's mansion, cannot 

erase the slave's violence against the elder Lodi. 

One sees the horrible growth of this wealth as it falls into the hands of Welbeck, a 

veritable Puritan allegory for a dissimulator, who uses the dirty money to play the role of 

a major player in Philadelphia. By analyzing the leased structure, rather than the 

individual, one can resolve the mystery of his appearance in Philadelphia. The Lodi 

estate is not rebuilt in the national capital—the transfer simply buys a facade signaling 

Welbeck's artificiality. He claims. 

There was no difficulty in persuading the world that Welbeck was a personage of 

opulence and rank. My birth and previous adventures it was proper to conceal. 

The facility with which mankind are misled in their estimate of characters, their 
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proneness to multiply inferences and conjectures will not be readily conceived by 

one destitute of my experience. My sudden appearance on the stage, my stately 

reserve, my splendid habitation and my circumspect deportment were sufficient to 

intitle me to homage. The artifices that were used to unveil the truth, and the 

guesses that were current respecting me, were adapted to gratify my ruling 

passion. (90) 

The forger Welbeck understands the currency of superficial impression, and he speaks of 

himself in the third-person to indicate the distance between an exterior Welbeck and a 

self whose common "birth" he deliberately works to "conceal." From his domestic 

"stage," Welbeck plays a man of "opulence and rank," the "splendid habitation" 

confirming the "conjectures" of his stams and filling in the silence left by his calculated 

"reserve." One is forced to believe his audacious claim that this was an easy role to play. 

The mansion, as a transferable sign, conceals a stolen, and rapidly depleting, patrimony. 

Unable to perceive this, the Thetford's search for a powerful "nabob" with excess capital 

is drawn to the seemingly wealthy newcomer. 

What lay behind the fagade of Welbeck? One clue lay in the past, in the 

Caribbean, where a destitute Welbeck was "on the brink of suicide" (89). Without the 

illusion of wealth, Welbeck is nothing, possesses no intrinsic value. When he 

appropriates a pocket-book containing the Lodi's twenty-thousand dollars, Welbeck feels 

the "larger portion of my anguish.. .now removed." Luck is everything for a speculator, 

and now his alienated self, near suicide, is brought back to life by money: "What claims 

to honour or to ease were consequent on riches, were, by extraordinary fortune, now 
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conferred upon me" (89). Presenting himself (his image as self) as a wealthy investor, 

unknown and just arrived in Philadelphia, Welbeck is like his house—a "recent erection" 

that expresses a deceptive "gloss." He puts his "homage" to work, making it stand in for 

his real lack of funds. Arthur witnesses Welbeck's transformation: 

his entrance into this company appeared to operate like magic. His eyes sparkled; 

his features expanded into a benign serenity; and his wonted reserve gave place to 

a torrent-like and overflowing elocution...! marked this change in his deportment 

with the utmost astonishment. So great was it, that I could hardly persuade myself 

that it was the same person. (68) 

Transformed into the sum of his affluent image, no longer contemplating suicide, 

Welbeck enters the party led by Wortley, one member of Thetford's investment group. 

This stage, crowded with speculators, compels Welbeck to market himself as a desirous 

commodity, to "operate like magic." Putting aside his "reserve," his eyes "sparkled," his 

speech overflowing and torrent-like, Welbeck casts a spell on the crowd. He is the image 

of excess, of unlimited and unconfined capital, which is precisely why the group desires 

his presence in the venture. 

Earlier, when Welbeck finds Arthur ruminating in front of his house, takes him 

into the house as an apprentice, and revitalizes the poor rustic, Arthur observes how the 

same magic wrought his change. Lost and separated from the only way of life he knows, 

Arthur is offered a new house to replace the one taken away. Contact with Welbeck and 

his species of "floating" wealth also transforms Arthur. Welbeck shows him a wardrobe 
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containing "everything your nakedness requires," and when finished dressing, Arthur is 

shocked by his new self: 

Thus equipped I surveyed myself in the mirror... You may imagine, if you 

can, the sensations this instantaneous transformation produced. 

Appearances are wonderfully influenced by dress...I could scarcely forbear 

looking back to see whether the image in the glass, so well proportioned, 

so gallant, and so graceful, did not belong to another. I could scarcely 

recognize any lineaments of my own. I walked to the window. Twenty 

minutes ago, said I, I was traversing that path a barefoot beggar, now I am 

thus. Again I surveyed myself. Surely some insanity has fastened my 

understanding. My senses are the sport of dreams. Some magic that 

disdains the cumbrousness of nature's progress, has wrought this change. 

(48-49) 

Welcomed into this new house, once again under a roof, his sjonbolic nakedness clothed 

in riches, Arthur is no longer homeless. Gazing at himself in the mirror, this patrimony 

does not fit, as Arthur doesn't see his own body but a reflection warped by 

ururecognizable "lineaments." The change shatters his senses, making Arthur feel 

unnatural in representing an image incommensurate with his sense of self. When 

disoriented in the city, Arthur sought the familiar solidity west of the Schuykill, but how 

can he shake the "insanity" that has "fastened" itself to him? He tries to prevent his spiral 

into madness by conjuring an alternate landscape. Not until he Arthur gazes upon himself 

as if he were the land—^"again I surveyed myself—^that he recognizes the "magic" that 
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gives him new life. Using descriptors which emphasize a connection to the land, Arthur 

is not simply walking but "traversing that path," his bare feet, bereft of the luxury of 

shoes, gives the impression of that mstic who cannot cross the Schuykill and extricate 

himself from this alien topography. Finally, while his transformation from rags to riches 

leaves him confused, Arthur fights the illusion produced by Welbeck's floating capital by 

recalling the "cumbrousness," the very word weighted down with materiality, of "nature's 

progress" which cannot thrive naturally in the confined space of the "charming green." 

A Federalist Fever 

Taking the epidemic of 1793 as both historical subject and dominant metaphor. 

Brown communicates a cultural anxiety that close ties with the Caribbean would produce 

disease not simply reducible to yellow fever. Daniel Defoe (both speculator and novelist) 

had provided in A Journal of the Plague Year a notable literary example of how a 

metaphor of contagion could articulate speculative fevers. The contemporary social 

pressures depicted in Arthur Mervyn, however, also characterize American political 

discourse at the end of the eighteenth-century. In 1798 the United States entered into an 

international war for control of the Caribbean, in large part, because the Federalist 

government saw the crisis as an opportunity to uphold their flagging authority. 

Consequently, they enacted a series of legislative and emergency war measures aimed at 

increasing the power of their military and govenmient, as well as silencing domestic 

opposition. These measures created a permanent army and navy, direct taxes to pay for 

the military, a Naturalization Act (tripling the residency requirement for citizenship) to 

undercut the influence of Irish and Germans sympathetic with rival Republicans, and 
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internal security measures called the Alien and Sedition Acts to silence political 

opposition. 

These measures constimte our contemporary historical memory of the decline of 

federalism and the swift rise of Jeffersonian republicanism. As a result of this 

conventional narrative, however, historians ignore a key preoccupation of Brown's Arthur 

Mervyn, as well as a nation gripped by war hysteria. As official authors of hysteria, 

federalists pointed to racial unrest in the Caribbean, and using a specious logic of 

contagion, helped to justify their war program by prophesizing an invasion of San 

Domingan slave rebels who would aid American slaves in a bloody struggle for freedom. 

How do we reconcile this view of the Caribbean with a nationalist program that professed 

the benefits of economic expansion into the region? An apparent fundamental 

contradiction was actually a catalyst for increasing the American presence in Caribbean 

markets. Under its military aim, the Federalist administration sent its forces into the 

Caribbean, and then following close behind under its protection, merchant vessels would 

methodically "open" San Domingan ports for trade. The United States supported the aims 

of Toussaint, whose forces could assure the protection of merchant vessels, going as far 

as providing the slave rebels with food, weapons, and military training.^ 

While the war in the Caribbean enabled the policy of commercial engagement and 

helped to secure American business interests, its affixed discourse of racial contagion 

created insecurity at home. Instead of the profit, engagement with the Caribbean promised 

the terrifying possibility that permeable borders might allow upheaval to pass through 

into the United States as secretly and violently as the yellow fever. In this highly charged 
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atmosphere, it is worth taking a second look at the anxieties attached to speculative 

capital in Arthur Mervyn. Recall the terrible chain reaction caused by Vincentio Lodi's 

decision to liquidate his Guadeloupe plantation and transfer it and his family to the 

United States: Lodi's slave assassinates him; his slave kills himself; his son lands in 

America and promptly dies of fever; Welbeck appropriates the fortune; finally, Lodi's 

daughter Clemenza is abandoned, found and impregnated by Welbeck, and incarcerated 

in a brothel. The first link in this deadly chain is the conflict between master and slave: 

It appeared that the elder Lodi had flattered one of his slaves with the prospect of 

his freedom, but had, nevertheless, included this slave in the sale that he made of 

his estate. Actuated by revenge, the slave assassinated Lodi in the open street and 

resigned himself, without a stmggle, to the punishment which the law had 

provided for such an occasion. (88) 

Discovering that Lodi has included him in the bill-of-sale, the slave takes revenge. The 

act of assassination resists his own reification as an asset by violently marking the transfer 

with the history of slavery. As an allegory for violence of this history, the assassination 

forces a reader to consider the material nature of the contaminated money that the villain 

Welbeck will carry to Philadelphia. 

The story of Lodi's rise to fortune and violent fall evokes on a larger level the 

decision of the United States to locate its future in a region plagued by international war 

and slave insurrections. The novel traces an anxiety of contact with the Caribbean by 

joining Welbeck's arrival in Philadelphia, with the infected Lodi money, with the onset of 
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the yellow fever. Stunned by the darkness that has dispelled the once magical city, Arthur 

tries to capture the menacing scene: 

I cast a look upon the houses, which I recollected to have formerly been, at this 

hour, brilliant with lights, resounding with lively voices, and thronged with busy 

faces. Now they were closed, above and below; dark, and without tokens of being 

inhabited.. JDeath seemed to hover over this scene, and I dreaded that the floating 

pestilence had already lighted upon my frame. (133, emphasis added) 

Elis first impression of the urban landscape as a place of "new delight and new wonders," 

a prosperous dream, is replaced in a single glance by the dark, empty houses. Welbeck's 

electric stage now has achieved a much larger and terrifying scale: a "theater of disaster." 

The passage describes a double-contagion: the same adjective used to describe the nature 

of the yellow fever—a "floating pestilence"— is used earlier to illustrate the danger of 

Welbeck's "floating or transferable wealth." 

The influx of infected money, however, evokes more than national anxiety about 

linking future economic prosperity to a volatile Caribbean region. With the slave's 

assaisination of Lodi as a representative example, Brown's metaphor of contagion 

articulates the transfer of racial unrest to the United States. This paranoia was central to 

the period's nationalist discourse. When the pestilence struck the city in 1793, African-

Americans were thought to be immune from its effects. Looking to slaves in the 

Caribbean who were thought to use the pestilence as weapon to prey upon their masters 

and free themselves, white Philadelphians anticipated a similar type of militancy as the 

city weakened and African-Americans maintained their strength. African-Americans were 
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accused of robbing unprotected houses, neglecting infected masters, extorting white 

patients, burying the still breathing, and as the above example shows, pillaging their 

master's possessions. (Arthur Mervyn dramatizes all of these accusations.) 

By the time Brown writes Arthur Mervyn in 1799, federalist propaganda had 

appropriated the figure of the African-American predator and revised its character to 

further their political aims. At a time when Afirican-American activists like Absalom 

Jones and Paul Allen worked to abolish the Fugitive Slave Law and to promoted a vision 

of a bi-racial America, Federalists defined African-Americans as internal enemies. 

Federalists heightened a widespread fear that violent slaves would contaminate the 

nation, a political ploy designed to sow unrest among the nation's slaveocracy. A key 

subject of President Adams's Congressional address in 1799 was a request for an increase 

of military forces to protect the United States from French-inspired slave insurrections 

(Former Black Americans, 448). Any argument to reduce the military or otherwise 

circumscribe government authority was met with an onslaught of Federalist propaganda 

that saw African-American subversives everywhere. For example, on a trip to South 

Carolina, where he hoped to convert staunch republicans, Secretary of State Timothy 

Pickering claimed that Touissant, in conspiracy with the French, would land outside 

Charleston with an army of San Domingan rebels. So provocative was Pickering's speech 

that southern republicans defected in mass. Federalist authority and military might, they 

felt, would suppress the rebellion they sensed building up among the southern slave 

population. 
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The anxiety of racial conflict, cynically manipulated through these narratives, 

characterizes the depiction of race relations in Arthur Mervyn. Returning to Philadelphia 

at the height of the fever to rescue Wallace, Arthur discovers an apocalyptic city where 

dying white citizens are at the mercy of African-Americans. On his search for Wallace, 

Arthur enters a house and finds a dead body. Surveying the "traces of pillage" that 

indicate a home invasion, Arthur fears some "casual or mercenary attendant, had not only 

contributed to hasten the death of the patient, but had rifled his property and fled" (140). 

The identity of the attendant exists only as a manifestation of Arthur's foreboding: "In the 

present state of my thoughts, I was prone to suspect the worst." And the worst, during the 

yellow fever of 1793, was the form of an African-American predator, who allegedly 

preyed on sick whites and a defenseless city, a tale that spread quickly through the public 

consciousness. Arthur's first glance reveals evidence of a thief and murderer but no detail 

indicates whether the figure is black or white. But as Arthur tries to ease his panic with 

thoughts that the disorder did not result from a crime, a mirror reflects the presence of the 

"mercenary": 

A moment scarcely elapsed, when some appearance in the mirror, which hung 

over the table, called my attention. It was a human figure. Nothing could be 

briefer than the glance I fixed upon this apparition, yet there was room enough for 

the vague conception to suggest itself, that the dying man had started from his bed 

and was approaching me. This belief was, at the same instant, confuted, by the 

survey of his form and garb. One eye, a scar upon his cheek, a tawny skin, a form 
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grotesquely misproportioned, brawney as Hercules, and habited in livery, 

composed, as it were, the parts of one view. (140) 

The mirror, which in the end allows Arthur a fragmented picture, reflects the nightmare 

of racial violence, the "train of horrors," afflicting the city during the fever. What was at 

first simply a "vague suggestion" of a "human figure" gradually takes the shape of the 

dead man's ghost. Arthur gazes at the whole scene through a filter made hazy by his 

presupposition of a criminal presence: 'To perceive, to fear, and to confiront this 

apparition were blended into one sentiment." As a result, his panic gives the ambiguous 

apparition the form of into a dark-skinned villain. Death does not just "hover" like a 

vapor in that moment when it becomes embodied; Arthur's panic has dressed the figure 

with the exaggerated strength, physical marks, and "livery" of the vengeful slave. His 

presupposition has come alive. 

Part of the racial sickness Brown depicts in Arthur Mervyn reveals not only the 

particular animosity directed toward African-Americans during the yellow fever of 1793 

but also the turbulent race relations dominant at the time of the novel's composition. The 

conceptual model for the black shadow Arthur sees in the mirror is a reflection of the 

African-American villain, infected with the spirit of liberty, who nationalists claimed 

would attack a weakened America. In addition to the propaganda of President John 

Adams and Secretary of State Pickering, former Secretary of War Henry BCnox supported 

Pickering's claim that France had secretly recruited disaffected slaves (ten-thousand of 

them, Knox said) to raise an insurrection. The sum effect of these conspiracy tales, 

besides justifying the increase army troops in the south, put Charleston in a state of 
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emergency. Reports of slave insurrection often had this effect in South Carolina, a rstate 

known for its brutal reaction. The rumors carried by Pickering and BCnox soon foui*d their 

way into print in the language of a horrific nursery-rhyme: 'Take care, take care, you 

sleepy Southern Fools, your Negroes will probably be your masters this day twelve: 

month" (Deconde 84). Having exploited the political utility of a potential slave 

insurrection. Federalists improved their support in the North, gained allies from 

disaffected Republicans in the South, and achieved their war aims. Another plot telling 

of a secret army in the United States caused the State to expel many free African-

Americans suspected of acting as special agents and spreading arms to their compstriots. 

The logic of contagion carried the racial panic into the North. As San Domingo collapsed 

in the summer of 1798, eighteen month arson spree, stretching from New England, to 

Georgia, frightened city dwellers, yet another yellow fever epidemic ravaged 

Philadelphia, and thousands of French planters and their slaves fled to the United States 

to seek refuge. 

How does Brown's representation of Arthur's conflict with the African-Aimerican 

"Hercules" respond to this discourse of racial paranoia prevalent in the last years of the 

eighteenth-century? First, the use of the mirror gives a reflection one cannot trust— 

changing, in only an instant, from nondescript human figure, to dead man, to an A_&ican-

American mercenary. Second, by describing Arthur's perception's warped by "fear," 

Brown pinpoints the way in which the construction of "race" serves the interests cof 

Federalist authority. Brown dramatizes the effect of this paranoia by making the 

onrushing shadow, which Arthur perceives to issue forth from the dead man's ghost, 
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more than an abstraction. It literally attacks him, delivering "a blow upon [my] temple." 

In a dream-like state, still groggy from the blow, Arthur discovers his hands and feet 

bound and "two grim and gigantic figures...stooped to lift [me] from the earth. Their 

purpose methought was to cast me into this abyss" (140-141). On one level, the scene 

depicts a fear of African-Americans particular to the 1793 setting. The pestilence 

imprisoned those left in the city, "closed" the houses, and the dread of being overpowered 

by the disease appears to Arthur in the form of his assailants. They embody Arthur's 

earlier reflection on the "horrors that pursue mankind," and the nightmare of racial 

violence that follows from his fear is ultimately dispelled with his own fantasy of 

liberation. "My terrors were unspeakable," Arthur declares, "and I stmggled with such 

force, that my bonds snapt and I found myself at liberty. At this moment my senses 

returned and I opened my eyes" (140-141). 

The scene also works on a temporal level, this one particular to the growing fear 

of African-Americans taking shape in the public consciousness after 1793. Arthur's 

opaque view of reality, whether from the mirror, his fear, or his loss of consciousness, 

suggests Brown's skepticism about the paranoid narratives about imminent invasion and 

insurrection. He uses a metaphor of slavery, popularized during the Revolution as a 

rhetorical defense against England's unjust treatment of the colonies, to illustrate a white 

man shackled by his African-American assailants. Just as his "gigantic persecutors" have 

pushed him to the precipice overlooking a "bottomless gulf," Arthur frees himself from 

the shackles, but not before observing an accomplice waiting "with hammer and nails in 

his hand, as ready to replace and fasten the lid of the coffin, as soon as it burthen should 
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be received" (141). The tale of hostile African-Americans burying white victims alive 

was often told during the yellow fever of 1793. Yet Arthur's nightmare of some tag-team 

of Afiican-Americans evokes the larger national anxiety dominating race relations after 

1793: invasion from San Domingo's slave rebels, aided by France, while American slaves 

and free African-Americans stood nearby. Brown adds one more detail to suggest that 

panic has warped Arthur's perception: when the "mist and confusion" vanished, one of 

the African-American men helps Arthur to his feet—an inexplicable act considering the 

testimony of the assault—and one is left to wonder if the black men, Arthur's "gigantic 

persecutors," were friends or enemies. 

One could argue that this chaotic imagery is a realistic depiction of the massive 

upheaval caused by the yellow fever, but once one considers the linkage of social disorder 

and racial terror in nationalist discourse, it becomes necessary to comprehend how panic 

distorts Brown's historical memory. In Arthur Mervyn such paranoia moves Arthur to 

stand guard in the house against the return of the mercenaries. A Quaker neighbor tells 

Arthur about the true identity of the dead man. Maravegli was an enlightened young man, 

dedicated to virtue and knowledge, who had placed a family of "helpless females" under 

his guardianship at the height of the fever. Still dazed by the assault, but moved by the 

story, Arthur nevertheless pledges to guard the abandoned house of Maravegli: 

The house has no one to defend it. It was purchased and furnished by the last 

possessor, but the whole family, including mistress, children and servants, were 

cut off in a single week. Perhaps no one in America can claim the property. 

Meanwhile plunderers are numerous and active. An house thus totally deserted, 
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and replenished with valuable furniture, will, I fear, become their prey. Tonight, 

nothing can be done rendering it secure, but staying in it. (page ?) 

The impending crisis goes beyond Brown's historically accurate depiction of a citizen 

standing guard outside Philadelphia's homes during the yellow fever. The impending 

collision between the lone hero and a group of African-Americans presented as criminals 

suggests a national space made insecure by racial conflict. The immigration of African-

Americans into Philadelphia during the 1790s rubbed up against the city's suspicion of 

them. As black refugees from the South and Caribbean hoped to find peace in the "city of 

refuge"—which led to a tripling of the African-American population in ten years— white 

Philadelphians experienced apprehension that "took the form of conspiracy" (Nash 143). 

In 1799, with Federalists warning of a military invasion, Pennsylvania used the same 

strategy to control social space as they did at the height of the yellow fever epidemic of 

1793. That summer the State instituted quarantine acts to prevent the spread or 

importation of the disease from the Caribbean, and in 1799, terrified by the spread of 

former slaves and free African-Americans into the city, political leaders made a similar 

attempt to halt the flood of these "dangerous" immigrants into the city. Consequently, 

President Adams authorized Pennsylvania to "erect a barrier on its borders against 

incoming blacks" (175). 

Arthur's motive to secure the property of the "only descendant of an illustrious 

house of Venice" against a spreading racial violence resembles the white panic after the 

barrier's erection. Where young (and dead) Maravegli defended virtuous white females 

from the pestilence, Arthur puts himself as a barrier between vulnerable property and the 
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African-American men. Mired in pestilence, Arthur is not concerned about the health 

threat posed by African-Americas but their physical force. A persuasive rumor of 1799 

told how hundreds of slaves, "well armed, trained to war," were about to land in New 

Jersey and march to Philadelphia (Nash 175-176). Such hysteria forecasted the collapse 

of an equally "illustrious" and defenseless American house. Formerly, Venice had been 

the beacon of capitalism, but had since been eclipsed in the international economy by 

Amsterdam. The fate of the Venetian Maragvegli house is a warning of a diseased 

America's possible collapse. 

Hidden Economy 

African-Americans who immigrated to the North were a political danger in the 

United States because their unsteady refuge in the "free states" was seen by southern 

slaveocracy as an affront to their civil rights. Legislators reached a compromise in 1793 

when Congress passed a Fugitive Slave Law that effectively erected a legal barrier against 

freedom-seeking slaves. Congressional debate on the law demonstrated how race 

interrupted discussions of commerce, and vice versa. Initial opposition to the law refused 

a proposal that would make the United States government a recipient of proceeds gained 

from reselling captured slaves back to the South. Just as the presence of "slave" in the 

preamble would have brought the nation's political contradictions to the surface, the 

presence of capital in the national bank, gained from federal participation in slave 

trafficking, would undercut the American claim that its people were only the unfortunate 

heirs of a slave system instituted by the English. Of course, such congressional 

accounting could not create a fagade to conceal the nation's rootedness in the institutions 
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of slavery, especially as the combined force of the navy and American merchants sought 

control of Caribbean slave markets at the end of the eighteenth-century.® 

By refusing the spoils of the slave trade, the United States attempted to separate its 

republican principles from an economic foundation that failed to support them. Because 

the proliferation of speculative instruments was tied to the Caribbean slave markets, the 

impulse to sort clean money from dirty money was directed simultaneously at the issues 

of slavery and commerce. Before the yellow fever strikes Philadelphia in Arthur Mervyn, 

a family like the Thetford's, who profited from investments in the Caribbean, might 

present a "plausible exterior" and a "general integrity" to the world. But when the 

pestilence enters the city, the origin of this exterior wealth in the Caribbean plantations is 

revealed. The Thetford house quickly takes advantage of a "boom" caused by a paucity 

of resources in the quarantined city, a business decision that exposes the family to the 

yellow fever and death, as well as revealing the immoral source of their income. Doctor 

Stevens, the moral exemplar of the novel, condenms a home that cannot distinguish clean 

money from dirty money. 'This man's coffers," laments Stevens, "were supplied by the 

despair of honest men and the stratagems of rogues" (217). Standing against practices 

that prey on an infected city. Doctor Stevens gives a history of a family business that 

includes usury, or profiting from the "despair of honest men," and "stratagems" of 

speculation. In the process, Stevens articulates a larger concern about the source of 

wealth in a free republic, since in the "coffers" of the Thetford house, like the United 

States itself, lay the gains from corruption and slavery. The fall of the Thetford's 

removes a figure who built his house, in Arthur's words, by the "delusiveness of 
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invested human beings over the thoughts and actions of each other" (131). 

The final resolution to Arthur Mervyn is linked to a Caribbean fortune that is 

buried, unbeknownst to Welbeck, in the basement of his house. This other slave 

plantation, besides Lodi's, is also translated into bank-notes, transferred to Philadelphia, 

entangled with death and disease, and separated from its planter-ovmers. What the novel 

proposes is that if Arthur can join this missing fortune with the Maurice family, now 

stranded in Baltimore, then he can clear his name and recuperate himself as a viable 

republican. This is no easy task, particularly because of the money's infectious origin: 

The Lady thought it eligible to sell her husband's property in Jamaica, the Island 

becoming hourly more exposed to the chances of war and revolution, and transfer 

it to the United States, where she purposes henceforth to reside. (230) 

The Maurice and Lodi estates, which constitute the two largest household economies in 

the novel, share the same disease. The confused grammar of the passage—the "it" of the 

last clause ambiguously refers to either revolution or property—reveals the unstable 

origin. The transfer is told in the language of a pestilence choosing its victims arbitrarily, 

implying that the fortune, "exposed to the chances of war and revolution," upon its burial 

in America, has infected Philadelphia with violence. 

Similar to the Lodi transfer, the violence attaching itself to the exchange leads to 

the courier's death. After arriving in the city with Maurice's wealth hidden in a money 

belt, the courier, Watson, looks to settle an old score with Welbeck, enters a duel with 

him, and is killed. With the money-belt still hidden from his sight, Welbeck buries the 
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corpse. As long as the money lies festering in the basement, exposing the city to disease 

and violence, Philadelphia cannot remain healthy. But how does one remove the infected 

money without risking contact with disease? Doctor Stevens, upon learning the money's 

location, can't figure it out: 

It was just to restore these bills to their true owner; but how could this be done 

without hazardous processes and tedious disclosures? To whom ought these 

disclosures be made? By what authority or agency could these half-decayed limbs 

be dug up, and the lost treasure be taken from amidst the horrible corruption in 

which it was immersed? (240) 

Looking upon the same building earlier in the narrative, Arthur described the palatial 

fagade, which makes the mansion seem like a foreign transplant. Now Stevens turns his 

attention to the house's foundation. The money found there is marked by crime 

(Welbeck's murder), speculation, revolution (the money derives from the Maurice's 

desire to flee Jamaica,) and the profits gained firom slave labor. The result is a hybrid 

home whose structure emerges not from the national landscape but in a borderland of 

corrupt exchange between the Caribbean and the United States. Confused and afraid, 

Stevens backs away from solving an American conundrum: he refuses to separate the 

"lost treasure" from its source, the "horrible corruption" of slavery and homicide that 

brought it into Philadelphia. Contact risks entangling oneself "in a maze of perils and 

suspicions, of concealments and evasions, firom which he could not hope to escape with 

his reputation inviolate. The proper method was through the agency of the law" (240). 
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Complicity with a trans-national economy that doesn't respect political 

sovereignty, loyal only to the demands and interests of capitalists, not only dissolves 

national borders but corrupts individuals. Stevens's panic tells us this, as does the 

example of the courier, Watson, who loses more than his life as a result of carrying the 

Maurice fortune. His character, as well as his body, decays because of his attachment to 

the Maurice estate. The money that he agrees to carry infiltrates the city like the yellow 

fever, invisible and deriving from the Caribbean. Watson takes the same precautions as 

Lodi's son and conceals the money to make it safe for transport: "Li order to confer on it 

the utmost possible security, he rolled up four bills of exchange, drawn upon opulent 

merchants of Lx>ndon, in a thin sheet of lead, and depositing this roll in a leathern girdle, 

fastened it around his waist, and under his clothes" (230). There is more to the plan, 

however, and Watson delivered two more sets of girdles, one sailing with a Mr. Keysler 

on a different day, which would be rejoined with Watson's belt at an established 

destination in the United States. The "exposed" fortune clearly resembles the yellow 

fever's most terrifying aspect, its invisibility: "of all dangers.. .being mysterious and 

unseen...are the most formidable" (157). 

Employing secrecy and cunning all in the name of security inevitably casts a 

shadow over this man chosen for his "probity and disinterestedness" (157). Once the 

infected capital has attached itself to his body, he can't shake it, like the Philadelphians in 

1793 who hung garlic ropes around their necks, soaked their clothes in vinegar, and 

smoked cigars, hoping that these odors would cleanse the air of disease. In the search for 

the missing fortune, Mr. Wortley, a speculator whose own wealth has fluctuated 
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national economy to investigate the disappearance of Watson. "Your fortune does not rest 

on a basis which an untoward blast may sweep away," he tells Doctor Stevens, "or four 

strokes of a pen may demolish" (237). Speculators traditionally seek out markets where a 

fortune could be gained or lost, as Wortley put it, with the swiftness of a signature or an 

explosion. By concentrating their efforts in areas of political instability, speculators can 

exploit and profit from the rapid market fluctuations; the more volatile the boom-and-bust 

cycle, the more opportunity to gain a windfall. Knowing how quickly money could be 

gained or lost in the Caribbean-American trade, particularly at a time of war, Wortley 

implies that the courier Watson disguised more than the money-transfer: 

No man was more impatient of poverty than Watson, but no man's honesty was 

more flexible. He murmured at the destiny that compelled him to sacrifice his 

ease, and risk his life upon the ocean in order to procure the means of subsistence; 

and all the property which he had spent the best part of his life in collecting, had 

just been ravaged away from him by the English...but none, who thoroughly knew 

him, can, for a moment, harbor a suspicion of his truth. (231) 

Spoken by Wortley, a man who believes in the power of suspicion like Doctor Stevens 

believes in honesty, the defense of Watson's character is full of holes. Wortley's crafty 

use of the negative reveals a dark side to an individual "thoroughly" known for his 

sincerity. Following every positive assessment is a statement about his financial distress. 

The violent seizure of Watson's property was a familiar story to Wortley, whose own 

investments in the region often went belly up. Bringing this experience to his study of the 
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missing courier, Wortley suspects that a crime may underlay the disappearance, even 

implying that honest Watson stole the money. Reporting on the opinion of the Maurice's 

toward Watson, Wortley claims the family does "not scruple to insinuate, that Watson, 

tempted by so great a prize, has secretly embarked for England, in order to obtain 

payment for these bills, and retain the money for his own use" (231). Doubt about 

Watson's sincerity and integrity creeps in behind the veiled accusation. 

Like Sawney Mervyn, Watson does not become a stronger, more financially 

secure individual by scheming in financial markets; on the contrary, he loses his 

autonomy, forfeits his good name, and receives a deadly gunshot. Failing to deliver and 

buried with the fortune, Watson carries the infection, and this association with the 

pestilence groups him together with the African-Americans who assaulted Arthur. With a 

slave-owner's estate strapped to his white body, Watson is pursued like an escaped slave. 

While the Fugitive Slave Law was the second major attempt by Congress to solidify a 

union of slave and free states, it was also a major effort aimed at explaining the 

contradictory relationship between constitutional liberty and property. 

A missing white man, suspected of robbing his friends of their entire fortune 

might not initially bring to mind the Fugitive Slave Law, but it did address the growing 

problem of unfettered or lost property in the United States. Both the economic fugitive 

and the fugitive slave undermined the property relations that defined constitutional liberty 

in the United States, and for many Americans, both figures were victims of an economic 

system that robbed them of their natural freedom. The association of Watson with a 

fugitive slave is hardly an anachronistic critical imposition. This partnership was apparent 
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in public discourse in the late eighteenth-century, even in Brown's The Monthly 

Magazine, where he included and reviewed a tract that advocated easing two types of 

bondage: the institutions of slavery, including the Fugitive Slave Law, and harsh laws that 

imprisoned the debtor. As revolutionary rhetoric had successfully demonstrated, slavery 

could serve as an elastic metaphor to articulate resistance; Brown's review actively 

supports the writer who castigates a speculative business culture which conscripts a white 

individual's liberty as severely as the system of slavery subjugates the slave. In its pursuit 

of Watson, the novel borrows from this context, appropriating an ethos of dispossession 

from the fugitive slave to heighten the plight of Watson and his mysterious 

disappearance. 

Those who know Watson, and the economy he participates in, share Wordey's 

skepticism and draw up and publish an advertisement for the lost money, complete with 

"a description of the person and the dress of the fugitive" (232). Watson's associates and 

the slave-owner use the same strategy and share the same goal: to see the return of their 

lost property (reward included). His failure to deliver has cast a shadow over his name, 

and the property he plotted to turn invisible, ironically, now "blackens" his good name. 

His transformation into a fugitive is a sign of the nation's rapid fragmentation after 

exposure to capital extracted firom Caribbean slave economies. As suspicion of Watson 

demonstrates, participating in and profiting firom these markets undercuts the notion of a 

virtoous national economy. 

Not surprisingly, Welbeck eventually leams that a small fortune is buried with the 

corpse in his basement; unlike the virtuous Doctor Stevens, Welbeck bypasses the law 
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and digs up Watson's body. He flees his hybrid mansion—its fagade purchased with 

Lodi's money, its miasmic foundation yet another Caribbean slave plantation—^with the 

money belt now attached to himself and arrives in Baltimore where his creditors 

recognize him. His flight is the novel's condemnation of one who traffics in dirty money: 

the corpse exposes the criminal foundation of the mansion, and when his creditors send 

him back to Philadelphia, his final home—debtor's prison—demonstrates his illicit 

practice. Unlike the magical atmosphere of his former residence, the prison cell is an 

atmosphere "loaded with the exhalations of disease" (319). This "new residence of 

Welbeck," Arthur says, contrasting it with the mansion, contains no "splendor, pictxired 

walls, glossy hangings, [or] gilded sofas" (319). On the eve of his death, before Welbeck 

meets his "fate" in this new "residence," he confesses a late epiphany to Doctor Stevens 

and Arthur and hands over the cash to his former apprentice. "Receive this, said he. In 

the use of it, be guided by your honesty and by the same advertisement that furnished me 

the clue by which to recover it. That being secured, the world and I will part forever" 

(335). 

Accepting the money belt from the dying Welbeck, who in turn received it from 

the dead Watson, suggests an ominous future for Arthur. Stevens warns Arthur how his 

complicity in exchange will mark him as a fugitive: "the suspicions...awake respecting 

the cause of [Watson's] disappearance" would surely implicate whoever returned to 

Baltimore with the property. If we listen to the period's uneasy discourse on the 

separation of "clean" federal money fi^om "dirty" slave-holding money, then Arthur's 

duty has more to do with nation-building than critics have been willing to acknowledge. 
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Welbeck's last wish—to "secure" the infectious money to the Maurice's—comprises the 

novel's solution or cure for a city corrupted by the influx of Caribbean materials. The 

solution, however, puts Arthur in a terrible fix: completing the exchange might remove 

the infection from the city but will jeopardize his well-being. 

Because Arthur's redemption must take place in Baltimore, the journey into the 

South marks a major shift in Arthur Mervyn; the region functions as a receptacle for 

dangerous property misplaced in the North. Until his departure, the geography of the 

novel was primarily bound by the socio-economic connections between Philadelphia and 

the Caribbean. Traveling south, Arthur corrects the disrupted transfer of the Maurice 

money which originated in Jamaica, became "lost treasure" in Philadelphia, and now, if 

Arthur is successful, will be deposited in Baltimore. 

By removing the money, which carries with it a history of disease, speculation, 

and slave labor, Arthur creates the possibility of a harmonious future in an American 

capital blissfully detached firom the Caribbean and positively unlike the contaminated 

economy of the South. This fantasy of removal is suggested by Arthur's departure in a 

stage-coach that stands as a microcosm for a nation made vulnerable by its porous 

borders. Not only does he carry the money, but he is joined by a French Creole from Saint 

Domingo, an ape, and two female slaves: 

The Frenchman, after passing the suburbs, took out his violin and amused himself 

with humming to his own tweedle-tweedle. The monkey now and then munched 

an apple, which was given to him from a basket by the blacks, who gazed with 

stupid wonder, and an exclamatory La! La! upon the passing scenery; or chattered 
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to each other in a sort of open-mouthed, half-articulate, monotonous, and sing

song jargon. (354) 

Leaving behind the sick city, the stage-coach communicates a national process of self-

definition undermined by racial difference. Perhaps if Arthur were alone in the stage

coach, the doors and windows womblike in their protection, then his trip would resemble 

a dream of a "self-contained," homogenous nation separated from the racial and linguistic 

confusion outside. However, enclosed in this heterogeneous space, Arthur feels like a 

foreign traveler in his own country. Unlike his first experience of dispossession on the 

farm, this time Arthur, the solitary white traveler, is crowded out and alienated by the 

group's racial difference. He cannot understand the Frenchman's songs or the black 

women's "jargon." The isolation of Arthur, ironically, gives form to an ideal, if besieged, 

white national subject. 

While his previous attempts to cross the Schuykill and escape the city flung him 

back into chaos, this time Arthur succeeds, and as the stage-coach leaves Pennsylvania 

behind and moves into the South, he experiences a crisis of white subjectivity. Like any 

traveler, he surveys the "country as it successively rose before me." But his gaze upon 

every "shape and substance of the fence, the bam and cottage" includes within its scope 

the human landscape: 

I sometimes gazed at the faces of my four companions, and endeavored to discern 

the differences and sameness between them. I took an exact account of the 

features, proportions, looks, and gestures of the monkey, the Congolese, and the 

Creole-Gaul. I compared them together, and examined them apart. I looked at 
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them in a thousand different points of view, and pursued, untired and unsatiated, 

those trains of reflections which began at each change of tone, feature, and 

attitude. (355) 

Following the chaotic "jargon," this passage attempts to overcome the confusion by a 

scheme of racial classification. His "exact account" begins with the italicized four which 

includes the monkey within the racial grouping of the others. Yet/our permits Arthur to 

inspects their physical features from "a thousand different points of view," while 

separating himself, the fifth traveler, from the study. Discerning the affiliations of race 

that link this miscegenated cast suggests Arthur's willingness to distinguish his putative 

racial purity from his traveling companions. 

Just as the houses of Philadelphia served as a barometer for a contaminated city, 

the Maurice house in Baltimore articulates a social environment in which the hostile 

relationships between the family and their slaves is not an aberration, but the normal state 

of affairs. Unlike Arthur's first impressions of Philadelphia's brilliant houses or the 

nostalgic memories of the Mervyn's lost "rural retreat," he stares at the Maurice house, 

"naked and dreary," absent of decoration and pastoral "charms." (361). As Arthur 

approaches the structure, one sees how in the South the "precincts of private property" are 

dangerous because of the presence of treacherous slaves: 

After a moment's pause, I stepped to the door, and pulled the bell. A Negro came, 

of a very unpropitious aspect, and opening the door, looked at me in silence. To 

my question, was Mrs. Maurice to be seen? he made some answer, in a jargon 

which I could not understand. (362) 
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Speaking the same "jargon" as the mixed cast in the omnibus, the slave serves a similar 

function, defining a heterogeneous landscape that puts Arthur's mission in jeopardy. 

Appearing to Arthur in "silence," his meaning inscrutable, the slave is the house's 

gatekeeper who prevents Arthur's entry. During the plague Arthur defended the 

Maravegli house against African-Americans, but in the South Arthur becomes a white 

intruder in a house defined by social and racial amalgamation. Following a command by 

"an unseen person," the slave Cato shut the door "without ceremony." Arthur waits until 

he disappears, sneaks in the door, and is stopped by the two daughters who command 

"Bob and Cato, two sturdy blacks," to throw the intruder out of the house. 

Looking forward to returning to the Maurice's their money, Arthur is 

dumbfounded by such rude treatment, even though his past experience entering houses 

should have led him to expect something strange. However, unlike Sawney Mervyn, 

Thetford, and Welbeck houses, where illicit sexual relations articulate speculative 

business practices, the Maurice house experiences a social dysfunction defined by racial 

hostility within the home. While whites do not speak in "jargon," the Maurice women are 

bigoted and mean-spirited: Arthur sees "nothing but sordidness, stupidity, and illiberal 

suspicion" (367). An unnatural dependency between master and slave has created a 

languidness that manifests itself in the mother's confinement in the bedroom and in her 

bitter commands to slaves and servants. 

To Arthur's surprise, the lost money has not had the effect of rendering the family 

destitute. According to their lawyer, "they had wherewithal to live upon beside their 

Jamaica property" (370), and their survival disappoints our young hero who dreamt of 
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the important role he would play in restoring the patrimony of this great family. Even that 

ideal doesn't exist. Arthur encounters a miscegenated household that he views as lifeless 

and degenerate. It is hardly heroic to supplement the family's coffers with excess money. 

Restitution does not breath h'fe back into this suffocating home nor does it restore 

domestic harmony. What is most important in the end, more so than the restoration of the 

money to the Maurice's, is its removal from Philadelphia. Welbeck's dying wish is 

intended to secure order and health in the American capital, but a Trans-national economy 

undermines this act by dissolving regional boundaries. 

Bush Hill and the Rebirth of Whiteness 

Arthur's mission to Baltimore transforms Philadelphia: the key allegory is now 

Bush Hill, a public hospital dedicated to the city's future health, which replaces the 

diseased structures of Welbeck, Thetford, Maurice, and the debtor's prison. If the national 

dystopia had been defined by the "lost treasure" buried in "horrible corruption," a new 

Utopian impulse has arisen from that ground. Arthur hopes to scale the heights to the 

"lofty site and pure-airs" of Bush Hill, sitting atop the city like Winthrop's golden city on 

the hill, and restore the promise of America. Entering into a new apprenticeship under the 

tutelage of Doctor Stevens, Arthur dreams of becoming superintendent of Bush Hill. In 

contrast to the destructive economies that ruined the houses of Philadelphia and 

Baltimore, the presence of Bush Hill at the end of Arthur Mervyn marks the emergence of 

a salutary republican institution. 

This final section aims to put this conclusion under historical scrutiny in order to 

demonstrate how race effectively undermines the novel's concluding will-to-utopia, and 
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to explain why the critical oversight of the Afifican-American experience during the 

yellow fever prevents us from comprehending Brown's construction of a "useful past" in 

Arthur Mervyn. Brown's preface demonstrates a key reason for writing the novel, namely 

his desire to resurrect a memory of the yellow fever that can model exemplary republican 

behavior: 

It is every one's duty to profit by all opportunities of inculcating on 

mankind the lessons of justice and humanity. The influences of hope and 

fear, the trials of fortitude and constancy, which took this city, in the 

autumn of 1793, have, perhaps, never been exceeded in any age. It is but 

just to snatch some of these from oblivion, and to deliver to posterity a 

brief but faithfiil sketch of the condition of the metropolis during that 

calamity. Men only require to be made acquainted with distress for their 

compassion and their charity to be awakened. ("Preface") 

His eagerness to deliver a "faithful sketch" calls attention to the fundamental issues of 

authority and representation that define the composition of historical narratives. For 

example, the novel's depiction of an urban crisis in which African-Americans are 

perceived collectively as a threat is a necessary component of Brown's demonstration of 

how the "influences... of fear... took" Philadelphia in 1793. Moreover, Brown's professed 

didacticism depends upon the questionable strategy of instigating alarm—what he refers 

to as getting his readers "acquainted with distress"—when a central element of this 

distress was an African-American population depicted as agents of disease and violence. 

This final section considers how the story Brown chooses to tell of the American capital's 
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rebirth suppresses, and thus distorts, the crucial role African-Americans played during the 

yellow fever epidemic. Why are African-American figures conspicuously absent in 

Philadelphia after Arthur retums from his errand into the South? How is this absence 

connected to a national climate of the 1790s that increasingly came to view African-

Americans as a malignant tumor in the body politic? 

One can answer these questions by putting Arthur Mervyn in dialogue with other 

texts that take the pestilential crisis as their subject. Since many affluent Philadelphians 

fled the city during the epidemic, histories of the crisis were an important supplement to 

rumor. (Since Brown did not reside in Philadelphia during the pestilence, his knowledge 

of crisis necessarily came through rumor or written accounts.) The most influential 

history, Matthew Carey's Short Account of the Malignant Fever, gave a report of racial 

hysteria that closely resembles Brown's depiction in Arthur Mervyn. Carey rebukes the 

city's African-American population for allegedly preying upon whites, particularly the 

infamous African-American nurses who "extorted" money from sick whites and who 

turned the once majestic Bush Hill into a "great human slaughterhouse." He tempers his 

praise for a city that pulled together and experienced few burglaries with a tale similar to 

the one Brown includes in the novel. When a break-in was attempted, Carey writes, a 

"master villain" formed a plot with African-Americans to "plunder houses" (82). In 

Carey's history, the African-American population is a feature of the diseased landscape, 

unable to be controlled, and predatory. Armed resistance and robbery replaced what 

Carey implies was once loyal and deferential service. Carey's Short Account of the 

Malignant Fever thus initiates what the Haitian historian Michel-Rolph Trouillet calls a 
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"cycle of silences": the first production of a historical narrative about the epidemic 

suppresses the actual role played by African-Americans, making it more difficult for 

future readers to see the event clearly. The cycle continues in Brown's novel, which 

distorts the experience of the African-American community that summer, and establishes 

the rebirth of a racially homogeneous city as a natural tum-of-events. 

A more accurate consideration of African-American life during the yellow fever 

reveals a very different picmre than the one presented by Carey or Brown. Powell's early 

seminal study of the crisis. Bring Out Your Dead (1949), represents AJ&ican-Americans 

were agents of healing. They provided the necessary labor, organizational skills, and 

capital that saved a city devastated by the collapse of civil order, which, in only twelve 

days, instigated a massive white flight—policemen, bankers, councilmen, notaries, 

aldermen, constables, social welfare workers, and merchants. Conraierce halted, private 

and public institutions closed, and the poor were stranded without food or medical care 

(63). As a result of the mass exodus, bodies began to pile up and "no scavengers could be 

hired, or anyone to do the dirty jobs at hand" (55). Political leaders perceived as 

supporters of the African-American community, such as Benjamin Rush, published 

urgent appeal to them, largely a poor, laboring class, to come to the city's aid. The dire 

circumstances forced Mayor Clarkson to approach the African Society, a socio-religious 

organization formed by Absalom Jones in 1787 after he refused to sit in the back pews of 

a segregated church. Jones and Richard Allen considered the mayor's appeal by taking a 

walk through the devastated city. They witnessed scores of dazed citizens, starving 

children, and dying whites, and rushed to inform the mayor that the African society would 
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organize a relief effort (96). They moved quickly, organizing Afiican-Americans to 

carry the dead (a job Jones and Allen performed themselves), to dispose of soiled beds 

and to purchase new ones, to drive transports to Bush Hill, and to nurse the sick. Jones 

and Allen even took up food distribution, since the flight of the Guardians of the Poor left 

many Philadelphians on the verge of starvation, increasing their susceptibility to infection 

(93). 

Perhaps it was the collective rebuke the African society received, from the white 

community that would transform their benevolent action into vigorous political dissent. 

One can see in the collective effort to repeal the Fugitive Slave Law—the focal point of 

African-American political opposition during the 1790s—the traces of that early catalyst, 

the yellow fever. As a moment of cultural self-definition, the yellow fever led to a 

neglected document of African-American political activism. Dismayed by Carey's 

charges of African-American criminality and degradation, and aware how the racist 

images he put into circulation undermined their efforts to achieve freedom in America, 

Absalom Jones and Paul Allen wrote A Narrative of the Proceedings of the Black People 

(1794). Writing one year after their heroic efforts, they invert the racial typology of 

Carey's account, countering his caricatures of African-Americans who prey on a 

weakened city with the realistic stories of humanitarian action. Responding to Czurey's 

accusation that "blacks alone [have] taken advantage of the distressed situation of the 

people," Jones and Allen write about African-Americans who buried hundreds of poor 

whites without asking the destitute families for a penny. Carey represented mainstream 

opinion, indeed he helped shape it, and Jones and Allen use the narrative to address the 
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larger community that suspects them of wrongdoing. Sometimes this means interrupting 

their narrative with some careful bookkeeping, as Jones and Allen do at one point in order 

to document the amount of money the African Society paid for beds. Instead of profiting 

from the yellow fever, as their critics claimed, Jones and Allen illustrate a loss of one-

hundred and seventy-seven pounds. 

Each new edition of Carey's Short Account of the Malignant Fever brought in 

more profits for the publisher, Carey himself, particularly because of an updated appendix 

of the names of the dead and advertisements for the missing. Jones and Allen reverse the 

charge of extortion leveled by Carey and claim that he took advantage of an anxious 

public: "We believe he has made more money by the sale of his 'scraps' than a dozen of 

the greatest extortioners among the black nurses" (8). Jones and Allen don't stop with 

Carey, and they accuse political leaders of exploiting African-Americans with a reckless 

disregard for their safety. Pointing to desperate requests printed in newspapers, Jones and 

Allen question the motives of men like Benjamin Rush, who called on them for aid and 

claimed that "people of our color were not liable to take the infection" (2). The theory of 

African-American immunity was sustained during the first week of the pestilence because 

relatively few African-Americans died during that period, but the rapid increase of deaths 

due to fever demonstrated a devastating contradiction. Jones and Allen write: 

When the people of our color had the sickness and died, were imposed upon and 

told it was not with the prevailing sickness, until it had become too notorious to 

be denied, then we were told some few died but not many. Thus were our 
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services extorted at the peril of our lives, yet you accuse us of extorting a little 

money from you. (15) 

The moral force of this passage is unmistakable. Repudiating the theory of African-

American immunity—partially formed out of the paranoid belief that they could control 

and deploy the fever as a weapon—the authors describe a system of labor common to 

plantation societies. Whites command labor at the "peril" of their lives. Yet beyond need 

to procure labor at any cost, white Philadelphians win a symbolic conflict, enabling them 

to manipulate the cause and number of African-American deaths. Moreover, denying the 

fever's ravaging of the African-American community, as well as tacitly supporting a 

theory of immunity, limited public gratitude to those white Philadelphians who remained 

in the city to fight the fever. The sacrifice made by African-Americans during the yellow 

fever was essentially ignored. Jones and Allen attempt to correct this oversight, but do it 

without referring to the striking exodus made by affluent whites. They tell of the courage 

of African-American workers who gave their lives in the service of the city. Surrounded 

by the plague's horrors, they lost their families due to a strong sense of duty: "many of 

them having some of their dearest connections sick at the time, and suffering for want, 

while their husband, wife, father, mother, etc. have been engaged in the service of white 

people" (14). 

This essential service during the pestilence symbolizes the state of race relations 

at the end of the eighteenth century in the United States. The nation's dependence on 

African-American labor decimates their embattled corrmiunity whose sacrifice cures the 

white city. As the African Society worked to save Philadelphia, three editions of Carey's 
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publisher's flight from the city during the fever. The authors realize that they need to 

publicize their community's efforts in order to prevent the spread of more virulent racism 

caused by the crisis. Their answer to Carey addresses that "world" where historical 

inaccuracies and racist images circulate freely, which helps the nation to imagine itself as 

a racially homogeneous location infringed upon by African-Americans. Aware that the 

mainstream historical narrative was already breeding hostility toward African-Americans 

in Philadelphia, Jones and Allen recognize that one of the keys to racial reform was 

rhetorical intervention: "We have many unprovoked enemies, who begrudge us the 

liberty we enjoy, and our glad to hear of any complaint against our color, be it just or 

unjust" (13). The authors hope that if Americans "hear" examples of heroism and civic 

virtue practiced by African-Americans during the plague that a growing racist storm 

would weaken. While measuring racism is difficult for an historian, certain artifacts of 

our political process can provide valuable insight about human emotions. For instance, 

during the crisis. Mayor Clarkson issued an official warning against racist assault and 

battery to stop the steady assault of hate crimes carried out by panicked whites (Powell 

193). 

Much of the racial hysteria depicted in Arthur Mervyn centers on Bush Hill. When 

a youth named Wallace relates his near-death experience at Bush Hill, he gives Arthur a 

"disastrous picture"; "I was confounded and shocked by the magnitude of this evil. The 

cause of it was obvious. The wretches whom money could purchase, were of course, 

licentious and unprincipled; superintended and controlled they might be useful 
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instruments, but that superintendence could not be bought" (168). The "wretches" 

responsible for "this evil" were not dutiful white citizens. Carey's description of Bush 

Hill as a "a human slaughterhouse" reflects a wider belief of city dwellers (and readers of 

Carey's narrative outside Philadelphia) who associated the hospital with criminal 

African-American nurses, hearse drivers, and grave diggers. Furthermore, Carey's 

foundational account of "profligate, abandoned set of nurses and attendants" who left 

"dying and the dead...indiscriminately mingled together" causes Jones and Allen grave 

concern (61). The leaders of the African Society take issue with Carey's implication that 

African-Americans were responsible for the chaos. Jones and Allen claim that only two 

African-Americans worked as nurses at Bush Hill during the early stage of the pestilence, 

and the new hospital administration, dedicated to reform, retained their services. 

The recuperation of Arthur at the end of the novel is linked to an early wish to act 

benevolently, like his exemplar Doctor Stevens, by reforming the hospital. He desires to 

enter the fray, to manage the "wretches" and make "useful instruments" out of the 

laborers. His dream is to "offer myself as superintendent of the hospital": 

What qualities were requisite in the governor of such an institution? He must have 

zeal, diligence, and perseverance. He must act from lofty and pure motives. He 

must be mild and firm, intrepid and compliant. One perfectly qualified for the 

office it is desirable, but not possible, to find. A dispassionate and honest zeal in 

the cause of duty and humanity, may be of eminent utility. Am I not endowed with 

this zeal? Cannot my feeble efforts obviate some portion of this evil? (169) 
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Instead of stock swindling or forgery and conspiring against public health, Anthur hopes 

to emulate men like Stevens who strove to cure the city of the pestilential "ewil." Out of 

the ashes of the plague will rise a new republic and a new citizen, but the passage 

introduces an crucial subtext. "Firm" governance is a necessity, and his "zeal" will tacitly 

be directed to the racial "mayhem" that putatively defines an experience at BSush Hill at 

the height of the plague. 

In Bring Out Your Deady Powell articulates a theme of democratic remewal that, at 

first glance, appears to obstruct the "cycle of silences" initiated by Carey anc3 Brown and 

to finish the work Jones and Allen started by praising the efforts of African-.Americans 

while lamenting the racist battery of them. "Of course, the city shunned therm as infected, 

vilified them as predatory," Powell emphasizes. "No conduct, however heroic, could 

expiate the original sin of a dark skin" (99). His dramatic rendering of the efforts 

undertaken by the African society, as well as the manipulation of African-Aanericans, 

eventually falls away, however, removed by a historiography that seeks to reconstruct the 

rebirth of a political system. Despite his condemnation of racist attitudes, Powell is 

restricted by a narrow conception of political life in Philadelphia. By the end of the 

historical narrative, a reconstituted city govemment, smnned by the pestilen^al blow, has 

risen from the canvas to save the American capital. Those who occupy the "^middle walks 

of life" led the way to this democratic victory, but nowhere in the "strangely assorted lot" 

of citizens who formed that new govemment is there any mention of an Afracan-

American. Jones, Allen, and the many African-American workers don't make it to this 

stage where a representative democracy rises out of the ashes left by the flight of a 
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frightened American aristocracy. The labor, emergency capital, and organizing efforts of 

the African society, whose story Powell told earlier in the history, has no place in this 

political resurgence precisely because a policy of racial segregation still defines the new 

government. Even Jones and Allen disappear from the narrative, as Powell claims 

Americans overcame panic and fear because of three great men—^Benjamin Rush, 

Stephen Girard, and Matthew Clarkson—none of whom are the African-American leaders 

of the African society (113). 

If we are unable to comprehend the complex function of race in historical 

production, it will be fruitless to bring that history to bear on the reading of literary texts. 

Without understanding the former, how will a critic answer Trouillet's call for a 

historiography that reveals the "differential exercise of power that makes some narratives 

possible and silences others" (26, 25)? The standard contextual source for many readers 

of Arthur Mervyn is the bicentennial publication edited by Norman Grabo simply 

perpetuates the cycle. After a descriptive summary of the yellow fever, Grabo tells the 

reader that he gathered all the "details of that summer" from Carey's Short Account of the 

Malignant Fever. And to compound the error, Grabo refers to a statement made by Carey 

in a late edition of the text published in 182? that seemed to validate Brown's keen 

historical vision: "The novel of Arthur Mervyn...a vivid and terrifying picture, 

probably not too highly coloured, of the horrors of that period" (qtd. 449). Instead of 

placing the conditions that helped to produced Carey's viewpoint under scrutiny, Grabo 

takes his word for it and reproduces a racial hierarchy that Jones and Allen tried to 

deconstruct in 1794. Even then, after wimessing Carey's editions circulate through the 
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city, Jones and Allen feared that the nation would forget how white and black Americans, 

in a joint venture, saved the American capital. Historical production, they lamented in 

poetry, might render them silent. The stanza concluding their narrative bears witness to 

this fate: 

God and a soldier, all men do adore 

In time of war, and not before; 

When the war is over, and all things righted 

God is forgotten, and the soldier slighted. (20) 

Notes 

^ Goddu also positions Arthur Mervyn within the context of United States - Caribbean 

relations. She claims that Brown's Arthur Mervyn demonstrates a cultural anxiety that an 

American economy connected to the Caribbean slave economies cannot remain truly 
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republican or healthy. For example, Goddu argues: "While the novel consistently 

displaces discussion of the nation's domestic economy onto the international scene, the 

specter of slavery lurks in every economic transaction. Money from slave societies 

ubiquitously circulates to America, revealing America's intemational and domestic 

economies dependence on slavery" (37). Her analysis of this anti-republican economy 

emphasizes how money, "tainted by disease and issuing from destruction," circulates in 

Arthur Mervyn. While my reading also traces the circulation of diseased currency, I focus 

less on the conomercial economy and gothicism and more on how such currency 

manifests histories of racial violence and paranoia. 

^ See Gardner. 

^ See North for the standard history of economic growth in the early national period. 

Other histories, such as Walton and Shepard, are notoriously blind to the role slavery 

played in economic expansion, and even downplay the significance of the intemaitional 

slave economy in the commercial growth of the United States. They aim for their analysis 

to stand as an economic model for developing nations in the late twentieth-century. Their 

macroeconomic analysis, which intends to interpret the "behavior of the overall 

economy," claims that the adoption of the Constitution transformed a stagnant economy 

by protecting property, stablizing contracts, and instilling confidence. They ignore the 

way economic policy in these years deepened the nation's involvement in the 

intemational slave economy. For example. North notes that between 1793-1808, 
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commercial development was tied to international trade and shipping, particularly 

through "re-export" with the Caribbean (46-47). On a domestic front, exports increased 

by thirty million, with slave-manufactured cotton accounting for half this total (40). The 

best way to counter claims such as Walton and Shepard's, which bring forth statistics to 

reaffirm myths of a liberal economy based in the Constitution, is to consider other aspects 

of the economy, particularly the relationship between labor and capital. (Obviously, 

slavery typifies this uneven relationship in postrevolutionary America.) Richardson sees 

economic growth in early America much differently than Walton and Shepard; "recent 

studies have shown that although independence triggered the development of trade with 

new areas overseas...it was the slave economies of the European powers in the Caribbean 

and South America that continued to exercise the most powerful influence on New 

England trade in the decades after 1783" (263). See Brion Davis, Coughtry, Foner, Nash, 

and Ott for perspectives on economic life during the early national period that attempt to 

comprehend the conflicts between economic liberalism and slave labor. I still like the 

Genovese's Fruits of Merchant Capital for their analysis of "the janus face of merchant 

capital," which includes the "resurrection" of the slavery and the slave trade (6). Davis 

remarks how the Caribbean trade brought the sugar that was the fuel of New England 

economy; lacking a primary staple, the region had over sixty rum distilleries on the eve of 

the Revolution and the Caribbean trade employed over ten-thousand seamen (262). New 

studies of the relationship between theoretical market capitalism and American culture, 

however, focus only on the magic of commerce. For example. Watts, in his highly 
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regarded cultural biography of Brockden Brown and a commercial society, never even 

mentions slavery. 

See Powell for the seminal account of the 1793 yellow fever. 

^ See DeConde and Ott on the "quasi-war" with France. See Miller and Smith for 

histories of the Alien and Sedition Acts. 

^ See Hendrickson. 

' For accounts of the conflict that consider the combination of warfare and commerce, see 

DeConde and Ott. 

® Davis locates the origin of the Fugitive Slave Law in the Article IV of the Constitution, 

which included the provision that no fugitive slave could be freed by the laws of any state 

into which he escaped (125). Debates over the 1793 law hinged on the federal 

government's role. Does it become a seller of the slave and "repeat the crime"? (135-36). 

The compromise was that the recovered slave would be taken to the State or territory in 

which he was brought (137). Philip Foner notes how slavery debates in the first 

Congress, particularly over taxes on "slave" commodities like rum and molasses and the 

importation of slaves, caused so much alarm among political leaders about the issue's 

volatility that the 1790 Naturalization Act (limiting naturalization to only "white" aliens) 

and 1793 Fugitive Slave Law were needed to pacify southern legislators (408-420). 

Finally, the 1819 Slave Trade Act debate, as Stradenhaus relates, instigated debates on the 

federal government's participation in the "disposing of rescued Africans" (50). The Act 
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authorized a naval squadron to African waters, a one-hundred thousand dollar budget, and 

a government agency in Africa; the American Colonization Society lobbied for 

converting this agency into a "nucleus for a colony." 
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3. "SNUG STORED BELOW": THE POLiriCS OF RACE IN 

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER'S THE PIONEERS 

Due to the poor reception of Arthur Mervyn^ Edgar Huntley, and Wieland, 

Charles Brockden Brown gave up the novel in the early 1800s, and turned to a more overt 

political medium. For instance, his 1803 political tract. An Address to the Government on 

Cession of Louisiana to the French, is an allegory of a nation exposed to duplicitous 

outsiders. One newspaper called this pamphlet "a political event of importance." The 

tract is a consummate example of Federalist propaganda, a fictional letter written by an 

imaginary French official, who claims that the United States, torn by factionalism and 

discontent, is ripe for the pickings. Brown draws from his experience as a novelist to 

invent a wild tale of an impending slave insurrection that awaits the final order from 

France. Published after the discovery of ex-slave Gabriel Prosser's plot to attack 

Charleston, the pamphlet further convinced Americans of the truth of their longstanding 

fear—the French were going to use a proxy army of disaffected slaves to attack the 

United States. 

Brown's pamphlet was part of a larger nationalist discourse in the early 

nineteenth-century that increasingly came to view the racial divide in the United States as 

impassable.' Brown reiterates an ideology over which Thomas Jefferson brooded about 

in Notes on the State of Virginia in 1784. The differences between the two races were 

"fixed in nature," Jefferson wrote, and to free the slaves without a plan for "expatriation," 

to let ex-slaves live alongside their former masters, would fill those of African descent 
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with "ten thousand recollections... of the injuries they sustained..." (Takaki 46). A plan 

for African-American expatriation to Africa became even more urgent after the 

abolishment of the slave trade in 1807. Far from initiating the gradual death of chattel 

slavery by cutting off its Ufeblood, the moratorium on the slave trade simply gave rise to 

a domestic slave market. In addition, new technology further strengthened the institution 

of slavery. Southern planters and northern investors purchased land and slave labor to 

take advantage of the cotton gin and a hardy upland cotton hybrid, and in the process, 

they created an internal slave trade far more productive and lucrative than the 

triangulation between Africa, the West Indies, and the United States. 

When James Fenimore Cooper begins writing novels in 1819 the resurgence of 

slavery had already begun to define the limits, logic and rhetoric of a democratic politics. 

This chapter draws on a politics of slavery and racial segregation to explain their 

influence on The Pioneers (1823), the first novel in Cooper's Leatherstocking saga. 

Studies of national identity in Cooper's novels have generally either focused on his 

reaction to Jacksonian democracy or on his misguided, patriotic desire for the removal of 

the Last Mohican. Nationwide African-American resistance to an entrenched slave 

system led political leaders on a search for a mechanism that would both stabilize the 

planter's property in the South and neutralize the political agency of free African-

Americans in the North. A group of prominent white citizens provided an answer in 

1817, with the inauguration of the American Colonization Society. Taking Jefferson's 

theory of a fatefully segregated society to its logical end, they devised a plan to relocate 

free Afncan-Americans to a new African colony. The American Colonization Society 
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immediately became the key instrument of racial reform in the United States. By voicing 

a homogeneous American identity, it gave the nation an opportunity to resolve its central 

racial, and thus political, contradiction through African-American repatriation to Africa 

rather than amendment to the Constitution.^ 

As a catalyst for a nationwide conversation about the relationship of race to 

constitutional liberty and citizenship, the colonization movement rehearsed a looming 

political debate about the future of slavery and democratic liberty in the United States. 

Two years later, in 1819, Congress began to redefine the slave system, and after two 

years of strife between northern and southem representatives, they ended what had 

become known as the Missouri controversy with an ominous compromise. Admitting 

Maine into the union as a free state and Missouri as a slave state, legislators completed 

the agreement by drawing a geographical line along 36/30, a barrier that forced slavery 

south of the line and forecasted the coming of Civil War.^ The public airing of a slavery 

crisis, as well as plan for African-American deportation, demonstrated a range of racial 

anxieties, from insurrection, miscegenation to black suffrage and an increasing free black 

population. It is useful for students of American identity to think about these legislative 

debates and the colonization movement in tandem, as a concomitant development in 

national discourse. The Missouri debates increased support for the American 

Colonization Society's plan for an African colony, led to the reduction of civil rights of 

free African-Americans, and helped give shape to an "American" identity restricted to 

whites only. It is precisely these hidden histories that my study exposes in order to 

makes sense of the connections between race and national identity in Cooper's work. 
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Cooper composes The Pioneers in the midst of this critical evolution of American 

identity: while the colonization movement warned of an increasing African-American 

population whose presence contradicted the founding principles of the nation, the 

Missouri controversy debates on slavery threatened to disrupt the fragile balance between 

free and slave states. How then does an emerging nationalist ideology, declaring a 

racially divided America, "fixed in nature," shape the political allegory of Cooper's The 

Pioneers'f This semi-autobiographical historical romance narrates the founding of 

Templeton on the New York frontier. Following Cooper's lead, scholars have focused on 

the building of an ideal republican community. Yet virtually all of these examinations of 

law, property, and citizenship extract the novel from its historical play in debates on race 

and nationhood. The attempts by critics to understand the nature of political 

consciousness in Cooper's The Pioneers are based solely, as Eric Cheyfitz aptly put it, on 

the legal disputes "between white men." Only by ignoring a divisive racial politics can 

critics use The Pioneers to discuss the evolution of a theoretical liberalism. My chapter 

demonstrates how Cooper, an astute and active public commentator, neither sidesteps nor 

ignores the contradictions of a putative American liberty. The representation of white 

hegemony in The Pioneers does not come easily; Cooper repeatedly demonstrates in The 

Pioneers an underlying current of African-American resistance that unsetties the 

formation of an ideal republic. 

A Hunger for (Racial) Unity 

While the American Colonization Society was promoting a vision of a racially 

homogeneous America, President James Monroe revived the processional tradition, last 
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practiced by George Washington after ttie Revolution, to repair a nation divided by the 

War of 1812 with England. Traveling three-thousand nailes across the United States, 

from Baltimore to Maine, from New York along the lower great lakes to the western 

frontier, Monroe renewed a patriotic attachment to the political values of the Revolution.^ 

One finds a copy of the vision promoted by Monore on his tour in the opening pages of 

Cooper's The Pioneers. Gazing upon the landscape from a distance, one encounters an 

idealized American topography; 

In short, the whole district is hourly exhibiting how much can be done, in even a 

rugged country, and with severe climate, under the dominion of mild laws, and 

where every man feels a direct interest in the prosperity of a commonwealth, of 

which he knows himself to form a part. (15-16) 

The republican machine is running smoothly here, has successfully tamed the 

inhospitable country, the economy is booming as individual hard-work yields prosperity, 

and each citizen is an important cog of the representative government. This national 

mythology, as critics have argued, is a demonstration of Cooper's ideal of a model 

government founded on an enlightened legal and political order.^ As Cooper lowers his 

camera-eye to focus on the customs of Templeton, episodes of racial unrest severely test 

this hypothesis of a representative government. 

Promising to cure the nation of a population growth it viewed as a malignancy, 

the American Colonization Society argued for the expatriation of free African-Americans 

by marking them as a racially unassimiliable body. Basing their social theory in 

Jefferson's racial science, leaders in the colonization movement, such as Robert Goodloe 
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Harper, claimed that the color of African-Americans was an "impassable barrier" to their 

assimilation in mainstream society (Annual Reports [1818] 18). He solidifies the image 

of a racially divided America by characterizing free African-Americans as potential 

paupers and criminals who would forever prey on white society. Henry Clay, a vice-

president for the American Colomzation Society, offered that "experience proved that 

persons turned loose, who were neither freemen nor slaves, constituted a great moral evil, 

threatening to contaminate all parts of society" (Annual Reports [1818] 10). The 

colonization movement solved the ambiguity of free African-American subjectivity in the 

United States by insisting that they were a "distinct nation" that needed to be relocated to 

its African homeland before they contaminated the American Way. Allegedly speaking 

for free blacks. Clay and the American Colonization Society claimed that free African-

Americans recognized that only mass expatriation could assure their happiness: "And 

can there be any thing to a reflecting freeman.. .more humiliating, more dark and 

cheerless, than to see himself, and to trace in imagination his posterity, through all 

succeeding time, degraded and debased, aliens to the society of which they are members, 

and cut off from its higher blessings?" (10). The "contemplated colony" would 

supposedly make free African-Americans happy by granting them basic needs and 

political rights, as well providing America with a receptacle for a dangerous "alien" 

population. Debasing free African-Americans, marking them as aliens, fortifying an 

incontrovertible color line, advocates of colonization strengthened a racially 

homogeneous national consciousness. 
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One witnesses in The Pioneers how this hegemonic notion of race in American 

society—inferior, alien, dangerous—comes to define the limits of the novel's re{»ublican 

community. The allegory for a republic under-construction is Judge Temple's ho^se, an 

unstable structure that is supposed to objectify an evolving and heterogeneous Amnerica. 

Cooper selects two architects, Richard Jones and Hiram Doolitde, who confirm tiihis idea. 

These two amateurs pioneer a style they call the "composite order," which, like t3ie 

republican architecture itself, is really a mixed bag of French and English designs that 

Jones and Doolittle have picked up from a few textbooks. By pointing to the hou-se's 

interior as a model republican stage for the diversity of people that congregate threre, 

critics translate this architectural style into a civic ethos but ignore the way in whiich they 

exclude and scapegoat African-Americans. In Sensational Designs, Jane Tompkins goes 

as far as to remark that a "peaceful coexistence" is made possible by the "composite 

order" of the interior; her census of the house's occupants fails to include the slarves, 

laboring in the cellar and kitchen, who are the very foundation of social order in 

Templeton. 

Cooper demonstrates the process of nation-building inside Temple's hou=se by 

staging a community dinner that is disrupted by a racially mixed figure named Oliver 

Edwards. His racial hybridity instigates a clash between Temple and Richard Jomes over 

seating arrangements. Temple casually puts forth a belief in monogenesis, whic h 

bequeaths a social hierarchy with "unenlightened" races at the bottom, and espomses 

platitudes about educating Edwards in order to gradually assimilate him into the-
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community. Jones explodes when Temple suggests that Edwards will eat in the cellar 

with the slaves: 

You surely would not make the youth eat with the blacks! He is part Indian, it is 

true, but the natives hold the negroes in contempt. No, no—he would starve 

before he would break a crust with the negroes. (204) 

As an allusion to the classical trope of civic brotherhood, the diimer table is an ironic 

representation of an emergent democracy in Templeton. While Temple's paternalism 

invokes an ideal of social harmony, particularly because the clearly defined hierarchy is 

stable and fratemal, Jones's democratic ethos anxiously circumscribes, and then protects, 

the color line. Thus this ethos marks the difference between Temple's abstract 

benevolence, out-of-touch with the racial temper in Templeton, and Jones's aggressive 

attempt to strengthen the community through segregation and racial antipathy. 

Reinforcing the divide between mainstream Templeton and the society of slaves 

living in the basement, Jones's attempt establishes the novel's social geography and is 

critical to comprehending the type of racial politics that Cooper draws our attention to in 

The Pioneers. Instead of brotherhood, the dinner table organized by Jones produces a 

racism more hostile and divisive than the type usually associated with Temple's 

paternalism. Jones's anger, so different from the aristocratic composure of Temple, is the 

response of a new order. This difference enacts a key belief of the colonization 

movement: antipathy for African-Americans was an indelible mark that would never 

disappear from the United States. Since the two races could not live peacefully together, 

free African-Americans—not bigotry—needed to be cleansed from the nation. The trope 
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of the dinner table also circulates in the discourse of colonization. After acknowledging 

that white Americans "recoil with horror from the idea of an intimate union with the free 

blacks," Harper claims that aversion for African-Americans exists in all parts of the 

nation. 'There is no State in the Union where a negro or mulatto can ever hope to be a 

member of Congress, a judge, a militia officer, or even a justice of the peace; to sit down 

at the same table with the respectable whites, or to mix freely in their society" (15). 

How degrading would it be for Oliver Edwards to mix with the slaves and eat at the same 

table with them in the cellar? Reaching the height of his bombast, Jones claims that 

Edwards, before eating in the cellar with the slaves and surrendering his place at the 

table, would rather "starve." 

Intent on converting his "composite order" to the social interior, Jones makes the 

main floor more inclusive by assimilating the "part Indian" Oliver Edwards, while 

simultaneously enforcing the subjugation of the slaves in the cellar. As a way to oppose 

Temple's antiquated notion and thus find a seat for Oliver at the central table, Jones 

creates an origin story that legitimates his opposition to the authority of Judge Temple. 

Jones personalizes his architectural style: his great-grandfather was "either a great 

merchant, in London, or a great country lawyer, or the youngest son of a Bishop" (205). 

The self-styled democratic Everyman undermines the Judge's rule and causes him to 

capitulate to Jones's demand. In his own house. Temple is reduced to a lament about the 

loss of order in a nation that has strayed from a single genealogical, and racial, origin: in 

America, Temple muses, "everything is obscure" (205). Yet some aspects of the 

changing social climate make sense to Temple. While his lament about democratic 
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"obscurity" evokes a dangerous disorder, the plight of the domestic slaves and free 

African-Americans, marginalized by the political conflict between the white citizenry, 

remain unchanged by democratic reform. Jones's "alteration" of Temple's social 

hierarchy overlooks the cellar populated by dispossessed African-Americans. 

A Trial in the Forest 

The strife surrounding the dinner table depicts a racial divisiveness in American 

society that was working against the theoretical harmony of an ideal republic. TThese 

scenes challenge a reader of The Pioneers to reevaluate the issues of law, property, and 

citizenship that scholarship posits as the novel's central subjects. In addition to Temple's 

divided house, there is a quasi-legal episode that takes place in the forest that 

demonstrates the conflict between the discourses of race and constitutional libeaty. When 

a deer runs between Judge Temple and Oliver Edwards in the first chapter of T3ie 

Pioneers, both men aim their guns and fire and the buck drops dead to the grouoid. An 

informal trial ensues to determine the rightful claimant of the deer. Literary critics 

examining the intersections between national identity and law have rightly seized upon 

this opening scene. The confrontation between the aristocratic property-owner and an 

itinerant hunter dramatizes an incipient democratic ethos—particularly the fronttiersman's 

claims—located on the national margins. Thus, Cooper makes a claim for firontier 

democracy as part and parcel of natural law. Later in the novel the citizens of T"empleton 

gather in a tavern to discuss the details of the shooting. An attorney inflames the people 

by arguing for the right of the most lowly citizen to defend his interests against a 

powerful authority such as Judge Temple: "This is a country of laws," he yells-, "and I 
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should like to see it fairly tried, whether a man who owns, or says he owns, a hundred 

thousand acres of land, has any more right to shoot a body, than another" (151). 

Although recent critics have seen in this passage Cooper's commentary on legal 

discourse, evidence, and citizenship, they have missed what I believe to be the key 

element. The Jacksonian rhetoric for a plebisctuary Democracy has blinded 

commentators to the plight of a key witness who is silenced in this crucial scene. Only by 

nullifying the vote of the African-American witness, can Temple defeat the hunters and 

repossess his property rights and social status. "'There is Aggy,' says the Judge, 'he cem't 

vote being a slave'" (24). Even the defiant egalitarianism of the attorney, who attacks 

Temple with the principle "that all men are equal in the eye of the law," cannot disengage 

from the contradiction of slavery. His ideal of a court case "fairly tried" means that "the 

testimony of the blacks," as he tells another characters, "could not be taken, sir, for they 

are all property of Mr. Jones who owns their time" (153). Richard Jones, recently 

appointed sheriff of Templeton by his cousin. Judge Temple, views the deer episode as an 

opportunity to gain additional power and status. Jones owns the "time" of the slaves, 

meaning he has leased them from Temple, and his quasi-ownership of Aggy becomes the 

key to Jones's efforts to use his lawsuit to defeat the frontiersman and discredit his 

superior. Judge Temple. 

Temple claims to have killed the deer, and by disproving this claim, Jones can 

tum the tables, gaining fame and authority at the judge's expense. This political contest 

between a vulnerable Judge Temple and an ambitious Sheriff has ugly consequences for 

Aggy. In The Pioneers when a white citizen is in danger of falling into an inferior social 
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and political position occupied by "lowly" free African-Americans and slaves, the end 

result is a violent confrontation that stages a resistance to crossing the color line. Jones's 

realization that the erstwhile silenced Aggy possessed the truth results in an ugly trial 

scene, a scene that renders northern civil law little above the injustice and brutality of the 

southern plantation. 

Unlike the representation of white identity, the dilemma of black identity is 

repeatedly pushed outside, rather than within, the law. Without the power to legally bear 

witness, the African-American witnesses in The Pioneers—many of whom live and work 

in Templeton, virtually unnoticed by readers or critics—are subject to physical abuse. 

Temple had anticipated Jones's suspicion, an indication of the ever-present conflict 

between the two men, and preempted him by purchasing Aggy's silence with a cryptic 

promise that "there will be a visit from Santaclaus to-night" (53). Temple's promise of a 

holiday bribe masks the tension of the scene and the approaching conflict, both of which 

are embodied in a double dilemma. Can Aggy maintain his purchased silence when Jones 

asserts a legal claim on the testimony of his slave? And, having given his testimony, does 

Aggy's lack of political identity nullify the testimony of and eye-wimess by an erasure of 

the political subject? 

Sheriff Jones will uncover the truth about the shooting, and usurp some of 

Temple's power, by terrorizing Aggy. The scene turns from the humor of local color to a 

savagely brutal instance of frontier justice. Aggy busies himself with the pretense of 

unbuckling the saddle; his efforts to vanish before his master's arresting gaze intensifies a 
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mood of looming fury. The minstrel-like comedy gradually progresses until an anxious 

Aggy is finally entangled in Jones's web of questions: 

"Perhaps he [Edwards] is land-hunting—say, Aggy—may be he is out hunting?" 

"Eh! yes, massa Richard," said the black, a little confused; for as Richard did all 

the flogging, he stood in great terror of his master, in the main— "yes, sir, I 

b'lieve he be." 

"Had he a pack and an ax?" 

"No, sir, [he hadjonly a rifle." 

"Rifle!" exclaimed Richard, observing the confusion of the negro which now 

amounted to terror. "By Jove! he kill'd the deer—knew that [Temple] couldn't 

kill a buck on the jump—^How was it, Aggy; tell me about it, and I'll roast the 

duke quicker than he can roast his saddle—How was it, Aggy? the lad shot the 

buck, and the Judge bought it, ha! and he is taking the youth down to get the 

pay?" (55-56) 

Unlike the playfulness of the wildemess trial, this dispute evokes the brutality inherent in 

an interrogation "outside" the law. Cooper's exclamation points, dashes, and imperatives 

reflect the terror provoked by the interrogation's central question: "How was it, Aggy?". 

The comedy dissipates in relation to Jones's increasing proximity to the truth. Until, 

entirely evacuated of humor, Jones makes a violent msh at his slave: 

"Don't lie, you black rascal," cried Richard, stepping on the snow bank to 

measure the distance from his lash to the negro's back: "speak truth, or I trounce 

you." While speaking, the stock was slowly rising in Richard's right hand, and 
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the lash drawing through his left, in the scientific manner with which drummers 

apply the cat, and [Aggy], after turning each side of himself towards his master, 

and finding both equally unwilling to remain there, fairly gave in. In a very few 

words he made his master acquainted with the truth, at the same time earnestly 

conjuring Richard to protect him from the displeasure of the Judge. (56) 

Critics routinely ridicule Cooper for his awkward style, but here he sidllfully presents a 

cold-blooded interrogation, each sentence unraveling in the measured movements of 

Jones's cat-o'-nine-tails. The first conunand epitomizes Aggy's limited options when 

excluded from the safeguards of the law: "speak truth, or I trounce you." Yet, 

paradoxically, Jones's violent irrationality is expressed by the manner in which he calmly 

"measures" the reach of his lash, the choice of "measures" connoting the unstable balance 

between an excessive and yet systematic movement. 

The Turkey-Shoot 

Many Americans feared that the language of natural rights—symbolized by the 

Declaration of Independence—circulating in the debates on slavery and citizenship would 

inspire a massive slave insurrection in the south. Like many of his contemporaries, 

Thomas Jefferson believed that the architects of the Missouri Compromise had 

sidestepped the real and more important issue by failing to design a plan for deporting 

free blacks who were perceived as agents of insurrection (Sellers 274). Jefferson called 

the final compromise line the "knell of the union" and prophesized a horrible upheaval 

where "all the whites south of the Potamic and the Ohio must evacuate their states, and 

most fortunate those who can do it first" (qtd. Sellers 141). 
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Trying to forestall this racial apocalypse, the American Colonization Society 

cultivated relationships with African-American leaders who might lead emigrants to 

Africa. One who refused their overtures was an African-America preacher named 

Denmark Vesey7 A year after the Missouri compromise, two collaborators betrayed his 

elaborate plan to lead a force of free African-Americans and slaves on an attack of 

Charleston. The state of South Carolina responded to this plan to bum the city and 

massacre the fleeing whites with an astonishing brutality, the type usually carried out 

against real or apparent slave rebels and incipient insurrections. In a single month, state 

officers, newly deputized officials, overseers, and slave-masters interrogated free 

African-Americans and slaves, arrested one-hundred and thirty-one, banished forty-three, 

and whipped forty-eight. In the end. South Carolina executed Vesey and thirty-seven of 

his alleged rebels, a sum exceeding those executed during the Salem witch-trials (Carroll 

100). As a mobile, free African-American, Vesey embodied a national fear that racial 

disorder and violence could strike any region of the United States. Fighting the 

immigration of these dangerous figures, northern states expelled free African-Americans, 

passed laws to prevent their setdement, created physical markers of distinction, such as 

clothing, and armed white militias in case of race riots (108). 

The colonization movement exploited this collective fear of and antipathy for free 

African-Americans. The backlash against them, which would become even more intense 

after the insurrection led by Nat Tumer Revolt in 1831, inspired William Lloyd Garrison 

to write Thoughts on African Colonization (1832), a devastating attack on the 

colonization movement that helped to catalyze the abolitionist movement.® Garrison 
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knew that one must first expose the fallacious reasoning of the American Colonization 

Society, and counter its racist depictions of African-Americans, before one could work 

toward the larger goal of eliminating the institution of slavery. His manifesto declared 

that the colonization movement's primary motive was the "naked terrors" of free African-

Americans. 

The movement exploited the insecurity of those white Americans who occupied 

an unstable class position; their racial antipathy became a tool to fortify their self-

identification as free white Americans, the "impassable barrier" between them and a 

dispossessed class of aliens. This type of self-identification through racial antipathy 

occurs in Cooper's Templeton. For example, in one late-night conversation between the 

seaman Ben Pump and the house-servant Remarkable Pettibone, taking place in Temple's 

house above the cellar where the slaves sleep, we witness an exchange that depicts the 

volatile intersection of race and class in the novel. As members of the white laboring-

class, Pump and Pettibone do not share Judge Temple's wealth and sense of freedom, and 

the peacefulness of a fireside chat when the day's work is compromised by the presence 

of the slaves in the cellar: 'The niggers are snug stored below," Ben Pump says, "before 

a fire that would roast an ox whole" (171). The seaman evokes the crypt of a slave-

trader that undermines the ideology of segregation that marks the slave as an outsider, 

these black laborers are literally the foundation of Temple's house who stoke the 

powerful fire which fuels the house's domestic economy and keeps its occupants warm. 

Like the symbolic dinner table, the fireside chat between Pump and Pettibone 

produces a notion of democratic order based on the lowly position of the slaves whose 
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bondage is a clear marker of their alien status. An acute anxiety, however, defines this 

order. When Temple's daughter Elizabeth was absent from the home, Pettibone took 

over the duties of managing the house. As they await the arrival of Elizabeth, Pump tries 

to sweet-talk Remarkable Pettibone by teasing her about her impending demotion to her 

new "mistress": "Mistress! cried Remarkable; "don't make one out to be a nigger, 

Benjamin. She's no mistress of mine, and never will be" (176). Fixed on the bottom of 

the social hierarchy, the slave lacks political agency and what Pettibone perceives as 

dignified labor. Faced with her own demotion, she reacts to a future "governed" by 

Elizabeth Temple and projects her fear of falling onto the black scapegoat (169). 

The connections between class and race voiced in the fire-side chat prepares us to 

read the eventual dispossession of Natty Bumppo, who like Richard Jones or Remarkable 

Pettibone, resists his own loss of freedom by attacking a free African-American named 

Abraham Freeborn. By the end of the novel, as the conventional reading suggests, the 

laws of Templeton overpower Natty, the paragon of natural liberty in the Leatherstocking 

series, who is forced to flee deeper into the frontier. Critics, however, overlook an 

unlikely and ironic alliance. The pathos of Natty's decline—a broken-down old man, he 

can't shoot straight anymore, game laws restrict his natural freedom, and Sheriff Jones 

invades his home—^is told through his tenuous union with a free African-American. 

Natty's problems begin in a folk scene called the "Turkey Shoot." As Natty takes aim at a 

tethered Turkey owned by Freeborn, Cooper explains that man's strange metamorphosis: 

The mirth of Brom, which had been again excited...vanished. His skin became 

mottled with large brown spots, that fearfully sullied the luster of his native 
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ebony, while his enormous lips gradually compressed around two rows of ivory, 

that had hitherto been shining in his visage, like pearls set in jet. His nostrils, at 

all times the most conspicuous features of his face, dilated, until they covered the 

greater part of the diameter of his countenance; while his brown and bony hands 

unconsciously grasped the snow-crust near him, the excitement of the moment 

completely overcoming his native dread of the cold. (194) 

Freeborn is dismembered, cut up, classified, and fetishized, each body part creating an 

image of an alien figure that exploits cultural anxiety about unfettered African-Americans 

living in the north. Freeborn is about to lose both his turkey and his meager income, a 

possibility that transforms him into a menacing figure. His "mirth" disappears, his black 

skin is "fearfully sullied," his lips and nostrils grow to absurd proportions, and he reaches 

about in an "unconscious" spell. Freebom's base self-interest, instead of good will or 

heartiness, "overcome[s] his native dread of the cold." 

Loaded with political purpose, this caricature reinforces an ideology of African-

American inferiority, but more importantly, it depicts an African-American deformed by 

his self-possession, as well as his attempted assimilation into America society. As a point 

of contrast, consider the different function of a sentimental description of Aggy the slave 

that greets the reader in the beginning of the novel: 

His face, which nature had coloured with a glistening black, was now mottled 

with the cold, and his large eyes filled with tears; a tribute to its power, that the 

keen frosts of those regions always extracted firom one of his African origin. Still 

there was a smiling expression of good humor in his happy countenance, that was 
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created by the thoughts of home, and a Christmas fire-side, with its Christmas 

firolics. (18) 

An inordinate mass of adjectives create a nostalgic portrait of Aggy, a contented slave in 

"good humor," Judge Temple's loyal coachman, who valiantly maintains a "happy 

countenance" so far from his native Afiica. The winter cold stigmatizes both Aggy and 

Freeborn as racial outsiders, but the slave's reaction to his environment distinguishes him 

from Freeborn. Unlike Freeborn, whose self-interest enables him to forget his fear of the 

cold, Aggy survives in a hostile climate that violates ("extracts") his features; he "still" 

remains obedient and happy in this foreign world; yet he yearns to return to his "African 

origin." Garrison pointed to this rhetoric of expatriation as a powerful strategy employed 

by the American Colonization Society. They depict free African-Americans as "aliens 

and foreigners, wanderers from Africa—destitute of the amor patrie, which is the bond of 

union—seditious—without alliances—irresponsible—unambitious—cherishing no 

attachments to the soil—feeling no interest in our national prosperity" (4). As an 

ideological counterpart to the alienated African-American in the north, the noble savage 

serves to sanitize racial conflict by neutraUzing Aggy's disaffection and reminding 

Americans that slavery and slaves, in legal "alliances" with their masters and unburdened 

by an "irresponsible" freedom, were not the problem. Most important, the two black 

counterparts establish the poles of African-American representation in The Pioneers, as 

well within a discourse of colonization that need to win skeptical southerners. The 

American slave, sadly separated from Africa but loyal to his master, is not an issue, or at 
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least not a northern one. The message delivered by the advocates of colonization was 

clear: the precipient African colony will not affect slavery. 

The caricature of Freeborn evokes the putative threat, the "naked terrors," posed 

by free African-Americans to conceptions of national identity Ln the North. When Natty's 

gun misfires, Freeborn seeks to protect his bird, his interest, from a second shot by 

attempting to enforce a rule defining the ineffectual "snap" of tJie flintlock as a legal 

"fire." His claim that old leather-stocking's rifle issued an impotent "snap" humiliates 

Natty in front of the townspeople, curious to witness the powerful skill of the legendary 

frontiersman: 

"A snap—a snap," shouted the negro, springing from his crouching posture, like a 

madman, before his bird. "A snap good as fire—^Natty Bumppo gun he snap— 

Natty Bumppo miss a turkey." 

"Natty Bumppo hit a nigger," said the indignant old hunter, "if you don't 

get out of the way, Brom. It's contrary to the reason of the thing, boy, that a snap 

should count for a fire, when one is nothing more than a fire-stone striking a steel 

pan, and the other is sudden death; so get out of my wa^y, boy, and let me show 

Billy Kirby how to shoot a Christmas turkey." (195) 

Thinking Natty has cheated him, and desperately trying to protect his turkey, Freeborn 

leaps like a "madman" before it. The ensuing debate over Nattiy's rifle, the symbol of his 

authority, leaves Freeborn in an unprotected position. Already defeated by the younger 

and stronger Billy BCirby, and now facing a challenge from this black "madman," Natty 

reacts to his own loss of agency by attacking Freeborn. Mocking Freeborn's disjointed 
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speech pattern, repeating the debasing "boy," Natty attempts to authorize a superior claim 

on language and reason. Confronted with the insubordination of Freeborn, Natty uses a 

combination of reason and brute force to claim another shot at the Turkey. Previously, 

when the "twisty" ways of Temple's authority oppressed Natty, he denounced a society 

where "might makes right" and that had become "stronger than an old man" (135). Such 

a statement is a credo for many essays arguing for Natty's freedom outside the law, but 

how does one reconcile his distaste for the law and his own use of it as he terrorizes 

Freeborn to secure his own interest? Yet it is not only his expedient appropriation of the 

"twisty" ways of legal reasoning that dominate Freeborn but Natty's willingness to 

reassert justice within "the reach of his rifle" in the same terrible manner Jones brought 

Aggy within the "reach of his lash" (313). Natty not only must fight Judge Temple to 

repossess his lost freedom but also must resist any identification with a degraded 

Freeborn, who along with Aggy, are the only characters who share the powerlessness of 

Natty, as well as experience his alienation from the community. 

The calm legalese of the forest trial, and even the Bold Dragoon, is replaced by 

this overt threat of physical violence against a free African-American who desires to 

protect only his body and his financial interest from assault. Unlike the slave Aggy, 

Freebom's asserts his claim on justice and it must be dealt with, at least, in a quasi-legal 

setting. Confronted with Natty's threat to "hit a nigger," and given no legal recourse, 

Freeborn appeals to the democratic sentiments of the crowd by debasing himself: 

"Gib a nigger fair play," cried the black, who continued resolutely to maintain his 

post, and making that appeal to the justice of his auditors, which the degraded 
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condition of tiis caste so naturally suggested. "Ebbery body know dat snap as 

good as fire. Leab it to Massa Jone—leab it to young lady." (195) 

While Freebom is firm in his belief that a "snap" equals a "fire," and is ready to argue his 

point, it is obvious his individual claim carries no political weight. His call to "gib a 

nigger fair play" sounds repeatedly throughout the scene. This mantra evokes the peculiar 

lot of an African-American living in the north; unlike Aggy whose agency is subject to 

his master's whim, Freebom must stmggle for "fair play" in a murky area unprotected by 

the Constitution. 

It is the "degraded condition of [Freebom's]caste" that denies him an individual 

voice. The pun on his name denotes a degenerative freedom and reinforces the real 

political actors in the novel, since the only way for him to have "fair play" is to finally 

appeal to Sheriff Jones. "Bound to preserve the peace of the country," this architect of 

the "composite order" issues a comically inept legal judgement: 

It appears that there was no agreement, either in writing or in words, on the 

disputed point; therefore, we must reason from analogy, which is, as it were, 

comparing one thing with another. Now, in duels, where both parties shoot it is 

generally the mle that a snap is a fire; and if such is the rale, where the party has a 

right to fire back again, it seems to me unreasonable, to say that a man may stand 

snapping at a defenseless turkey all day. I therefore am of opinion, that Nathanial 

Bumppo has lost his chance, and must pay another shilling before he renews his 

rights. (196) 
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A duel epitomizes the regulated use of firearms in civilized society and symbolizes social 

conflict; subject to its bond. Natty cannot freely use his rifle. Jones's judgement can only 

sound like another instance of the law's "twisty" ways to Natty Bumppo. The satire on 

legal rtietoric and reasoning depends upon Jones as the "unskillful architect," since his 

use of analogy pairs Natty in a legal duel with a turkey. As a result of his incompetence, 

Jones stumbles his way to a decision that does not, on the surface, subordinate the rights 

of Natty to Freeborn since the analogy addresses the turkey's rights instead of the rights 

of its free black owner. As a result of the verdict. Natty must pay above the regular rate 

for another shot at the Turkey, and after he hits it, he deposits the prize at the feet of his 

benefactor, Elizabeth, who, in turn, flips Freeborn a silver dollar. While the paragon of 

natural liberty regains the power of his rifle, the free black is fully compensated, if 

indirectly, for his claim. Unwillingness to reason directly on Freeborn's rights, the 

entangled resolution articulates the novel's ambivalence about the relationship between 

the law and free blacks. 

Natty's final humiliation occurs in the courtroom before the authority of Judge 

Temple, but this key episode is made possible by this quasi-legal conflict with Brom, 

which reduces the old frontiersman in the eyes of Templeton's citizens. Approaching 

Natty's hut to serve him with a warrant for the illegal shooting of a deer, Doolittle 

encounters an indignant Leatherstocking who aims his rifle at the magistrate and warns 

the magistrate against entering. Alarmed by this "disrespect" for the law (338), Judge 

Temple laments the fate of a society, his Templeton, "where the ministers of justice are to 

be opposed by men armed with rifles. Is it for this that I have tamed the wilderness?" 
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(344). Consequently, Sheriff Jones "collected his troop"— two deputies and seven 

constables— and led them in pursuit of one who "has set an example of rebellion to the 

laws, and has become a kind of out-law" (355). 

The aftermath of the trial is a paradigmatic episode for the novel's exposition on 

freedom and whiteness, since it relates the feebleness of Natty before a legal order that 

subjugates him, as well as expressing the degrading effect of bondage on a white citizen. 

This "out-law," held in bondage, possessing no liberty, lacking political agency, 

resembles the African-American figures in the novel. Cooper appropriates the tragic 

histories of these figures to inject a moving pathos into the depiction of an alienated 

white man experiencing the sudden loss of independence. On his way to the stocks, 

where Temple has ordered him confined. Natty "bow[s] his head with submission to a 

power that he was unable to oppose" (373). Back in the cell, the restlessness of Natty 

signals his fate: "[Natty] paced their narrow limits, in his moccasins, with quick, 

impatient treads, his face hanging on his breast in dejection" (380). As a free white man, 

he cannot bear the humiliation of confinement; his sense of freedom, his indignation at 

being rendered an equivalent to a slave, objectifies whiteness in The Pioneers. Unlike 

Aggy, who the law terrorizes into submissiveness, and Freeborn, who the law forces to 

appeal to his white benefactors. Natty bristles under the yoke of the legal authority. 

Cooper imagines an alternative that is reserved solely for the white man: Natty escapes 

from bondage. 

The metaphor of bondage, associated with the slave throughout the novel, sets up 

the white man's jailbreak, which leads to a complete breakdown in social order in 
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Templeton. While Natty is allowed to fight for his freedom, the novel does not allow, 

say, Aggy to do the same and test Jefferson's warning about free slaves possessing 

"freedom and a dagger." In fact, the slave is neutralized immediately prior to the disorder 

caused by the escape of Natty and Ben Pump. As Jones approaches the bam, his call for 

Aggy conflates the slave with a dog: '"Holla! Aggy!' shouted the Sheriff when he 

reached the door, 'where are you, you black dog? will you keep me here in the dark all 

night?'" (347). In the dark and unaware of his slave's actions, Jones alternates his call 

for Aggy with a call for his dog Brave: "'Holla! Aggy! Brave! Brave! hoy, hoy—^where 

have you got to. Brave...Holla! you, Agamemnon! where are you? Oh! here comes the 

dog at last'" (347). Almost as if by magic, the word play in his summons produces a 

metamorphosis: 

By this time the Sheriff had dismounted, and observed a form, which he supposed 

to be that of Brave, slowly creeping out of the kennel; when, to his astonishment, 

it reared itself on its two legs, instead of four, and he was able to distinguish, by 

the star-light, the curly head and dark visage of the negro. (347) 

Often arising in response to African-American characters in American literature, 

"metaphysical condensation," as Toni Morrison calls this rhetoric of debasement, works 

by "collapsing persons into animals and prevents human contact and exchange" (68). Of 

course, in this tenuous moment of social disorder, where the slave constitutes a potent 

threat, this is the desired effect of the collapse of Aggy into the dog Brave. The potential 

for literary tropes to contain and articulate themes of social justice made Angus Fletcher 

pause and reflect on the way in which metamorphosis emerges from the "idea of 
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liberation or imprisonment that it conveys," converting "humans into their bestial 

equivalents somewhere on the Great Chain, or frees them to live as humans, with free 

will" (193). 

Taking the place of the dead Brave as the low species on the Great Chain, Aggy is 

certainly not granted the freedom of free will, not the type accorded to the great white 

hunter. Aggy's bondage, the law that subjugates him, thus casts a shadow over Natty and 

accentuates the drama of his eventual imprisonment in Templeton. The daring escape 

exemplifies the rebirth of Natty's national consciousness: 

This was the last they ever saw of the Leather-Stocking, whose rapid movements 

preceded the pursuit which Judge Temple ordered and conducted. He had gone far 

toward the setting sun,—the foremost in that band of Pioneers, who are opening 

the way for the march of the nation across the continent. (456) 

Natty breaks his identification with a fettered slave by running into the west and renews 

the fundamental principle of the Revolution, that an oppressed individual should fight for 

freedom from tyranny. But Natty can't outrun the shadow of slavery. In the end, it is 

through the figure of the (white) slave that he communicates his aversion for a 

civilization that uses the law to invade his home, to humiliate him in the stocks, and to 

imprison him. One might bristle at Cooper's limited treatment of race in The Pioneers, 

but his depiction of the dangerous liminal space occupied by slaves and free African-

Americans, a space lacking constitutional protection, effectively contradicts an incipient 

ideology of Manifest Destiny. On his "march" across the continent. Cooper's pioneer was 

bound to confront an expanding slave system and a growing class of free African-
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Americans who had no place in the nation. Hadn't the Missouri controversy and the 

colonization movement both made it clear, that as long as slavery existed in the United 

States westward expansion would threaten to divide the union? Thus, buried within the 

fantasy of Natty mnning to the west is the deportation of African-Americas to a colony in 

the east. 

Exporting "America" 

The precipient colony of Liberia allowed advocates of colonization to dream of a 

white nation. The presence of free African-Americans in the United States was, as an 

early leader claimed, "a monument of reproach to those sacred principles of liberty" (qtd. 

Stradenaus 29), and colonizationists tirelessly pointed out that deportation would cure 

"American civil institutions, morals, and habits" by removing a significant political 

contradiction from the nation. And in a remarkable rhetorical maneuver, advocates of 

colonization attempted to transform a history of slavery into a valuable learning 

experience for African-Americans. Through the looking glass of the colonizationist, the 

racially segregated society appeared to be a republican campus where Africans learned 

the American principles that they would now implant in Africa. The American 

Colonization Society included in their annual report an 1811 letter written by Thomas 

Jefferson. He argues that African-Americans will "carry back to the country of their 

origin the seeds of civilization, which might render their sojourment here a blessing" 

(95). Another advocate suggested that slaves inherited the very political forms denied 

them, but no matter, the emigrants would help build a colony modeled on the United 

States that will "attest the extent of their obligations to their former masters..." Thus, the 
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African colony becomes a redemptive site where the United States could not only 

relocate an alien population but also remove the stain of slavery from American history. 

Compared to these fantasies. Cooper's mediations on race relations in The 

Pioneers are those of a sober, if conservative, realist. Take, for example, the role of 

architecture in the novel. In Cooper's era, architecture was construed as a microcosm for 

the socio-political world, and in Judge Temple's incongruous house, the classical 

principles of balance, proportion, and order are undone by two amateur architects. Sheriff 

Jones and Hiram Doolittie. They possess no real knowledge of the profession yet still 

manage to put together the structure from the ground up. While the house is at first 

glance confused and fragile, Doolittie contends that the structure, "was an order 

composed of many others, and was intended to the most useful of all, for it admitted into 

its construction such alterations, as convenience or circumstance might require" (43). 

Like the national architecture itself, their "composite order" is a mixed bag of French and 

English designs the two amateurs have picked up from a few textbooks. Cooper does not 

mean to celebrate their flexible style. Rather the house is a representation of an evolving 

democracy put together too haphazardly, its unbalanced nature assured by the comic 

Doolittie who does not know his way around a "square rule." 

There is a correspondence between the physical exterior of Temple's house and 

its social interior. While scenes such as the community dinner and the fire-side chat 

articulate social and race relations in Templeton, the stylistic flaws of the structure itself 

evoke a larger criticism of incompetence in the United States Congress. The "composite 

order" invented by Jones and Doolittie adheres to no precedent or standard, and its 
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populist vision rebukes the aristocratic authority of Judge Temple that was being 

challenged in the early nineteenth-century. In 1814 Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice 

Henry Brackenridge decried the emergence of what came to be known as utilitarianism— 

popular legal reform that departs from the standards of Common law—by constructing an 

unstable house. Only a wise and discerning judge, "no one but a skilful architect...who 

can have the whole edifice in his mind," should attempt legal reform. 'The legislature 

can act only in detail, and in particulars," Justice Brackenridge continues, "whereas the 

able judge can remove at once, or alter, what was originally faulty or has become 

disproportionate in the building" (qtd. Horwitz 24). 

Untutored and brazen, Jones and Doolittle are blinded by the details and cannot 

envision the whole edifice—just the type of legal architects whom Brackenridge dreaded. 

The bricolage of the "composite order" is useful because it allows them to assimilate the 

"obduracy of material" of the American landscape, as well as enables them to conceal 

their amateurish mistakes. After finally viewing the edifice that stands as the symbol of 

Templeton's socio-political order, one reacts to a structure lacking all the classical ideals 

that usually constitute a suitable metaphor for a balanced and coherent body republic: 

It was lucky for the whole fabric, that the carpenter, who did the manual part of 

the labour, had fastened the canopy of this classic entrance so firmly to the side of 

the house, that, when the base deserted the superstructure in the manner we have 

described, and the pillars, for the want of foundation, were no longer of service to 

support the roof, was able to uphold the pillars. (60) 
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TTie classical elements that still exist, the "classic entrance" and the pillars, no longer 

represent the "whole fabric," and are overwhelmed by the "lucky" measures of the two 

amateurs. Jones and Doolittle meet none of the requirements described by Brackenridge: 

neither one is a "skilful architect" who could "alter [a] disproportionate" strucmre, 

precisely because their "composite order" is based on the principles of utilitarianism that 

cancels out stylistic precedence. 

If we read this depiction of an unbalanced body republic in the contexts of the 

Missouri compromise debates and the persistent dilemma of free African-American 

subjectivity, than we can acknowledge the way racial politics corrupted a national vision 

based on republican ideals. Consider the misshapen roof of Temple's house, which 

completes its paradoxical order by complementing a foundation that has "deserted" the 

superstructure. The architects earnestly "essayed to remedy the evil [of the roof] with 

paint" (44). It is Doolittle's ignorance of the "square rule," one should remember, that 

deforms the roof, and the architects experiment with different colors in order to conceal 

the deformity with an idyllic illusion; 

The first [color] was a sky-blue, in the vain expectation that the eye might be 

cheated into the belief, it was the heavens themselves that hung so imposingly 

over [Judge Temple's] dwelling: the second was, what he called, a cloud-colour, 

being nothing more no less than an imitation of smoke: the third was what 

Richard termed an invisible green, an experiment that did not succeed against a 

back-ground of sky...Richard ended the affair by boldly covering the whole 
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beneath a colour that he christened "sunshine," a cheap way, as he assured his 

cousin, the Judge, of always keeping fair weather over his head. (44). 

Without a vision of the whole edifice, the two architects had earlier dealt with their 

mistakes by kicking a "few wedges" under the faulty pillars to "keep them steady" (60). 

Jones and Doolittle resemble the meddlesome legislators whom Brackenridge laments as 

limited thinkers, using the Constitution recklessly and distorting the whole edifice as they 

try to incorporate their mistakes. Nevertheless, the narrator claims their "composite 

order" had become the "model" for every "aspiring edifice" in the region, a notion clearly 

evoking popular lore which held up the United States as an example for new republics 

across the globe. Yet we should not believe the colorful illusion, since as Anthony Vidler 

reminds us, a "fault line" cutting across an architectural structure is often a self-conscious 

attempt to "underplay the monumental" (141). The color "sunshine," like the structural 

"gaps" and handy "wedges," attempts to prove that the "master's resources" have 

produced a secure, watertight roof. Yet buried beneath the colors is an American "fault-

line" created by the legislators of the sixteenth congress who devised the Missouri 

compromise upset the precarious balance between free and slave states. It is the house's 

roof, concealed with both rhetorical "smoke" and legislative "sunshine," that suggests the 

compromise line drawn across the United States at 36/30. 

One reason why critics have been reluctant to connect Judge Temple's house to 

the debates on race and nationhood might be because of the general notion that Cooper 

doesn't comment on the slavery question until 1828, when the polemical Notions of the 

Americans appeared. One of the few critics who puts The Pioneers in dialogue with racial 
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politics, R.D. Madison, claims Notions of the Americans is Cooper's most comprehensive 

commentary on slavery in the United States, written "if not...in the absolute wake of the 

Missouri controversy, at least with that struggle in mind" (39). The book, a didactic and 

fictional travel narrative, has a curious history. Persuaded by Lafayette to defend America 

against European charges of political hypocrisy. Cooper writes a long lecture for a 

European audience, in part, about a democracy unmarked by the contradiction of slavery. 

The racial tension that had come to characterize the 1820s, as well as Templeton in The 

Pioneers, is absent in the 1828 narrative. Instead, Cooper invents a nation seemingly 

unfazed by racial difference and whose Constitution is sufficiently capacious to contain 

the contradiction of slavery. It is his self-conception as a strict constructionist then that 

makes Cooper's major novels, particularly The Pioneers, such a complex social 

document in its expression of the competing interests of race, economics, and democratic 

idealism in the discourse of early American nationalism.^ This chapter will conclude 

with a reading of Notions of the Americans that can further distinguish the complexity of 

Cooper's historical vision in The Pioneers. 

Notions of the Americans relates the adventures of a European bachelor in 

America; Cadwallader, a native New Yorker, serves as his guide, as well as a mouthpiece 

for Cooper's patriotic declarations. The defensiveness of Notions of the Americans 

makes it a deeply troubled, polemical, and propagandistic text. Cadwallader spends a 

majority of his time revising what Cooper considers to be inaccurate histories written 

about the United States by its former colonizers, and in the process, teaching the bachelor 

about the democratic government. And as one might suspect, a very large part of 
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defending America after the Missouri Compromise was finding a way to rationalize the 

existence of slavery and disenfranchised free African-Americans. 

For the first two hundr&d pages Notions of the Americans celebrates America 

without mentioning race, but any discussion of the American system was forced to 

rationalize the cohabitation of slavery and the Declaration. At first. Cooper's polemic 

goes no further than a collective apologia for the institutions of slavery but the need to 

address the nation's fundamencal contradictions is unavoidable. In one paradigmatic 

passage, the European bachelor's declaration of an honest America—like any number of 

statements about American exceptionalism that ignore slavery and racial apartheid— 

deploys the parenthesis to suppress the reality of slavery: 

Europeans will not believe facts which have a daily existence before our eyes, 

prov[ing] nothing but tfieir ignorance. In my own opinion, and this is but a matter 

of opinion, there is less, falsehood uttered in the United States, (if you exclude the 

slaves) than in any Christian country. (244, emphasis added) 

Just as the American Colonization Society preached political fitness in the United States 

through African-American expatriation, this polemic uses the parenthesis to enable the 

depiction of a nation untainted- by political "falsehood." As the narrative proceeds, the 

outlines of a nation divorced from race gradually takes shape, but a remarkable parallel 

narrative necessarily appears a^s Cooper continually deposits qualifiers, facts, and 

observations regarding race in a series of parentheses' and footnotes. One particular 

footnote is attached to a passage in the body of the text in which Cooper assures the 

reader that the free African-American population in New York will not increase. He 
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includes the census report, as evidence, in the footnote which lists the numbers of cattle, 

horses, sheep, hogs, idiots, and lunatics currently residing in New York, a grouping that 

exemplifies the inferior status of free African-Americans in the United States (240-41). 

Just as the resistance of Freeborn interferes with Natty's gunplay in The Pioneers, 

race persistently counteracts Cooper's desire to construct a monument to constitutional 

liberty. Declaring the extraordinary nature of America, Cooper discovers, means 

displacing slaves and free Afncan-Americans downward into subordinate positions in 

Notions of the Americans, a move symbolic of the Afiican-American's absent presence in 

the Constitution. In one footnote devoid of Cooper's usual political astuteness, he points 

to the reason why his polemic surrenders no space to race or slavery. 

It is manifestly unsafe to found any arguments concerning the political institutions 

of this country on the existence of slavery, since the slaves have no more to do 

with government than inanimate objects, (f.n. 235) 

The ambivalence of The Pioneers, however, demonstrates the presence and function of 

race in larger structures symbolic of national government, such as Temple's house, in the 

legal language Judge Temple and Sheriff Jones rely upon to create a hierarchical "order," 

and in the notion of democratic government that excludes slaves from the table. Indeed, 

the Missouri controversy clarified everyone's worst fears: slaves, while lacking political 

identity, influenced the shape of national institutions. And now increasing number of free 

Afncan-Americans joined the slaves and convinced political leaders to invent a vast 

number of local, state, and federal statutes aimed at repressing African-American 

mobility and agency. 
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When the narrator takes the bachelor down South, the parallel narrative closes and 

Cooper can no longer dodge the slavery question through footnotes and parenthetical 

commentary. Yet Cooper chooses to forget how his own novel grapples with racial 

antagonism. Instead, traveling into the South with his audience of American detractors in 

mind, Cadwallader chooses to downplay the divisive aftermath of the Missouri 

controversy and Denmark Vesey and celebrate the uniqueness of the American system. 

Cooper uses Cadwallader to explain how the President can appropriate the Constitution in 

a crisis in order to preserve the union. The ambivalence of The Pioneers regarding race 

vanishes before the propagandistic impulse in Notions of the Americans. Where in its 

pages are the incompetent architects of The Pioneers'! The spread of slavery, the 

heightened oppression of free and bonded blacks, the lingering conundrum of 

emancipation, and the sectional divide at 36/30 all disprove his claim in the Notions of 

the Americans that the United States has passed the "ordeal of durability" occurring a few 

years earlier. 

Cooper tries to invent a nation unfazed by issues of race and slavery, that can 

benevolently snuff out dissent by the nature of its Constitution, that can effortlessly 

remove the "blot" of blackness spreading across the continent, and that, if necessary, can 

overcome any slave insurrection. Directing his defense to America's detractors. Cooper 

does not forecast insurrection (he simply describes the Constitutional machinery that 

would wipe it out) or sound Jefferson's "knell of the union." He guarantees the sheer 

power of whiteness will subsume blackness: 'There is no doubt, that the free blacks, like 
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the aborigines, gradually disappear, before the superior moral and physical influence of 

whites" (242). 

But this immense effort to suppress racial contradictions finally wears Cooper 

down, and at the end of Notions of the Americans, when slavery should be sufficiently 

buried, he repeats a well-wom defense most famously used by Thomas Jefferson in an 

early draft of the Declaration of Independence. The United States is not responsible for 

slavery, since King George IH imposed its institutions in the colonies and perpetuated the 

slave trade: 

Is it not a fact that the [slave] policy of all America was for more than a century 

controlled by Europe, and was not this scourge introduced under that policy? Has 

that policy in Europe been yet abandoned?...It is as puerile as it is unjust, 

therefore, for these two countries [France and England]...to pretend to any 

exclusive exemption from the sin or the shame of slavery. (471-72) 

Cooper is willing to admit to America's shame for slavery but only if England and France 

share the burden. Urging the reader to "think calmly" about immediate emancipation, 

Cooper claims that this oft-stated solution of Europe would have dangerous cotisequences 

in the United States. Until the French and English are ready to "contribute" to full 

emancipation (does he mean helping the United States expand Liberia?), Cooper scolds, 

they should stop castigating America for a slave system that the Europeans created. 

As a way to express his conversion to the American Way, the European bachelor 

creates a national shield. Replacing an outdated European coat-of-arms, the new shield 

"is a constellation of twenty four stars, surrounded by cloud of nebulae, with a. liberty cap 
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for a crest and two young negroes as supporters" (4). The symbol fixes the dynamic 

between slave and white American; unlike the architecture of Temple's house, defined by 

racial anxiety, the symbolic shield ignores the inherent tension in the relationship 

between their two worlds. In The Pioneers racially homogenous spaces intended to be 

symbolic of the larger political community—the dinner table, the forest trial, the house's 

interior architecture—are repeatedly bisected by African-American incursions. Every 

discussion in the novel about civic or national identity, about the use of power or social 

order, stutters and pauses as participants qualify the exclusion of Afiican-Americans. 

Like the slaves "snug stored below" in the cellar, the two African-American figures 

represented in the shield are subordinate to a democratic community. Yet Cooper's 

trenchant defense of the Constitution in Notions of the Americans, requiring the 

exclusion/abstraction of slavery, erases the ambivalence of the novel. Unlike Jefferson's 

image of a free black armed with "freedom and a dagger," a fearful slogan defining the 

representation of race in The Pioneers, Cooper's shield refuses to replay for his European 

audience Jefferson's apocalyptic prophesy of insurrection, white-flight, and disunion. 

The slaves and free African-Americans depicted in Notions of the Americans are inferior, 

passive, and do not strike fear in the white nation's imagination. On the contrary. 

Cooper's African-American figures refiise the dagger in order to hold the liberty cap with 

both hands. 
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Notes 

^ See Aptheker, Carrol, Davis, Foner, Miller for histories of race relations during this 

period. 

^ See Stradenhaus. The annual reports from the American Colonization Society and 

Garrison help round out one's understanding of the colonization movement-
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^ For the standard history of the Missouri Compromise, see Moore. While Dangerfield 

examines the relationship between Missouri debates and American nationalism. Sellers 

reads the controversy as discourse on expansion that is a part of an growing market 

economy after 1815. 

The Missouri controversy affected Cooper's "mental life" in ways previous critical 

approaches to the novel have been unable to assess. The recent Pulitzer Prize v^nner, 

Alan Taylor, points to the Republican revolution of 1799-1801 as the historical source of 

The Pioneers', Thomas examines the novel in relation to the 1821 New York 

Constitutional Convention; Watts finds Cooper's own financial ineptitude and worries the 

most useful context; Lawrence and Slotkin, by arguing that racial conflict between the 

U.S. and Native Americans was the primary influence on Cooper's national vision, 

initiated a mytho-psychological industry related to Cooper; and for a host of other critics, 

including those mentioned, the Cooper family drama, especially the novelist's 

relationship with his father, becomes the interpretive frame for the novel. These critics, 

including Railton, suggest that the figure of the father, William Cooper, looms largest in 

the novelist's "mental life." 

^ See Cunningham. 

^ According to Thomas, "the legal system that had come dovm intact from 1793 had 

allowed the wilderness to be transformed into a romantic, picturesque, and productive 

landscape" (230). 

^ See Chapter Four of Carroll, "Denmark Vesey and the National Crisis of 1820-1830." 
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^ For an entertaining and recent biography of Garrison and the rise of abolitionism, see 

Mayer. 

^ Cooper's The American Democrat (1838) is considered a minor classic in nineteenth-

century American political science, and while nobody has made the point as far as I 

know, its adherence to strict construction evolves out of the Constitutional defense 

presented in Notions of the Americans. 
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4. A TYPOLOGY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE: WILLIAM APESS, ABOLITIONISM, 

AND THE CALL FOR A NEW NATION 

Throughout American history waging war in the name of independence has 

always been a highly ironic act. During the revolutionary war, British forces exploited 

this irony by offering freedom to slaves in exchange for their military service. In the Civil 

War, free African-Americans and slaves recognized the irony of the presence of an 

enslaved population in the body of a "free" America and pushed for the opportunity to 

fight against the institution of slavery, as well as America's great contradiction: a nation 

built by slaves under a declaration that "all men are created equal." For the African-

American and American Indian soldier, no war ended neatly with the signing of a peace 

agreement. Coming home often meant confronting racial prejudice and oppression 

severely at odds with the American principles he had offered his life to defend. 

The subject of my essay, William Apess, a Pequot Indian, occupies a continuum 

of the disaffected soldier of color who felt betrayed by the nation he served in battle. 

Apess fought for the United States in the War of 1812, participating in several battles, 

most notably the pivotal defeat of the British at Plattsburgh. 'This was indeed a proud 

day for our country," writes Apess in his autobiography, A Son of the Forest. "We had 

met a superior force on the lake, and 'they were ours.' Our army did not lose many men, 

but on the lake many a brave men fell—fell in the defense of his country's rights. The 

British moved off about sundown" (30). Apess's use of the possessive "our" establishes 

his claim on American identity and its promise of civil liberties, a claim Apess feels is 
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paid for by his surviving the "sublime horrors of war" on the front line in the fight for 

democracy. 

After the peace accord at Ghent in 1814, Apess accused the United States 

government of reneging on its guarantee to pay American Indian veterans in money and a 

land bounty, as the terms of enlistment had promised. Apess believed the government had 

used and deceived him: 

But I could never think that the government acted right toward the "Natives," not 

merely in refusing to pay us but in claiming our services in cases of perilous 

emergency, and still deny us the right of citizenship; and as long as our nation is 

debarred the privilige of voting for civil officers, I shall believe that the 

government has no claim on our services. (31) 

His defiant rhetoric mimics the American ideal of fighting for your rights, defined by the 

impassioned plea for the "rights of citizenship." His experience in the military typifies his 

life; there was nothing romantic or timeless about it, a fact that frustrates critics looking 

for an idealized American Indian residing in a stable tribal community. 

Even though some Pequots lived on a reserve in Mashantucket, Connecticut, the 

market economy's demand for a cheap, mobile labor force scattered them up and down 

the Eastern seaboard, where they primarily labored on farms, made baskets, or worked on 

whaling ships. A hybrid figure, Apess was brought up as a Pequot Indian in New 

England, but spent much of his youth as an indentured servant in white households. His 

parents separated when he was three, and soon after his grandparents took him in, his 

grandmother almost beat him to death, which caused the local authorities to intervene and 
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bind young Apess out as an indentured servant. The next part of his life story reads like 

an adventure novel. The thirteen-year old visited Methodist camp meetings and 

afterwards experiences a vision calling him to "go in peace and sin no more." Acting in a 

way that would typify his later fusion of religion and political radicalism, Apess 

translated the vision as a divine command to escape from a pantheon of Americans (a 

farmer, a judge, and a general), who respond by putting the unmanageable boy up for 

sale, or when he finally mns, by placing a bounty on his head. After finding a temporary 

refuge in the military, and then fleeing, he wanders along the northem frontier, staying 

briefly with Canadian Indians, then works his way back south, earning subsistence wages 

as a cook, a baker's assistant, and a farm hand, and begins a lifelong fight against a 

growing dependence on rum. Two years later Apess arrives in southeastern Connecticut, 

surprises his relatives who thought him dead, and recommits to Methodism through 

baptism. 

Intent on carrying the gospel to other Native communities, Apess published A Son 

of the Forest 0.Z29), which earned him an exhorter's license. Considered to be the first 

book-length autobiography written by an American Indian, it is a conversion narrative 

that relates Apess's religious awakening, as well as a poignant story about the coming of 

age of an American Indian youth victimized by racial violence. He published five works 

between 1829 and 1838, all of which addressed the problems of racial inequality in the 

United States. Taken collectively, the four texts that follow his autobiography—The 

Increase of the Kingdom of Christ: A Sermon (1831), The Indians: The Ten Lost Tribes 

(1831), The Experience of Five Christian Indians of the Pequot Tribe (1833), Indian 
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Nullification of the Unconstitutional Laws of Massachusetts Relative to the Marshpee 

Tribe; or. The Pretended Riot Explained (1835), and Eulogy on King Philip (1836)— 

constitute one of the period's most powerful rebukes to a nationalist ideology based in 

racist policies of segregation and removal. If his contemporaries weren't familiar with 

this work, they knew Apess as a lecturer on "Indian affairs" on the New England circuit 

and as the notorious leader of the Mashpee Indians of Massachusetts who were fighting 

for political autonomy and civil liberties. 

Twenty years ago littie scholarly attention was given to William Apess, his 

autobiography, or the political resistance he organized and led on behalf of the Mashpee 

Indians in 1833. Things began to change in 1992, when Barry O'Connell published an 

authoritative edition of Apess's complete works. On Our Own Ground (1992); 

subsequently, scholars have moved quickly to recapture a place for Apess in the canon of 

American letters, as well as in undergraduate curricula. Much Native American literary 

criticism, however, has been ill-equipped to deal with Apess's body of work. Critical 

approaches often reduce Apess to the sum of his conversion narrative, lament his 

Chrisitian voice, his dispersed community, his seeming ignorance of American Indian 

traditions, his racial hybridity, and ultimately conclude that he did not speak like an 

"authentic" American Indian. One of the first important studies to address Apess's work, 

Arnold Krupat's The Voice in the Margin, concludes that A Son of the Forest deploys a 

protestant rhetoric and a fervent behef in Christian "salvationism" that effectively erases 

all indigenous traces from his life story. This position on Apess's cultural identity 

typifies early interpretations of Apess, perhaps best represented by a damning judgment 
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that concludes Krupat's assessment: "If there is a Pequot dimension to Apess's [texts], 

they are not apparent to me. In Apess's case, indeed, there is the implication that when 

the native lost his land, he lost his voice as well" (Voice 147). Needless to say, Krupat's 

critical paradigm blinds him to the hybrid nature of Apess's literary voice.' 

Apess's movement between and among several heterogeneous positions— 

indentured servant, soldier, preacher, worker— shaped a profound and agile narrative 

practice that drew materials from all comers of American society. A critic armed only 

with a critical approach for Native American autobiography will be hard pressed to 

comprehend this unconventional work.' Nineteenth century narratives written by 

American Indians east of the Mississippi or from urban centers, from migrant labor 

circuits, or from under evangelical tents, can't be expected to use the same "narrative 

modes" as those texts written by their more traditional Western counterparts, who are 

more apt to speak from an identifiable tribal base. Fortunately, over the last four years 

critics have begun to pry Apess loose from the grip of genre criticism and pioneer more 

productive and insightful ways of reading Apess's extraordinary work. Taking Apess as 

the central subject of his essay, Robert Allen Warrior claims that "little work exists that 

posits Native writings and Native history as existing within the complexities of the 

modem and the postmodern condition," and urges critics to restore "Native realities [to] 

the crucible of modernity" (188). By considering the historicity of Apess, whose narrative 

practice drew from religious, indigenous, and political currents. Warrior demonstrates 

how we can begin to assess the historical value of a rediscovered writer who "subverts 

the usual, accustomed categories of who and what Indians are" (201). 
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The development of a liberal subject is commonly taken as a fundamental 

characteristic of the modem condition, particularly in the United States. During the early 

nineteenth-century, an ideology of Indian removal contributed to the formation of a new 

democratic American subject. With the American Indian pushed into the western 

territories, the new American might finally possess a nationalist landscape free of racial 

heterogeneity. Critics have begun to discuss, albeit in abbreviated form, how Apess 

positioned the "Mashpee Revolt" of 1833-34 within the national debate over the 

expulsion of the Cherokee and other tribes to western territories. This context enabled 

him to demonstrate, and condemn, the racial underpinning of the new democratic self. 

Yet there is another, equally significant influence on Apess that has not yet been fully 

examined. The germ of an Indian removal policy was inspired by the American 

Colonization Society's plan in the 1820s to expatriate over three-hundred thousand free 

African-Americans across the Atlantic to Africa. When the first ships left for the new 

colony of Liberia in 1823, the notion that the United States could relocate American 

Indians west of the Mississippi seemed like an attainable goal. 

In Chapter Three, I examined the inception of the American Colonization Society 

in 1816; by 1830 colonization had gained political clout and was seen as the humanitarian 

response to slavery in the South and racial apartheid in the North. Listening to white 

philanthropists discuss their future left many African-Americans feeling suspicious. 

Opposition to the colonization movement grew during the 1820s, particularly after the 

first African-American newspaper. Freedom's Journal (1827) initiated its campaign 

against removal and David Walker circulated his incendiary Appeal (1829). Unwilling to 
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listen to African-American opposition to expatriation, many whites continued to promote 

colonization as the safest solution. Nobody recognized in 1831 the significance of the 

conversion of a young white newspaper editor named William Lloyd Garrison. Stunned 

by Walker's Appeal, and educated through countless discussions with his African-

American allies in Baltimore such as William Watkins, Garrison published Thoughts on 

African Colonization (1832). The book became a guide for a radical abolitionism calling 

for immediate emancipation. 

Apess didn't forge his political rhetoric or radicalism out of thin air; this chapter 

proposes that a defiant abolitionism offered William Apess a model for his protest 

rhetoric, as well as his revision of New England history. In the six years following 

Thoughts on African Colonization, writes Goodman, abolitionists published the 

movement's founding texts, and in the process, developed "the most extensive defense of 

racial equality in American history" (57). Even though Apess agitated for civil liberties, 

often unifying the struggle of Natives and African-Americans in a single phrase, "colored 

people," he is not yet considered a key contributor to a burgeoning movement that 

articulated for the first time since the intoxicating days of the Revolution a vision of 

racial justice. Writing from within the "crucible of modernity," Apess's histories contest 

the racial constitution of a new democratic self in America. 

Reluctant to engage Apess's cross-cultural politics, contemporary criticism has 

only been able to present a limited understanding of Apess's career. Thus this chapter 

begins by challenging the conventions of American Indian autobiographical criticism 

with the historicity of A Son of the Forest. The second section of the chapter will 
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examine the emerging influence of Garrison and the abolitionists and their rhetoric of 

racial justice that Apess adapted to his historical perspective. Tracing the evolution of his 

radicalism, the third section considers the influence of Garrison's Thoughts on African 

Colonization on Apess's history of the Mashpee Revolt, Indian Nullification. The two 

shared a political agenda to attack the racial prejudice that underlay slavery and racial 

apartheid, and I argue that their criticism challenges the period's prevailing democratic 

nationalism restricted to the white "common man." Following Apess's historical practice 

to its logical terminus, the final section investigates how Apess takes dominant national 

narratives, particularly the typology of war and sacrifice, and adapts them to the political 

struggles of American Indians in New England. 

Second Sight in A Son of the Forest 

The "common sense" approach to American Indian autobiography, and the most 

attractive to critics, is to locate the roots of the genre in a pre-contact tribal tradition. For 

example, in The Voice in the Margin, Krupat claims that the single dominant theme of 

American Indian literature is that stories "may be read as 'tribal allegories' whose central 

concern is kinship relations" (222-23).^ Krupat's criticism flips the coin of American 

Exceptionalism and reveals an ideology of Native Exceptionalism: the dialogic and 

synecdochic American Indian self stands in cultural opposition to the monologic and 

metonymic Euro-American self.^ In addition to Krupat, scholars like Brian Swann, 

David Brumble and Hertha Wong claim that closeness to the orality and spirituality of 

tribal tradition is the defining element of American Indian autobiography. For instance, 

when the reader confronts such an autobiography, Brumble believes that "we are forced 
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again to wonder how high may be the walls between cultures, and how deep ar& sunk 

foundations of these walls, how close to human bedrock?" (3). Yet Apess's movment 

between and among several heterogeneous positions (e.g. his Pequot home, the inilitary, 

the Methodist pulpit, Mashpee) doesn't conform to such presuppositions of Native 

authorship. Unfortunately, the "walls between cultures" end up being an inadequate 

substitute for the more antiquated "walls between races," and this mode of analysis, 

closely affiliated with Krupat's "Native American narrative modes," cannot account for 

"nontraditional" figures like Apess. The body of his work demonstrates his firm belief 

that "walls" between whites and American Indians are a political fabrication based in 

racial prejudice. 

Interwoven with the story of Apess's spiritual awakening is a remarkable story 

about his coming-of-age in a racially divided New England; it is a life story narrated with 

the moral force of Douglass's Narrative or Wright's Black Boy. A Son of the Forest 

might be the story of a Christian convert, but Apess blends religious with political 

radicalism, a mixture characterizing the historical stmggle for civil liberties in the United 

States. Methodism appealed to Apess because it presented a God different fromt the 

Divine worshipped by his white masters, a God who recognized the American Indian: "I 

felt convinced that Christ died for all mankind—that age, sect, color, country, or situation 

made no difference. I felt assurance that I was included in the plan of redemption with all 

my brethren. No one can conceive with what joy I hailed this new doctrine" (L9). 

Combining this "new doctrine" with his personal battles against racial prejudice, Apess 
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wrought a new scriptural typology that called on America to attain her true republican 

principles. 

Working within the conventions of the conversion narrative, Apess must first 

realize his own sinfulness before finding Divine salvation. The agonizing part of the 

story, the quality which makes it sound more like a slave narrative than a Christian 

conversion narrative, is when Apess relates his childhood fear of American Indians. 

Consequently, the conversion narrative doesn't end with his spiritual rebirth; Apess must 

overcome his self-alienation by forging a healthy connection to his Pequot relations. 

Bergland, the only other critic to note Apess's racial awakening, suggests that by 

"acknowledging his own early hatred of Indians, Apess is able to construct A Son of the 

Forest as a narrative of enlightenment, of progress from childhood fears of his own 

Indianness to adult pride in his Indian identity" (128). 

W.E.B. DuBois's theory of double-consciousness is a particularly useful concept 

to bring to young Apess's early identity formation, his enlightenment. The African-

American is bom with a veil, DuBois wrote in The Souls of Black Folk, which becomes a 

gift [of] second sight in this American world—a world which yields him no true 

self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the 

other world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of 

always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul 

by the tape of the world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever 

feels his two-ness—an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two 
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unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged 

strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. (42) 

Apess's typology demonstrates this ability; indeed, his later essays will probe the 

distance between race and republicanism, ultimately shaming America for a blinding 

hypocrisy. The beginning of A Son of the Forest dramatizes the moments when young 

Apess confronts an American society that looks upon him, as Dubois wrote, with 

"amused contempt and pity." The placement at the beginning is strategic, since it enables 

Apess to convey his temporary surrender to the nation's psychic violence. Unless he 

reconciles his own "two-ness," there can be no conversion to a religious faith that 

promises to be a space where the "warring ideals" between the Pequot and the American 

can be pacified. 

His indenture to a white family, the Furman's, typifies his efforts to forge a self 

out of broken circumstances. Literally, bom-again in the Furman house, Apess develops a 

curiosity for "the state of existence beyond the grave," and begins to attend church, where 

he "receive[s] instruction in divine things" (9). Any solace gained from scripture was 

ruined by members of the congregation, who engaged in a ritual of naming to 

marginalize the Indian youth. 'To this day I remember that nothing scarcely grieved me 

so much," Apess recalls, "than to be called a nickname" (10). The "improper name" that 

burdens him is "Indian": 

I thought it disgraceful to be called an Indian; it was considered as a slur upon an 

oppressed and scattered nation, and I have often been led to inquire where the 

whites received this word, which they so often threw as an opprobrious epithet at 
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the sons of the forest. I could not find it in the bible and therefore concluded that 

it was a word imported for the special purpose of degrading us. (10) 

Apess finds no justification for the congregation racial hostility in scripture, a simple 

episode that conveys his conviction that the misuse of the bible, in part, was used to 

justify continued subjugation of the American Indian. The episode typifies the place of 

scripture in his politics. Scripture, as much as republican principles, defined public 

morality, and Apess developed oppositional readings that could demonstrate that it was 

the social construction of "Indian"—^not divine inspiration—that made it sound like a 

"slur." 

This lesson about learned racial attitudes prepares the reader for two particular 

episodes told from the perspective of a child who has not yet become aware of how white 

society constructs the Indian. Too young to understand how his grandmother's beating of 

him might be connected to her alcoholism and poverty, Apess fears returning to his 

Pequot relations, a feeling that makes him seek protection within his master's household: 

so completely was I weaned from the interests and affections of my brethren that 

a mere threat of being sent away among the Indians into the dreary woods had a 

much better effect in making me obedient to the commands of my superiors than 

any corporeal punishment that they ever inflicted. (10) 

The passage establishes a correspondence between physical and psychological violence, 

which permits the reader to bear wimess to the process of alienation in his childhood. 

Apess is so far removed from his past that he no longer remembers the "affections" of his 

Pequot relations. In fact, they terrify him. And his white superiors exploit his alienation 
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by terrorizing the youth with a "mere threat" to return him to the "dreary woods" of his 

Pequot family. 

Using the second episode to elaborate his alienation in more detail, Apess 

explains the force of the "threat." On a walk in the woods, picking berries with some 

others, "the dread which pervaded [his] mind" about a forest possibly concealing 

"savages" distorts his perception: 

We had not been out long before we fell in with a company of white females, on 

the same errand—their complexion was, to say the least, as dark as that of the 

natives. This circumstance filled my mind with terror, and I broke from the party 

with my utmost speed, and I could not muster enough courage to look behind 

until I had reached home. By this time my imagination had pictured out a tale of 

blood.... (11) 

The sight of the two "dark" women reminds Apess, as Bergland points out, of the mother 

who abandoned him and of the grandmother who abused him; the ambiguity of the 

encounter attests to a racial code that is as superficial as variations of skin color (127). 

Bergland suggests that the "story bears all the hallmarks of the uncanny," displaying the 

essential link to mistaken identity, and suggests young Apess's identification with the 

"white fears of Indians." 

The "tale of blood" receives more emphasis than any other event in his childhood 

because it gives A Son of the Forest its structure of racial awakening. After relating the 

tale, Apess intenxipts the narrative with a critical digression that will become the basis of 
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his later efforts to disprove national histories that depict American Indians as mindless 

killers: 

It may be proper for me here to remark that the great fear I entertained of my 

brethren was occasioned by the many stories I had heard of their cruelty toward 

the whites—how they were in the habit of killing and scalping men, women, and 

children. But the whites did not tell me that they were in the great majority of 

instances the aggressors—that they had imbrued their hands in the lifeblood of my 

brethren, driven them from their once peacefiil and happy homes—that they 

introduced among them the fatal and exterminating diseases of civilized life. If 

the whites had told me how cruel they had been to the "poor Indian," I should 

have apprehended as much harm from them. (II) 

His retrospection locates terror, not in the putative innate aggression of the "savage" 

Native but in discourse, and he demonstrates the symbolic nature of colonial history by 

invoking a home very different than the Furman's. The imagery of contagion articulates 

the destructiveness of civilization, represented by the bond of indenture that has 

permanently replaced once natural familial connections. Instead of "once peaceful and 

happy homes," Natives occupy a haunted landscape of colonial violence. Home casts a 

dark shadow, as the young Pequot flees from dangerous "dark" figures who live only in 

the fictions of white supremacy, and must seek protection in the "home" of an abusive 

master. 

Stranded between two domestic sites, Apess describes his alienation as being 

released into a vast nothingness, a "cast-off member of the tribe," and his title ultimately 
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invokes the perspective of the older writer, who has learned to read the nation's racial 

fictions. Entitling the narrative A Son of the Forest, Apess captures the experience of 

growing up in New England, a land torn apart, rather than improved, by the arrival of 

civilization. Its allusion to the myth of the noble savage at home in the romantic 

wilderness ironically depicts the vast distance between myth and an orphaned Apess 

rendered homeless by a "fatal" America. 

Given the critical focus on religious awakening in A Son of the Forest, it is 

crucial to establish Apess's equally important racial awakening, particularly because they 

are mutually compatible in the evolution of his historical consciousness. The preacher's 

Social Gospel, which will link his work to abolitionist discourse, is defined by scriptural 

visions of a single humanity.^ The autobiography begins with the premise that Americans 

are "in fact but one family; we are all descendents of one great progenitor—^Adam" (4), 

and the stories of racial prejudice that follow are designed to demonstrate to the reader 

how racial enmity breaches the Divine contract. For example, after relating the above 

episodes, Apess makes a transition that addresses the connection between color prejudice 

and religious morality: "shortly after this occurrence I relapsed into my former habits" 

(11). What critics oftenmiss is how Apess's backsliding is always tied to confrontations 

with white racism; his deliverance demands that he collapse the racial hierarchies of 

American society, otherwise the evils of rum and other vices will continue to obstruct his 

path to salvation. 

Thus by the end of A Son of the Forest, Apess's discovers that his Social Gospel 

has effaced the divisive horror stories of his youth, providing a vision of a racially 
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harmonious future. Such a vision defines his Methodism: "One evening as I was 

preaching to some colored people, in a schoolhouse, the power of the Lord moved on the 

congregation, both white and colored—hard hearts began to melt and inquire what they 

must do to be saved" (51). Significantly, this revelation occurs in the schoolhouse, a 

place of instruction where Americans learned about its founding principles, and from this 

place Apess believes the nation can realize its true moral creed. "I rejoice sincerely in the 

spread of the principles of civil and religious liberty—may they ever be found 'hand in 

hand' accomplishing the designs of God, in promoting the welfare of mankind" (323). 

In contrast to earlier descriptions of American civilization as a "fatal and exterminating 

disease," afflicting primarily Natives, Apess deploys a patriotic rhetoric of contagion, by 

which an anti-racist democracy delivers all Americans from God's wrath. This fusion of 

his religious and political agendas—"hand in hand"— marks the direction his activism 

will take in the 1830s. Thus his conversion ultimately identifies his personal freedom 

from the nation's prison-house of racial language: "I can truly say that the spirit of 

prejudice is no longer an inmate of my bosom" (51). 

No longer an "inmate" to white America's contempt, Apess devotes the rest of his 

career to agitating for the civil rights of American Indians. Turning away from first-

person forms like the conversion narrative, Apess writes polemical histories of Indian 

oppression and essays against racial prejudice, engages in local activism on behalf of the 

Mashpee Indians, and travels the New England lecture circuit to voice his dissent. A Son 

of the Forest focuses attention on the way white racism underpinned the subjugation of 

American Indians in New England. In addition, the memoir presented his personal 
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awakening as an allegory for an inclusive democratic politics, just the type of reform 

movement that was beginning to emerge as a radical abolitionism. 

Reflections of a Racial Hierarchy 

Since the inception of the American Colonization Society, the doctrine of 

colonization monopolized theories of racial reform. It brought together the bigot, who 

believed in the innate inferiority of the Afirican-American, with the humanitarian, who 

argued that white racism was the real culprit that fixed them on the bottom of social 

scale. As the population of free African-Americans exceeded three-hundred thousand by 

1830, the bigot and the humanitarian joined together to form over two hundred state and 

local auxiliaries of the American Colonization Society, which spread the gospel of 

removal throughout the nation. Yet, their vision of nation fireed of AMcan-Americans 

wasn't unopposed. Spurred by the ominous founding of Liberia, Afiican-American 

intellectuals led a sustained offensive against the bulwark of general opinion, that 

colonization was the only solution to the nation's race "problem." As President Monroe, 

Henry Clay, and other American luminaries lobbied for support in Washington, the 

Freedom's Journal provided a public forum for African-American activists to debate the 

issue of removal, and David Walker's Appeal ignited a collective fire that spread into all 

parts of the country (such a text had to be smuggled into the South, often stitched into 

clothing or used as merchandise packing). 

Apess's work evinces an affinity for the anti-racist agenda of abolitionism that is 

hard to ignore, but since so litde is known about Apess, we don't know who may have 

mentored him or if he attended one of anti-colonization societies in Boston, New York, or 
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Providence. (The attendence sheets that I've examined give no sign of his presence.) One 

suspects that the most vocal activist for American Indian civil liberties in the early 

nineteenth century read the Liberator, Freedom's Journal, and Walker's Appeal because 

the basis of their protest rhetoric—^to convince white America that racial prejudice 

underpinned the slave system, the ideology of colonization, and an enfranchised 

citizenry—is also the basis of Apess's agitation. We do know, however, that Apess and 

Garrison were aware of each other's political activities; Garrision published editorials 

supporting Apess and the cause of the Mashpee, and Apess included the text in Indian 

Nullification, his history of the Mashpee Revolt. 

Thus one can safely assume Apess's familiarity with ground-breaking publication 

of Garrison's Thoughts on African Colonization, published a year earlier, widely 

distributed, and affordable at sixty-two cents a copy (or two for a dollar) (Mayer). Taking 

his evidence from the annual reports of the American Colonization Society, Garrison 

wrote a comprehensive report of the colonizationist doctrine, and then proceeded to 

expose its falsehoods. The first part refuted the racist reasoning that supported the 

American Colonization Society. For example, he exposed the public claim that 

colonization would not interfere with the property relations of slavery by introducing 

evidence from the annual reports, which assured slave-holders that the removal of an 

allegedly disruptive class of free African-Americans would actually help to insure the 

value of their slaves. The second part reprinted commentary of African-Americans voiced 

in anticolonization meetings. The simple format belied Garrison's "radical assumption" 

that the nation should consider the opinion of African-Americans, and effectively 



"converted a crucial core of early white abolitionist leaders and rank and file," and 

"triggered an extensive debate between partisans of the ACS and abolitionists that shortly 

sidetracked colonization as a popular movement" (Goodman 57). Thoughts on African 

Colonization immediately became a guide for abolitionists, and in the words of Henry 

Mayer, its vision of a society free of racial distinctions "captured the attention of the 

humanitarian public with a force unmatched in American journalism since Tom Paine's 

Common Sense" (138). 

The acceleration of abolitionism in the years between Walker's Appeal and 

Garrison's Thoughts—which became known as "immediatism" for their defense of 

inmiediate emancipation— presents an aggressive politics of racial equality to Apess, 

which enables him to adapt its agenda to the particular plight of American Indians in 

New England. While A Son of the Forest clearly conveys a desire for racial 

egalitarianism, the conversion narrative's emphasis on the individual's path to Divine 

salvation restricts this collective impulse. I don't want to suggest that form completely 

impairs the political efficacy of metaphors, such as the "tale of blood," which challenge 

the reader to engage an alternative, Calibanic history of America; yet the conversion 

narrative is focused on the recollection of a single life because its most important generic 

rules require the individual's ultimate return to salvation. Such an outlet makes A Son of 

the Forest an inadequate trumpet for a collective history, since the defiance of Apess is 

primarily sacred and personal. This does not mean, however, that Apess's "leap into 

Salvationism's sacred history denies the secular history altogether," as Krupat claims 

(144). This strict binary would negate the ways in which Apess undercuts dominant 
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notions of American identity; on the other hand, putting the sacred and secular in 

dialogue—stressing correspondence rather than negation—enables one to discern the 

evolution of Apess's historical consciousness as he takes up forms that privilege a 

collective voice. 

This distinction, which Lowenthal describes in The Past is a Foreign Country as 

the essential difference between memory and history, separates the publication of his 

autobiography from his subsequent publications. While difficult to discriminate between 

our historical and memorial recollections, Lowenthal identifies history as a "group 

memory" that gives a community a coherent sense of itself (213). "Just as memory 

validates personal memory," Lowenthal claims, "history perpetuates collective self-

awareness." Remarkably, the structure of A Son of the Fore^r suggests Apess's struggle 

to reconcile the autobiographical form with his desire to create a more collective history. 

He attempts to solve the irreconcilability by attaching an unusual appendix. Using the 

same telling phrase—"a tale of blood"—he had used to describe his horror in his life 

story upon seeing the "dark" women in the woods, Apess attempts to connect the 

childhood episode with the mainstream account of American Indian life: "My people 

have had no press to record their sufferings or to make known their grievances; on this 

account many a tale of blood and woe has never been known to the public" (60). Drawing 

from the histories of Elias Boudinot, Cadwallader Golden, Washington Irving and others, 

Apess's appendix—excerpting whole sections and adding explanatory transitions— 

attempts to testify to the tragedy of colonization. 
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Despite his attempt to find a better balance between memory and history, and as 

much as the conversion narrative provides Apess with an important public oudet, the 

form obstructs his access to the collectivity. This relationship between form and content, 

particularly the ability of the former to articulate social difference, interested Raymond 

Williams, who identified a generic homology that allowed "only the cultxiral evidence 

which fit [while]...other evidence is neglected" (106). Williams argued that there is a 

"heavy-price" to pay for the ill fit between homology and cultural object, since the risk is 

that real ideological concerns will be excluded. Apess sensed this about his own 

autobiography. Faced with such a penalty, he attempts to circumvent it by speaking 

outside the form, through an historical appendix. 

The history related there, as Bergland argues, affirms the popular belief that 

American Indians were doomed to disappear, but once Apess begins to publish other 

types of narratives, his personal perspective gives way to a collective voice. In his studies 

of a heterogeneous nation published after A Son of the Forest (nothing less than to 

"reframe New England history," according to O'Connell), Apess finally overturns a 

racial hierarchy that proscribed the removal of the American Indian. If the appendix is the 

seed of his desire to foster historical awareness, than "An Indian's Looking-Glass for the 

White Man" (1833) represents its nascent constitution. As the title suggests, Apess 

endeavors to hold up a mirror for white Americans, who will be able to see the reflection 

of their religious and political hypocrisy. The essay asserts a refusal to presuppose racial 

distinction, since God "is the maker and preserver both of the white men and the Indian, 

whose abilities are the same and who are to be judged by one God" (156). 
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Exposing the differential power relations at the core of racial prejudice, Apess 

echoes the militant rhetoric of abolitionism on display in the "textbook," Garrison's 

Thoughts on African Colonization. He rejects the fiction of racial difference, gaining 

credence during this era through the growing popularity of raciology, by attacking the 

notion of innate racial inferiority. In Chapter Nine of Thoughts on African Colonization, 

titled 'The American Colonization Society Denies the Possibility of Elevating the Blacks 

in this Country," Garrison castigates the opinions of colonizationists, "in almost every 

instance by reputedly the most enlightened, patriotic and benevolent men in the land," 

who forbid the education of slaves and withhold it from free African-Americans (143). 

Education and achievement, of course, were the ultimate refutations of the racist notion 

that blacks were an inferior people, and Garrison accused America of acting less 

republican than other European nations. Unlike these countries, where educated blacks 

have crashed through the supposedly "impassable barriers of nature," the colonization 

movement "proclaimed to the world...that the American people can never be as 

republican in their feelings and practices as Frenchmen, Spaniards or Englishmen!" 

(146). 

Garrison reminds his readers that the education of each citizen is perhaps the key 

republican tenet, since it can foster self-improvement and create an informed citizenry. 

Apess incorporates this analysis into his defense of the American Indian. Like Garrison, 

Apess defines illiteracy among American Indians as a symbol of national alienation, a 

tool that perpetuated their subjugation to white Americans. Extending Garrison's use of 

literacy to include economic practice, as well as republican principle, Apess claims 
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literacy is a commodity unavailable to Natives. The results are predictable. If a "mean, 

abject, miserable race of beings" live on the reservations of New England, Apess writes 

in the introduction to "Looking-Glass," it is because "they have nothing to make them 

enterprising" (155). That something is education, which will lead to enterprise; without 

it they know only the inverse of economic and moral improvement—the self-degradation 

that comes through alcoholism, prostitution, migrant labor—all pursuits in the service of 

a white society. 

Thus Apess fires a salvo into dangerous territory, taking aim at the depths of 

white racism and discovers no natural law, but only a corrupt social hierarchy that 

demands the powerlessness of the Indian. Forcing the reader to consider literacy within 

the Franklinesque myth of American enterprise, Apess accomplishes his aim by calling 

attention to Native abjection caused not by a "natural barrier" of racial inferiority but by 

harsh laws and national indifference. To prove this idea Apess must repudiate two 

fundamental components of the nation's policy toward the American Indian. First, he 

blames the nation for a policy of paternalism that "made [Natives] believe they are 

minors and have not the abilities given to them by God to take care of themselves" (155). 

By following the theme of enterprise with another statement connoting economic self-

improvement ("take care of themselves"), Apess correlates illiteracy with the poverty of 

New England Indians, who then inevitably sink deeper into a dependence to white 

America. Second, Apess reveals the tautology that if whites believe Natives to be 

incapable of improvement, lacking either God given abilities or eternally childlike, then 

the State will never grant them the opportunity to break free from their systemic bondage. 
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Another point made by Garrison, and one chiefly responsible for the surge of 

abolitionism in the 1830s, was that the absence of slavery in the North did not mean that 

northerners were free from its corrosive values. Racial prejudice, often seen as the 

unenlightened blight of the southem slaveocracy, also afflicted northern merchants who 

profited from the slave-produced commodities. Financial exchange effaced the 

boundaries between free and slave states, and allowed Garrison to link racial apartheid in 

the North with slavery in the South. Attempting to inspire remorse and support from the 

merchant middle-class. Garrison ends his preface to Thoughts on African Colonization 

with a conclusive statement on the economic value of free African-American labor: "In 

the great cities, and in various parts of the southem States, free persons of color constimte 

a laborious and useful class. In a pecuniary point of view, the banishment of one-sixth of 

our population—of those whom we specially need—would be an act of suicide. The 

veriest smatterer in political economy cannot but perceive the ruinous tendency of such a 

measure" ("preface"). Garrison wasn't going to make the same mistake Upton Sinclair 

blamed himself for eighty years later in The Jungle. Offering the horrors of the Chicago 

stockyards as a metaphor for an American economy that bmtalized its workers, Sinclair 

hoped to hit Americans in the head but instead found their stomach. Garrison wouldn't 

allow middle-class Americans, the very social class he most needed to persuade to 

support the break from colonization, to miss his point. He joined the subject of African-

American, of race, with its integral place in the economy; he knew merchants, many 

working productively together with free African-Americans in those "great cities," would 

heed this lesson. 
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Apess sights "Looking-Glass" in a similar manner; he doesn't limit his rebuke to 

white men who prey on Native women while their men are away, laboring on whaling 

ships or on the farms of Connecticut and New York. He exposes a crass materialism at 

the core of American paternalism, which deliberately disenfranchised American Indians 

by refusing to educate them. Withholding instruction thus benefited white New 

Englanders who wished to profit from the natural resources of Native reservations. 

American Indians are "much imposed upon by their neighbors, who have no principle. 

They would think it no crime to go upon Indian lands and cut and carry off their most 

valuable timber, or anything else they chose; and I doubt not but they think it clear gain" 

(156). These neighbors are blind to their crimes because of what Roediger calls a practice 

of "whiteness" that helped to marginalize American Indians during the colonial period. 

As a way to "rationalize the dispossession of Native Americans from the land," colonists 

fashioned an ideology of the hard-working white yeoman that included its enabling foil, 

the indolent, improvident Indian (21). If the Indian wouldn't improve the "resources God 

had provided," colonists reasoned, then they "should forfeit those resources." 

As a matter of survival against "whiteness," Apess believed that Native "persons" 

must be defined as United States citizens if they were to protect their bodies, but his 

inclusion of protection of property in this question was a more radical move. To make 

the issue even more distasteful to land hungry New Englanders, Apess spoke possesively 

about "our property" in need of protection, implying that colonists had stolen Indian 

lands, and boldly asserted their desire to possess property and equal status as citizens. 

Apess's emphasis on enterprise is thus a racially coded concept in New England of 1833. 
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Claiming America 

One would be right to assume that his focus on Native property arises organically 

from a history of colonization, but his tenacious defense is indebted to the protest rtietoric 

of African-American abolitionists who claimed national property in order to justify the 

political rights putatively attached to it. In part two of Thoughts on African Colonization, 

subtitled "Sentiments of the People of Color," African-American anticolonization 

societies, from all parts of the United States, shared a unifying belief—"we claim, this 

country, the place of our birth, and not Africa, as our mother country" (14). This 

introductory statement brought the contradictions between democratic liberty and race to 

the surface and attacked the depiction of free African-Americans and slaves as foreigners 

with no legitimate roots in America. The anticolonization society of Rochester (N.Y.) put 

it simply: 'This is the land our fathers have tilled before us; this is the land that gave us 

our birthright" (43). In addition to making a solid claim on citizenship, the societies 

voiced a unique heritage rooted in the land, a fundamental characteristic of nationalist 

ideologies. For example, in Wilmington, Delaware, African-Americans who opposed 

expatriation wrote: "We are natives of the United States; our ancestors were brought to 

this country by means over which they had no control; we have our attachments to the 

soil, and we feel that we have rights in common with other Americans" (37). 

African-Americans thus adapted nationalist rhetoric and principles to their 

campaign against expatriation, but this political work is not conventionally included in 

the oft-written about evolution of American nationalism during the 1830s. A white 

working-class, inspired by the elections of Andrew Jackson, are considered to be the 
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progenitors of the period's democratic ethos. Critics ignore the ways in which the 

pressures raised by abolitionists to expand the scope of liberty in the United States could 

be connected to Jacksonian democracy. The principle achievement of Thoughts on 

African Colonization was that it introduced a hitherto suppressed African-American 

perspective to a racial discourse dominated by white spokespersons, forcing Americans to 

question the co-existence of racial prejudice and democratic ideals. Apess learned from 

this model of political resistance; take, for example, Apess's fight for Mashpee 

"independence."'' ^s reliance upon nationalist rhetoric in the service of Mashpee efforts 

for self-governance has confounded critics, who tend to conceive of identity in primarily 

ethnic terms. Gustafason concludes that Apess and the Mashpee "resist an American 

national identity that might subsume" them (49). As an alternative, she sees the 

Mashpee Revolt as a struggle for cultural autonomy; Barry O'Connell shares this view 

and asks: "From what sources or experiences might Apess's consciousness have come, a 

consciousness which anticipates so strikingly pan-Indianism?" (xv). However, 

arguments for cultural autonomy owes more to the influence of 1990s multiculuralism 

and the desire for allegorical speakers from ethnic "nations" than the Mashpee political 

platform in 1833-34. 

One can answer O'Connell's question by probing the convergence between 

Garrison and Apess, abolitionism and the Mashpee Revolt, which demonstrates a 

particular nationalist ideology defined by racial justice. On the basis of his political work 

in Mashpee, Apess looks like a nationalist who attempts to illustrate the "American" in 

colors other than Euro-American "white," but nobody has made a sustained attempt to 
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measure the influence of abolitionism on either Apess's career or events at Mashpee. The 

emergence of abolitionism had made it possible to challenge the putative racial 

restrictions of the Constitution; without removal as the solution to the race "problem," 

activists, such as Garrison and Apess, could argue for extending civil liberties to free 

African-Americans and American Indians. This in not an anachronistic imposition. Like 

many other Americans, Garrison saw Indian removal and slavery as part of an 

intertwined moral issue; the removal of American Indians from the southeast would clear 

the way for the expansion of slavery and cotton (Goodmand 42). Finally, Garrison 

regularly blamed proslavery apologists in the Liberator for the injustice of Indian 

removal, a view Apess shared, and he identified racial prejudice as the reason Americans 

accepted the two knotted ideologies of removal: "It is this wicked distinction of color in 

our land which finds so many strenuous advocates even among professing Christians, that 

has robbed the red men of their rights" (qtd. Mayer 138). 

If "An Indian's Looking-Glass for the White Man" exemplified Apess's 

adaptation of an abolitionist rhetoric of racial equality, then Indian Nullification marks 

another stage, as he joins this rhetoric with the civil defiance of the Mashpee Indians. 

With the essay, as well as the speaking tour accompanying it, Apess endeavored to 

enlighten New England about their complicity in the oppression of the region's American 

Indians. Awareness, Apess hoped, would lead to political reform. When Apess stands 

before the Mashpee to narrate his "history New England Indians," however, he helps 

foster solidarity among the Masphee, which quickly led to the Revolt of 1833-34. Denied 

civil liberties since the Revolution, the Mashpee were beginning to agitate for 
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enfranchisement and self-governance, particularly for the authority to prevent the 

exploitation of their land and labor. 

Apess wrote the history of the Mashpee Revolt, Indian Nullification, immediately 

following its conclusion, and the book was an important component of the struggle, 

which involved battling the public distorted view of Mashpee resistance. Apess needed 

to find a textual form to relate the history of the insurrection, a narrative Lowenthal calls 

a "group memory." Attempting to make the conversion narrative more accommodating to 

a secular analysis, he had attached an appendix that failed to bridge his personal and 

historical visions. In the early 1830s Garrison had also searched for a form that could 

conmiunicate the cross-cultural make-up of the new abolitionism; consequently. 

Thoughts on Afiican Colonization exemplified a form that voiced a collective politics, 

and even better, successfully intervened in mainstream racial discourse. Searching for a 

suitable form to describe the Mashpee Revolt, Apess may have saw the structure of his 

yet unwritten Indian Nullification in Thoughts on Afidcan Colonization. 

Not surprisingly. Garrison wrote it like an editor, attacking the colonization 

doctrine, Mayer writes, "with the readiest tools at his command: scissors, paste pot, and 

composing stick" (134). Garrison followed his introductory essay with part one, 

composed of excerpts from the annual reports of the American Colonization Society; 

from the excerpts, he delineated his argument against colonization. The second half of the 

book exposed the racial prejudice underpinning the American Colonization Society. In 

the interests of equality, and as a tactic for demonstrating widespread, cross-cultural 

resistance. Garrison devoted the entire section to African-American activists who 
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opposed colonization. This extraordinary move must have appealed to Apess, whose 

Indian Nullification adapted the double-voiced form of Thoughts on African 

Colonization. Apess writes his own introductory essay to the volume, which Peyser calls 

a "complex ethnohistorical collage" (157). He then arranges a wide selection of 

documents such as the resolutions, minutes, and letters of the Mashpee Indians, his own 

commentary that contextualizes the fragments and makes them cohere, and the few press 

editorials sympathetic to the cause. 

In addition to the formulaic similarities between Thoughts on African 

Colonization and Indian Nullification, the title Apess chooses suggests his affinity with 

abolitionism. One imagines Apess could have chosen a title that referred to the forced 

removal of American Indians. Yet Indian Nullification of the Unconstitutional Laws of 

Massachusetts Relative to the Marshpee tribe; or. The Pretended Riot Explained (1835) 

draws from the nation's latest battle over slavery and the power of the states, the 

nullification controversy of 1832-33. Since 1819 cotton prices had steadily decreased, 

and many planters blamed the catastrophic bust on a federal tariff. In 1832 South 

Carolina senator John Calhoun and his supporters nullified the tariff and threatened to 

secede if the federal government attempted to enforce it. But like the Missouri 

Compromise twelve years earlier, and Jefferson's Kentucky resolutions before it, the 

nullification controversy was primarily concerned about protecting slavery from the 

federal government. Deploying a transpositional rhetoric, Apess's title replaces South 

Carolina with the Mashpee. His brilliant use of irony, reminiscent of Douglass's 1852 

Fourth of July oration, mocks the State's defense of its right to enslave human beings by 
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comparing its situation with the Mashpee, who possess no civil liberties. In a spirit of 

carnival, Indian Nullification takes aim at the "unconstitutional laws of Massachusetts," a 

suggestive phrase that tramples on South Carolina's assertion of its authority over the 

federal government. In his comparative example, Apess reveals the absurdity of the 

State's claim, since it entails nullifying the revolutionary principles contained in the 

Constitution, which can liberate the Mashpee from bondage. 

Apess creates a title that disavows the unjust laws of the State asserts sovereignty 

from the State's overseer system. The title also indicates the purpose of Mashpee 

agitation: to be recognized by the Constitution. With Apess as their leader, the Mashpee 

delivered a series of resolutions to the Governor in Boston based on American principles, 

which included the natural right to overthrow a tyrannical government. "The situation 

was volatile," writes James Clifford in his study of identity in Mashpee. "Apess, a 

firebrand with a vision of united action by 'colored' peoples against white oppressors, 

stimulated a Mashpee 'Declaration of Independence' in 1833 on behalf of a sovereign 

Mashpee tribe" (304). This Declaration was followed by their call for a "new 

government," run by themselves, they could "shake off the yoke which galled them"— 

the metaphor Apess applied to the board of white overseers (178). With a significant 

difference, the new government would be modeled after the constitutional republic: 

"There was but one exception, viz., that all who dwelt in our precincts were to be held 

free and equal, in truth, as well as in letter" (179). The Mashpee Revolt came to a head 

over a wheelbarrow full of firewood. In an unprecedented move, Apess and members of 

the Mashpee coalition declared their Cape Cod land off limits to their white neighbors 
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until the courts could resolve the matter. On July 4, the Sampson brothers, one of whom 

was the justice of the peace, tested Mashpee resolve by entering the reservation and 

loading a wheelbarrow with firewood. Apess commanded them to unload the firewood 

and forced them off Mashpee land. 

One of the original Christian Indian "plantations," Mashpee had long resisted 

efforts of the white community to restrict their political autonomy, and by the nineteenth-

century, the situation had deteriorated into a corrupt governance of white overseers. If the 

title and form of Indian Nullification gives us two good clues about Apess's connection 

to abolitionism, then the rhetoric of slavery—that details the significance of these 

governors in system that stripped the people of their civil liberties, sold their valuable 

timber, and exploited their labor— is another. Working under the assumption that the 

Indian was ignorant and incapable of managing his own resources and civic affairs, the 

overseer ran a profitable economy (for whites) that dominated all facets of life in 

Mashpee. Apess writes; 

At one time, it was the practice of the overseers, when the Indians hired 

themselves to their neighbors, to receive their wages and dispose of them at their 

own discretion. Sometimes an Indian bound on a whaling voyage would earn 

four or five hundred dollars, and the shipmaster would account to the overseers 

for the whole sum. The Indian would get some small part of his due, in order to 

encourage him to go again and gain more for his white masters, to support 

themselves and educate their children with. And this is but a specimen of the 

systematic course taken to degrade the tribe from generation to generation. I 
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could tell of one of our masters who has not only supported himself and family 

out of the proceeds of our lands and labors but has educated a son at Harvard, at 

our expense. (211-12) 

Throughout Indian Nullification, Apess demonstrates the plight of the Mashpee by 

evoking the materials of slavery, a strategy he copies from abolitionists who were 

beginning to describe the situation of free African-Americans in the North as "bondage." 

A scathing account of the Mashpee struggle against tyranny, the passage documents a 

"systematic course" of abuse closely related to Afiican bondage. His descriptions of 

"bound out" labor, "white masters," and a tragic continuity achieve in another manner a 

principle aim of the abolitionists: to convince the nation that slavery and its values are not 

contained in the South but have contaminated the entire nation. To illustrate the 

culpability of Massachusetts, particularly the eUte, Apess reports how the overseer's son 

attends Harvard "at our expense" while the State converts the education of the Mashpee 

into an illegal act, "dooming them to become chained under desperate laws." Apess thus 

justifies their nullification of State law; "what makes the robbery of my wronged race 

more grievous is that it is sanctioned by legal enactments" (214). The law sanctions the 

paradox making it nearly impossible for the American Indian to rise up in "American" 

fashion, on merit and hard work. What Emerson, six years later, would celebrate as "self-

reliance," Apess displays as an American delusion of white supremacy. 

Apess isn't the only one to connect the Mashpee struggle for civil rights to a 

discourse of slavery. The few newspapers that did support the Mashpee cause viewed it 

as analagous to southern slavery. Apess intends Indian Nullification "to mark out the 
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State of public feeling" (191) about the Mashpee Revolt, and a key part of the project is to 

demonstrate the "disposition prevalent among the editorial fraternity to prejudice the 

people at large against the rights and liberties of the Indians" (219). Inverting Garrison's 

use of African-American voices, Apess excerpts editorial opinion from white newspapers 

that explicitly call for racial justice. After a fact-finding visit to the reservation, the 

Boston Advocate reported that "we know how strongly and unanimously they feel upon 

the subject of what they really believe to be, their slavery to the overseers" (201). The 

Daily Advocate issued a more passionate plea to free the Mashpee from bondage: "But 

from that day [the Revolution], until the year 1834, the Marshpee Indians were enslaved 

by the laws of Massachusetts, and deprived of every civil right which belongs to man. 

White Overseers had power to tear their children from them and bind them out where 

they pleased. They could also sell the services of any adult Indian on the Plantation they 

chose to call idle, for three years at a time, and send him where they pleased, renewing 

the lease every three years, and thus, make him a slave for life" (240). Finally, Garrison 

and the Liberator described the situation of the Mashpee with an imagery of an oppressed 

slave: "Dreading lest they should run too fast, and too far, in an unfettered state, it 

[Massachusetts] has loaded them with chains so effectually as to prevent their running at 

all" (222). 

While advocates of Mashpee autonomy turned to an imagery of slavery to 

articulate a cross-cultural struggle against racial injustice, "advocates of oppression," as 

Apess called New Englanders who opposed the Mashpee petition for self-governance, 

manipulated the same imagery to foment racial paranoia. The manufacture of racial 
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paranoia had been a source of frustration for abolitionists in the fight agains^t 

colonization. Garrison devoted a chapter to the subject in Thoughts on Afriaan 

Colonization—'The American Colonization Society is Nourished by Fear said 

Selfishness"—and asserted that "naked terrors" of free African-Americans was the real 

motive for their removal. The second clause of the long title Apess chooses for Indian 

Nullification—"or, the Pretended Riot Explained''—hints at a similar terror in the white 

imagination when confronted with Masphee defiance. After delivering a lecture on 

Native civil rights, Apess sensed his opinion had inflamed the "naked terrors" of his 

white audience, some who "feared that an insurrection might break out amo«Tig the 

colored people, in which blood might be shed" (177). Since the late seventeienth-century, 

when American Indians and African-Americans occasionally joined forces. New England 

treated unrest among either group as a potentially dangerous infection. This fear of an 

Indian-African American insurrection, as Peyser notes, became codified over time, as 

American Indians were included in New England's prerevolutionary slave codes (144). 

By the time of the Mashpee Revolt, the cumulative influence of San Domingo, Denmark 

Vesey, and Nat Turner had created a climate of racial anxiety that Linked Annerican 

Indians and African-Americans, particularly in Mashpee, a hybrid conmiunity with a 

sizeable population of African-Americans. 

The grammar of Apess's title—the "or" that forces the reader to consider 

Mashpee nullification as the same thing as a riot—articulates an understated insight about 

his documentation of the Mashpee struggle for self-governance. A major part of that 

history is the hysterical response of white New Englanders to Native resistamce, and if 
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Apess is to deal dispassionately about validity of Mashpee nullification then he must also 

explain the influence of a riot that never happened, except in a public eye blinded by its 

own racial apparitions. When Apess and the Mashpee deliver their resolutions to the 

Governor, and call for their independence from the overseer system, New England 

overreacts to this show of resistance: 

Those who had, as we think unlawfully, ruled us hitherto now awoke in 

astonishment and bestirred themselves in defense of their temporal interests. Mr. 

Hawley was dispatched to the governor at Worcester, to whom he represented the 

state of affairs in colors which we cannot acknowledge to have been faithfiil. He 

stated that the Indians were in open rebellion and that blood was likely to be shed. 

It was reported and believed among us that he said we had armed ourselves and 

were prepared to carry all before us with tomahawk and scalping knife; that death 

and destruction, and all the horrors of a savage war, were impending; that of the 

white inhabitants some were clearly dead and the rest dreadfully alarmed! An 

awful picture indeed. (180-181) 

Instead of the issues of economic or political justice, the deciding factor in Mashpee will 

be false reports of rebellion, of impending "horrors." This "awful picture" of "open 

rebellion" constitutes historical evidence in Indian Nullification-, Apess must make the 

public aware of how its irrational fear of a "savage war" had distorts their mainstream, 

seemingly objective account of the Mashpee Revolt. In his conversion narrative, one 

might remember, Apess related in a "tale of blood" how white fears of the Indian 

afflicted him in the cherry orchard; the terror he experienced upon mistaking two "dark" 
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women for "savages" is a memory that has now become integral to his historical practice. 

Before he can describe the rational basis of the Mashpee theory of nullification, Apess 

must first demonstrate how racial prejudice underpins the overseer system and obscures 

the public perception of the Mashpee. 

In contrast to the horror story propagated by Hawley, Apess depicts an organized 

body of politicized Masphee, prepared by Apess to meet the inevitable challenge to their 

resolutions for political autonomy. He had "previously cautioned the Indians to do no 

bodily injury to any man, unless in their own defense, but to stand for their rights and 

nothing else" (181). This early articulation of civil disobedience, however, is obscured 

by the panicked response by whites to the Mashpee's disobedience. For example, the 

Boston Courier claimed that "these deluded people [were] in a state of open rebellion 

against the government of the State, having with force, seized upon the Meeting-house, 

rescued from the Overseers a portion of property in their possession, chosen officers of 

their own, and threatened violence to all who should attempt to interfere with them, in the 

measures of self-government which they had assumed" (224). Since white racism held 

that the American Indian was inherently inferior and incapable of progress, Mashpee 

efforts for self-government (the newspaper emphasizes its disbelief in italics) were seen 

as a "delusion." It wasn't long before whites pointed to the outsider Apess as the 

instigator. "At the time of Apes' [sic] coming among them, they were quiet and 

peaceable," wrote the Barnstable Patriot, "[here] comes this intruder, this disturber, this 

riotous and mischief-making Indian, from the Pequot tribe, in Connecticut...he stirs them 
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up to sedition, riot, treason! Instigates them to declare their independence of the laws of 

Massachusetts, and to arm themselves to defend it" (227). 

This cross-cultural dialogue is one of the remarkable aspects of Indian 

Nullification, as it makes the differential power relations—so often used to exclude 

American Indians from the nation's historical understanding—the subject of scrutiny. 

While the form of the text made this possible, it was his imprisonment that symbolized 

his opposition. The State attempted to defeat the Mashpee by arresting Apess; "it seemed 

to be the common opinion," he writes, "that the imprisonment of Apess would frighten 

the rest of the tribe and cause them to forego their efforts to recover their rights" (186). 

Arrested for riot, assault, and trespass, Apess claims his false imprisonment as the inverse 

of the Harvard degree of the overseer's son. Arrested with no evidence but the hysterical 

narratives of whites, Apess posits his outlaw position as the only place where one can 

capture a true sense of the Mashpee Revolt. 

How had Apess's historical practice evolved since A Son of the Forest and "An 

Indian's Looking-Glass for the White Man"? As the written account of the Mashpee 

Revolt, Indian Nullification is not only a documentary account of the insurrection but 

also an essay on the political efficacy of historical narrative. Prior to his arrival in 

Mashpee, Apess was traveling the New England lecture circuit, speaking about "Indian 

degradation" and calling for "civil and religious rights" for American Indians. If A Son of 

the Forest relates his racial awakening, his essays and lectures attempt to make the public 

aware of its oppressive racial attimdes. In Indian Nullification, Apess writes a cross-
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cultural account of the Mashpee Revolt, and as a result, reveals how race functions in 

historical production. 

One of the results of writing a dialogic narrative is that Apess draws attention to 

the "public character" of history, as Lowenthal describes it, and stresses its capacity to 

forge cohesion among the Mashpee. Consider, for instance, hiw seemingly impartial 

account of arriving in Mashpee and meeting the white minister and overseer, Phineas 

Fish. In response to Apess's request to speak to the Mashpee, Fish attempts to nullify 

Mashpee claims for justice, as well as to censure Apess's remarks. Apess relates the 

conversation with his typical balance of defiance and wit: "Mr. Fish cautioned me not to 

say anything about oppression, that being, he said, the very thing that made them 

discontented. They thought themselves oppressed, he observed, but such was not the 

case" (172). The dialogue conceals the germ of the conflict. 

This episode symbolizes the plight of the Mashpee—the minister assigned to their 

plantation is blind to their oppression—and Apess uses Fish's warning in order as a 

summary of the dominant historical viewpoint. The placement of the conversation in the 

beginning of the narrative is not simply an act faithful to chronology; it is an effective 

rhetorical move, appealing to a reading public who might share Fish's opinion that the 

"case" of the Mashpee wasn't dire, and sets up Apess's refutation. Ignoring Fish, Apess 

speaks to the Mashpee about the "history of the New England Indians" the ambitious 

project he had been working on since A Son of the Forest, and suddenly "an individual 

among the assembly took occasion to clap his hands and, with a loud shout, to cry 'Truth, 
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truth!' This gave rise to a general conversation, and it was truly heartrending to me to 

hear what my kindred people had suffered at the hands of whites" (172). 

In the call and response between Apess and speaker and audience, a new history 

is formed, one linking the local struggles of the Mashpee with other New England 

Indians, such as the Pequots. The difference between memory and history is voiced in the 

shouts of 'Truth!" that punctuate Apess's speech, an apt illustration of the consensual 

nature of Apess's narrative. The chronology of Mashpee resistance—from the arrival of 

Apess and the conflict with Fish to the people's vocal affirmation and the final victory 

over the State—demonstrates the potent force of a collective memory. 

A Useful Past for a New Nation 

This chapter began by recounting Apess's military service during the War of 

1812, an experience that grants him the assertive stance of a veteran who had defended 

American independence. Yet, when the nation refuses to pay Apess and other American 

Indian veterans for their service, Apess voices democratic principles to establish their 

claim on justice. Mary Louis Pratt designates this appropriating practice, by which a 

subordinated or marginal figure responds to materials disseminated from the dominant 

culture, as "transculturation." Pratt's concept allows us to think of Apess as 

transculturating canonical American materials, particularly patriotic imagery, in ways 

that undermine ideologies of white supremacy and shape a radical, more inclusive vision 

of America. I've identified "transculturation" as the basis of Apess's historical practice, 

and this final section examines the mythological basis of that practice. Historical 

understanding, Lowenthal reminds us, sometimes includes what is often derogated as 
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mythological (197). Myths can often turn national narratives into unprincipled 

propaganda. Apess recognizes, however, that gaining civil liberties has as much to do 

with making a claim on an American heritage as proving that State law was 

unconstitutional. 

Like the law, the past sets a precedent that can obstruct reform, and Apess breaks 

the white grip on a revolutionary heritage by calling attention to the sacrifices American 

Indians have made for freedom. Afncan-American abolitionists pioneered this strategy; 

their evocation of war as a collective sacrifice for for democracy is at the core of their 

attack on colonization. In the second section of Thoughts on African Colonization, 

Garrison writes in his introduction to part two that "large numbers of them were 

distinguished for their patient endurance, their ardent devotion, and their valorous 

conduct during our revolutionary struggle" (6). Following this remark, he reminds his 

readers of the heroic efforts of free African-Americans during the War of 1812, and 

proceeds to charge the nation with a "pitiful...hypocrisy manifested in our conduct as a 

people toward our colored population!" (8). For proof of such "shame," Garrison 

includes a proclamation issued during the war by General Andrew Jackson, which urged 

the continued service of free African-Americans during the second war with Britain. "I 

knew with what fortitude you could endure hunger and thirst, and all the fatigues of a 

campaign," Jackson writes. "/ knew well how you loved your NATIVE country, and that 

you had, as well as ourselves, to defend what man holds most dear—his parents, 

relations, wife, children and property" (6). Garrison responds to Jackson's cynical use of 

nationalist rhetoric to manipulate the loyalty of his black troops with an argument for the 
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enfranchisement of African-Americans: "Yes—when peril rears its crest, and invasion 

threatens our shores, then prejudice is forgotten and the tongue of detraction is still—then 

the people of color are no longer brutes or a race between men and monkeys, no longer 

turbulent or useless, no longer aliens and wanderers from Africa—but they are 

complimented as intelligent, patriotic citizens from whom much is expected, and who 

have property, home and country at stake!" (7). 

There is a simple reason Garrison's introduction emphasizes war as a nation-

building trope: he is summarizing the commentaries by African-American 

anticolonization societies, many of which identified military service as unassailable claim 

on civil liberties. This assertion of national sacrifice often appeared alongside the familiar 

statements linking African-Americans to America through birthright and labor. For 

example, the minutes from the Brooklyn meeting claim that, 

we are not strangers; neither do we come under the alien law. Our Constitution 

does not call upon us to become naturalized; we are already American citizens; 

our fathers were the first that peopled this country; their sweat and their tears have 

been the means, in a measure, of raising our country to its present standing. Many 

of them fought, and bled, and died for the gaining of her liberties; and shall we 

forsake their tombs, and flee to an unknown land? (27) 

In a meeting at the African church in Middletown, Connecticut, its members concurred 

with the statement issued from Brooklyn, and in New Haven, at a meeting of the Peace 

and Benevolent Society of Afric-Americans, they resolved with no sense of irony, "That 

we know of no other place that we can call our true and appropriate home, excepting 
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these United States, into which our fathers were brought, who enriched the country by 

their toils, and fought, bled, and died in its defense, and left us in possession—and here 

we will live and die" (31). 

In Indian Nullification, the significance of using war as a way to discredit the 

democratic promises of "America" is not lost on Apess. In a clever move, he includes an 

editorial from the Daily Advocate written by a white writer to draw the connection 

between military service and the suppression of Native people's rights. The writer lists 

each of the Mashpee men who served with Col. Bradford, and this act of remembrance 

becomes a monument to those Mashpee men who died fighting for liberty: 

Francis Webquish, Samuel Moses, Demps Squibs, Mark Negro, Tom Caesar, 

Joseph Ashur, James Keeter, Joseph Keeter, Jacob Keeter, Daniel Pocknit, Job 

Rinmion, George Shawn, Castel Bamet, Joshua Pognit, James Rimmon, David 

Hatch, James Nocake, Abel Hoswit, Elisha Keeter, John Pearce, John Mapix, 

Amos Babcock, Hosea Pognit, Daniel Pocknick, Church Ashur, Gideon Tumpum 

In all twenty-six men. The whole regiment, drawn from the whole county of 

Barnstable, mustered but 149 men, nearly one-fifth of whom were volunteers from 

the Uttle Indian plantation of Marshpee, which then did not contain over one 

hundred male heads of families! No white town in the County furnished anything 

like this proportion of the 149 volunteers. The Indian soldiers fought through the 

war; and as far as we have been able to ascertain the fact, from documents or 

tradition, all but one, fell martyrs to liberty, in the struggle for Independence. 

(239-240) 
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Many of the surnames repeat, coming in groups of two and ttiree, none too subtly 

evoking the tragedy of Mashpee's sacrifice of its brothers, sons, and fathers for American 

freedom. The revolutionary war hit the Mashpee and other Native peoples like a wave of 

smallpox, putting the survival of the Mashpee band in jeopardy. Their willingness to fight 

was no doubt influenced by their hope that the new United States would grant them the 

equality and justice that the English monarchy had denied them. In the above quotation, 

the white writer delivers the exclamation point with astonishment and indignation but 

without any sense of irony. However, while the white writer can express indignation 

without irony, Apess resorted to other, less obvious tactics. He expresses less surprise 

than a white writer to the fact that descendants of these Mashpee revolutionary soldiers 

still lacked the protection of American citizenship. 

By placing Mashpee resistance within the context of the American Revolution, 

Apess, like the Afiican-American opponents of colonization, once again imbues their 

fight with the blood of independence. In a letter to the Barnstable Journal, Apess and the 

Mashpee coalition exploit this distinctly American language, asking the "good people of 

Massachusetts, the boasted cradle of independence," for liberty. They finally realize that 

they possess an uniquely American right to defend their natural freedoms fi-om tyranny; 

there was no other alternative but like theirs, to take our stand, and as we have on 

our plantation but one harbor, and no English ships of tea, for a substitute, we 

unloaded two wagons loaded with our wood...And now, good people of 

Massachusetts, when your fathers dared to unfurl the banners of freedom amidst 

the hostile fleets and armies of Great Britain, it was then that Marshpee furnished 
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them with some of her bravest men to fight your battles. Yes, by the side of your 

fathers they fought and bled, and now their blood cries to your from the ground to 

restore that liberty so unjustly taken from us by their sons. (195) 

Equating the Wheelbarrow incident at Mashpee with the Boston Tea Party is 

unmistakably Apess, a tactic that appropriates the Revolution's symbology and translates 

it into Mashpee terms. The blood of "white" and "red" fathers bleeding together in the 

soil destabilizes the racial purity upon which the Republic depends. By evoking the 

Boston Tea Party and including the Wheelbarrow incident within its ideological field, 

Apess depicts the real bodies of Mashpee men who fought for independence in contrast to 

the American Indians as a purely symbolic element in the revolution—whites in red-face 

throwing tea into the harbor. Furthermore, Apess equates the Wheelbarrow incident with 

the Boston Tea Party in order to blend the Mashpee struggle for self-governance with the 

founding war for equality and independence. * 

In his Eulogy on King Philip, published three years after the Mashpee Revolt, 

Apess roots his reworking of Revolutionary typology in the Puritan mythology of a 

divine America. King Philip's War (1675-1676) served as a blueprint for the nation's 

attempts to drive indigenous populations outside the "civilized" pale: the "savage" Native 

stubbornly resisted Puritan efforts to build a New Eden in the wilderness, and, as 

opponents of a divine mission, they must be removed. However, in Apess's 

configuration, the American Indian collaborates with the Puritan in the initial act of 

nation-building. In King Philip's War, Apess finds Indian freedom fighters who are still 
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waiting to be paid in the currency of equal rights. The Puritans won, Apess claims, only 

by hiring American Indians, 

to fight against Indians, with promise of their enjoying equal rights with their 

while brethren; but not one of those promises have as yet been fulfilled by the 

Pilgrims or their children...It was only, then, by deception that the Pilgrims gained 

the country, as their word has never been fulfilled in regard to Indian rights. 

(297) 

Apess evokes the suppression of his civil rights after the War of 1812 and the plight of 

the Mashpee after their male population was nearly decimated in the fight for liberty. His 

use of a Revolutionary typology—^from the Boston Tea Party, George Washington, and 

the Constitution, to "liberty" and "rights"—is juxtaposed with King Philip's superior 

position above General Washington. 

In this contest of America's origins, Apess forges a usefiil past from the tragedy 

of colonization. On one hand, he illustrates Lowenthal's point that "identification with a 

national past often serves as an assurance against subjugation or bolsters a new 

sovereignty" (44). On the other hand, he simultaneously identifies with the past and 

revises its dominant myths. If Nietzsche urged nations to forget the past if it was to gain 

freedom from its "monumental history," then Apess counters such a view by 

demonstrating the necessity for creating new myths of national origin. For example, in 

Eulogy on King Philip Apess tells the audience about an "act in King Philip that 

outweighs all the princes and emperors in the world": 
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when his men began to be in want of money, having a coat neatly wrought with 

mampampeag (i.e. Indian money), he cut it to pieces and distributed it among all 

his chiefs and warriors, it being better than the old continental money of the 

Revolution in Washington's day, as not one Indian soldier found fault with it, as 

we could ever leam; so that it cheered their hearts still to persevere to maintain 

their rights and expel their enemies. (297) 

Although the fable ostensibly traffics in Native lore, its politics evoke the contemporary 

subjugation of American Indians. The fable finds its political terminus in Mashpee where 

the overseer system had robbed them of their liberties. King Philip's act provides the 

basis for a distributive ethic that opposes that social system bom of an American 

revolution which maintains the privileges of "whiteness" at the expense of American 

Indian veterans. "The most revolutionary innovators," Lowenthal writes, "hark back to 

some legitimizing past" (41), but Apess has done more than that by substituting an 

illegitimate BCing Philip for George Washington. As a symbol of a nation built upon the 

principle of racial justice, BCing Philip forces the audience to reconsider a revolutionary 

genealogy in which justice was freely distributed to all peoples, regardless of race, as 

long as they were willing to die for the nation. 

Notes 
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^ In Native American Autobiography: An Anthology (1994), Krupat introduces Apess as a 

"fervent Christian" (121) who "was long ignored as an unfortunately Christian convert" 

(122), but Krupat's apparent correction of his own binary criticism is undercut by the 

volume's classification that opposes 'The Christian Indians, from the Eighteenth Century 

to Indian Removal, 1830" to 'The Resisting Indians, from Indian Removal to Wounded 

Knee, 1830-90." Krupat does not intend for his criticism to classify in this dualisti-c 

manner. In fact, it would seem his personal and practical approach explicitly warns 

against such interpretations, but his paradigm, by creating its own hierarchies, nullifies 

this intention. Barry O'Connell makes a similiar point in a footnote: "I also thinks ..that 

critics, especially those as sensitive as ECrupat, need to remember that theoretical 

categories, in this case one drawn from Bakhtin and Foucault, which help us to 

understand the discourse of power, can also reenact the very subordinations they mean to 

cover" (xxiv). Unfortunately, in this case, Krupat's interpretation of A o/r/ie Forest^ 

drawn from a Bakhtinian framework, repeats the damaging binaries he seeks to erase. 

^ For example, BCrupat's critical framework posits specific "Native American narrative 

modes"—dialogism, polyphony, and a synechdochic harmony between individual and 

community (80)—that identify Native written texts. Turned out through this framework, 

Apess looks like a second-rate writer, an assimilated figure who speaks only in an accent 

of Protestant monologism. Such a negative reading won't persuade a new reader to look 
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at A Son of the Forest, and can only excite the specialist intent on adding the Pequot 

William Apess to a more diverse American literary history. 

^ Krupat fashions his concept from Jameson's theorizing of "Third World Literature." 

See Frederic Jameson, 'Third World Literature in the Era of Multinational Capital" 

Social Text. Fall 1986, pp. 65-88. He argues that all Third World narratives are 

necessarily allegorical by virtue of their political, economic, and cultural positions. 

When Krupat borrows Jameson's theory to frame his criticism, he imposes a similar 

homology in which a single, homogenous narrative form works to maintain the multiple 

utterances of Native American literature. Krupat's criticism does not admit Apess's 

unique and specific experiences in New England. 

^ When his criticism is stripped down to its conceptual skeleton, the tropes of 

synecdoche, metonym, monologism, and dialogism contradict his statements that we 

should not construct polarities of "us/them" or essentialize the difference of others. 

Although Krupat makes it clear that a Native writer can freely choose to use—or just fall 

into—the monological voice or construct a metonynaic self, it is evident that the preferred 

way of speaking and writing is through a dialogic channel and that the right way of living 

is in synecdochic links to a larger kinship group. For example, the Native American 'T' 

stands in as the singular and representative voice for a collective and marginalized 

indigenous culture. Krupat translates this allegorical tactic into theoretical terms, making 

synecdoche the trope which validates the autobiographer's text as the expression of the 

whole community. 
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" . Karim Tiro observes how people of color chose Methodism because of its opposition 

to practices of Euro-American power and privilige: "During the nineteenth century, as 

larger numbers of Indians moved off their reservations into the dominant culture, they 

shared with increasingly disaffected whites and blacks a quotidian existence as wage 

laborers, servants, and whalers. Methodism, like Baptism and other "enthusiastic" 

varieties of Christianity, articulated the grievances they all shared against the classes 

responsible for their situation and promoted understanding across racial lines. (654-655) 

The Mashpee revolt exists in an historical field well-marked with other notable episodes 

of class and labor struggle. For example, during the 1830s, in nearby Rhode Island, a 

populist movement against property qualifications for voting began with Seth Luther's 

manifesto in 1833 and culminated with Dorr's Rebellion almost a decade later. In 

Boston, the 'Trades' Union," perhaps borrowing from Apess's work in the Newspapers, 

appealed to the Declaration in their fight for protection. Other significant labor battles 

occurred in the I830's, including the intense battle for a ten-hour work day and the 1834 

strike by female factory workers in Lowell, which also utilized the American language of 

equality and rights. Similarly, in the influential General Strike in Philadelphia, 1835, 

laborers unfurled a banner proclaiming "Liberty, Equality, Rights of Man," the very same 

rhetorical platform Apess used so brilliantly the year before in Mashpee. Finally, the 

Mashpee revolt actually precedes by five years the more touted Anti-Renter movement in 

the Hudson Valley. White laborers fought against their landlords and they struggled to 
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overturn one of "the most hated elements of the lease...the right to timber on all the 

farms," a similar battle fought by the Mashpee. These working-class struggles, however, 

generally did not incorporate the aim of racial justice. See Zinn, 207. 

The use of Indian disguise as an oppositional strategy precedes other, more publicized 

labor struggles of the period which attempted the same nnaneuver in a more contrived 

manner. Howard Zinn notes how impersonating the Indian gave the Anti-Renters of New 

York a way to symbolize their "original ownership of the soil" (207), a tactic they may 

very well have learned from the earlier Mashpee revolt as well as the Boston Tea Party. 
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